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FOREWORD
By Rosemary Miller

When my husband Hal Miller retired in 1990, at the age
of 65, he picked up his pen (literally) to write this personal
memoir, “to see whether I have more credit than debit in my
ledger.” The Argus company to which he devoted 44 years of his
life is the major part. Had Anglo/JCI permitted him to continue
as non-executive chairman and retire at 70, in accordance with
the company’s policy, he would have overseen the changes he
had set in motion to secure the future of the Argus company as
South Africa changed hands. And this history may not have been
written; but it certainly would have had a happier ending.
Hal decided against pursuing publication. The new South
Africa was still in its salad days and there would be little interest
in a white man’s story about a white-owned newspaper group.
Nor did he want to appear to be seeking vengeance. The exercise
was cathartic and he moved on.
Hal died 15 years ago in 2006 and I have pondered what to
do with his memoir. My initial intention was to print a copy
each for his children and grandchildren. But it seems to me that
the time has come not only to preserve the history of the Argus
newspaper group spanning the apartheid years but to record the
genesis of the downfall of the English press in South Africa.
In his years as managing director (appointed in 1979) and
as executive chairman (from 1984 to his retirement in 1990),
Hal’s mission was to prepare the company for the immense
changes he saw ahead, both digital and political. His aims were
to protect the independence of the editors from corporate and
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political interference and to ensure the financial security of the
staff and shareholders, small as well as large. To this end he
grew the company into “a communications giant”, earning him
a Businessman of the Year award in 1988 and the Association of
Marketers Protea Award in 1990.
In his six years as executive chairman, Hal did not find
support for his vision among the senior managers of the Argus.
As his retirement loomed, and the urgency arose for him to
find his successor, he sought a suitable candidate outside the
company. Douglas Band had shone at CNA-Gallo, exhibiting both
intellectual depth and people skills. In the five years remaining to
him as non-executive chairman Hal would have enough time to
assess Band and induct him into the Argus ethos.  
Hal had been meticulous about involving the board in his
planning and they had accepted every proposal, including the
appointment of Stephen Mulholland to salvage the good ship
Times Media. He had achieved a magnificent return for their
investment and had clear plans for the future. And so to be
confronted by Anglo official Murray Hofmeyr at a board meeting
and told that he would not be appointed non-executive chairman,
with no reason given, was an incalculable shock and betrayal. Hal
turned down the offer to stay on the board and this has been
seen, given what followed, as a grave mistake. Had he remained
a board member, could he have saved the Argus company?
At the time Hal assumed he had ruffled too many feathers
and the board had decided he was better gone. His approaching
retirement had excited ambitions inside and outside the Argus
and he had made enemies by selecting Band. Who could he trust
to support him if he challenged Hofmeyr? Not even Doug Band,
for his departure left Band without a mentor or support from the
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Argus men he had replaced, and so he gave his allegiance to his
new employers.
JCI/Anglo had concealed from Hal their true intentions and
it became clear only after he had walked away that they were
anxious to rid themselves of their turbulent press, both Argus
and Times Media, before the ANC took over the government.
Fortuitously for Anglo/JCI, Hal’s retirement as full-time CEO
coincided with the release of Nelson Mandela because they knew
they could not move until he no longer headed the company.
Harking back to the take-over of the Argus-owned Rhodesian
Printing and Publishing company by the Zimbabwean government
after independence, Hal had discussed seeking a minority
shareholding by an overseas newspaper group as a hedge against
an ANC takeover. But not, oh not, the wholesale disposal of the
South African English press to a foreign newspaper baron.
Nevertheless, it was the period of Madiba magic and the
West was enthralled by the miracle of the peaceful transfer of
power. The Irish had a troubled history of their own so perhaps
the new owners, Tony O’Reilly’s Independent Newspapers,
would be inspired to contribute to the reconciliation and nationbuilding of South Africa’s fledgling democracy. Too late did it
become apparent that, in classic colonial condescension and
avarice, they would plunder the assets and decimate the staff.
A small group of senior employees shared in the spoils but the
staff who escaped retrenchment had families to feed and pensions
to secure and they soldiered on under increasingly compromised
conditions.
Hal did not live to see the Iqbal Survé debacle.
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INTRODUCTION
By Hal Miller

This is the story of a native-born white African and the Southern
African world where he lived. When the story begins much of
Africa was divided into colonies of England, France, Germany,
Portugal, Italy and Spain. But all have since been transformed
into independent countries still separated by arbitrary borders
created by their former colonial masters.
It is told against the background of the turbulent and often
violent times during which these countries achieved their
independence. It is essentially an autobiography rather than a
history of the times. However, it spans four decades of service with
the Argus newspaper group at an historic and transformational
time in its history.
A few personal details may help to set the scene. I was
born in Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe), on
February 27, 1925. At eight years of age I became a boarder
at Rhodes Estate Preparatory School (Reps) in the Matopo Hills
near Bulawayo, and I moved four years later to Michaelhouse
senior school at Balgowan in the Natal Midlands in South Africa.
I spent five challenging years there before I was conscripted
into military service for three years between 1943 and 1945. I
joined The Star newspaper in Johannesburg on January 2, 1946,
as a cadet journalist. I retired in 1990 as executive chairman of
the Argus group after 44 years’ service.
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Chapter 1

Historical Setting

T

he British crown colony of Southern Rhodesia (now
Zimbabwe) did not have an auspicious start. It was
born out of the scramble for Africa in which European
nations competed for territory in Africa at the expense
of the indigenous peoples. The Portuguese claimed Mozambique
on the east coast and tried to link it with Angola on the west.
The Germans tried to join German East Africa (Tanzania, Burundi
and Rwanda) with German South West Africa (Namibia). Belgium
usurped much of the Congo Basin and France took what she
could of the north western territories.
Into the cauldron stepped Cecil John Rhodes, an English
immigrant, with an obsessional drive to hold central Africa
for Britain, thus preventing the other nation states from coordinating their development across the African continent. To
that end, he persuaded the Matabele chief, Lobengula, in what
was then Southern Rhodesia, to grant him a concession which
gave sole access to all metals and minerals in the kingdom.
Rhodes magnified that concept by sending in a pioneer column
of 500 police and 180 settlers in 1890. There is a story – but no
proof – that the verbal description given to Lobengula in advance
referred to “no more than 10 people digging a few holes”.
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Rhodes represented Barkly West, near the Kimberley diamond
mine, in Parliament in Cape Town and served for a period as
Prime Minister. His statue in the Gardens at the head of Adderley
Street in Cape Town faces north – towards the rest of Africa –
and a plaque quotes him: “Look north, young man, yonder lies
your hinterland.” He formed the British South Africa Company
and persuaded the British Parliament to grant it a royal charter
to govern Southern Rhodesia, Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland
(now Zimbabwe, Zambia and Malawi). The company spent most
of its money and effort in Rhodesia/Zimbabwe.
Predictably, the Matabele – the dominant African tribe – rose
in opposition, in 1893 and again in 1896, and killed many settlers
in outlying centres and farms before the company restored order
and finally subjugated both the Shona people around Salisbury
(Harare) in the northern Mashonaland Province, and Lobengula’s
men in Matabeleland in the south. Over the next 25 years the
country made slow but steady progress although gold was never
found in great quantities. The Colonial Office in due course took
control of the whole area and over the years the white settlers
were permitted to play an increasing role in the Legislative
Council, the local parliament.
Thus was the stage set for two significant ancestors of the
small Miller family. The first was my maternal grandfather, Harold
William Louth, who emigrated from the town of Louth, County
Louth in Ireland, to Southern Rhodesia in 1893. In 1896 he saw
service against the Matabele as Sergeant Major of ‘D’ Troop in the
Volunteer Corps. By the turn of the century he was working for
the post office as a linesman/engineer when the telegraph poles
were low enough to repair them from the back of his horse.
A strong, determined man, he loved his work, relished the
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outdoors, had a fine sense of humour, played the ukulele and
sang well enough to entertain family and bystanders alike in the
evenings outside the small family home in Bulawayo and later
in Salisbury. He and his wife Mabel produced four sons and one
daughter, my mother Stella Louth, who also served the post office
as a telegraphist.
Although he was away in the bushveld for much of every
week, he made it home for weekends no matter how great the
distance, how heavy the rain or how flooded the rivers. Inevitably,
he suffered from recurring bouts of malaria, strained his heart
and died at 46 years of age.
His sons, my four uncles, lived simple lives as a compositor,
a linotype operator, a stationmaster and a motor mechanic. All of
them shared his love of the bushveld and its animals.
Their sister Stella, my mother, on the contrary, did not
enjoy the outdoors and was happiest in the company of her
own kin. Her interests and beliefs were conventional, coloured
by a streak of Irish superstition. Good-looking and imperious,
she was accustomed to having her own way. She was a doting,
domineering mother who would have spoilt me intolerably had
my father not sent me to boarding school when I was eight. Two
daughters were still-born and I was, therefore, an only child.
The second significant member of the family was my father,
James White Miller. He was very different from William Louth,
having no affinity with the veld and not very much with animals.
His parents were from Struan in Scotland, immigrating to South
Africa some years before he was born in Bloemfontein in the Free
State in 1893. My father was raised steeped in Scottish tradition
– as was I. My paternal grandfather died while my father was
still a boy and, to augment the family finances, he began work
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as a barefoot 12-year-old selling copies of the old Bloemfontein
Post on the city streets. A year later he was employed by the
Bloemfontein Friend (an Argus newspaper) as a “reader’s boy”
on the newspaper’s works staff; and he retired 47 years later
as general manager of the Rhodesian Printing and Publishing
Company, an Argus subsidiary.
His widowed mother, my paternal grandmother, took in
washing in their small house in Raglan Street, Bloemfontein, to
keep the family going and, ultimately, to pay for her three sons’
education. She was a fine woman but was frail and careworn
when I first met her at our home in Bulawayo. She spent time
with each of her sons: William in Johannesburg; Alex in Cape
Town; and James in Bulawayo. And it was there I came to know
her. At that stage, she was severely handicapped by arthritis but
was still able to get about. Our local GP, Standish White, said
there was no reason why she could not keep walking for the rest
of her life as long as she kept at it. But soon afterwards she took
to her bed because, she said, “I have worked hard all my life and
now I am tired. I will not walk again.” Nor did she.
My father played no part in Southern Rhodesia’s piratical
pioneering past but he did serve in the British Black Watch
Highland regiment against the Turks in Salonika in World War
I. As part of his education, his mother sent her young son to
Edinburgh in 1913 to study printing. When war was declared a
year later he volunteered for active service and in due course
arrived in Salonika, near the Dardanelles, as a private in the Black
Watch. They still fought in their kilts and my father described
graphically how painful it was when the rain-sodden and muddy
material froze overnight and chaffed the back of their legs into
raw ‘trench sores’.
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He never said much to me about the war but did describe
how on one occasion their section was instructed to carry a
“Bangalore” torpedo – a long metal tube packed with explosives
– across no man’s-land between the trenches, lay it under the
enemy’s barbed wire and, after crawling a safe distance away,
blow it up. They came under heavy shellfire and placed the
torpedo hurriedly on the very fringe of the barbed wire, scurrying
back to their own lines without ensuring it was properly ignited.
They were faced by an irate sergeant major who had watched
the whole procedure from some vantage point and promptly
sent them back with another torpedo to do the job properly. The
lesson, my father said, was always to do a job – particularly a
difficult, awkward job – properly the first time.
He contracted blackwater fever in Salonika and was so ill that
a telegram was sent to his mother saying that he had died on
active service. How ecstatic she would have been when another
telegram corrected the error. Before the end of the Dardanelles
fiasco he was commissioned in the field (promoted to lieutenant),
an honourable distinction which made ready a place for me in
the regiment in the 1939/45 war.
After the war he worked as a canvassing clerk at The Argus in
Cape Town, which then operated a commercial printing business
next to the newspaper factory, and later was transferred to the
Bulawayo Chronicle as a junior clerk. There followed promotion
to sales manager, works manager, manager and, finally, general
manager of the company in Salisbury in 1946. By then he was
known and respected throughout the Rhodesias as a man
of integrity, compassion and reliability. He was an active and
devout Presbyterian and a senior Mason and, whether as a soccer
captain, an army officer, a general manager, a Rotary president or
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a church elder, he led with a quiet confidence which encouraged
people to follow him.
During World War II he managed the company’s branches in
Bulawayo, Salisbury, Umtali, Gwelo and Ndola (then only a book
store) in Northern Rhodesia. He could not achieve the necessary
level of supervision through the company’s antiquated telex
machines and an unreliable telephone system, so he travelled
by train to the various branches, spending time with the guards
in their vans at the end of the trains, the engine drivers on the
footplates and the stewards in the dining saloons. When I reached
Rhodesia, just the mention of his name was an open sesame to
their friendship and help.
He also served in the Police Reserve, as Constable Miller, in
Bulawayo and Salisbury. He refused the commission offered
him. In 1940 and 1941, while I was still at school, I travelled
by car with my parents from Bulawayo to Salisbury during the
school holidays. We left Bulawayo at 8 am after Constable Miller
had completed a four hour shift guarding petrol in the industrial
township. We reached Salisbury about noon and he worked
at the head office of the company until 4pm; and then back
on police duty guarding Salisbury petrol until 8pm. I knew the
whole procedure well because I shared the back seat of the car
with his .303 rifle and his police uniform. He worked himself
to a standstill and when I saw him at the end of the war he
was tired beyond description. He told the managing director,
Colonel DH Ollemans, that the company needed a younger man
for the demanding and challenging years ahead and took early
retirement in 1953.
A year later, though, he summoned up enough energy and
enthusiasm to accept a three-year assignment as Immigration
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Attaché at Rhodesia House in London and for years afterwards
I met immigrants whom he had nudged towards Rhodesia. All
of them had nothing but praise for him as a friendly guide who
had described precisely what their new country would be like –
roses, warts and all. He was awarded an MBE for his short period
as a civil servant.
He was a highly competent sportsman – usually as the captain
and often at provincial level. He swam for the Orange Free State
when he was 19 and also played first league cricket as a leg
spin bowler. Later, in Rhodesia, he played soccer and cricket for
Matabeleland and would have played for Rhodesia in both sports
had it not been for John Hodges, manager of the Bulawayo
Chronicle, who told the young Miller he had to choose between
his job and sport. When Motherwell, the Scottish league football
champions, toured Rhodesia they offered him an apprenticeship
in Glasgow but he resisted the temptation. In cricket his best
performance was to take six wickets for 38 runs playing against
a visiting team from Green Point in the Cape. We still have the
ball on which his feat is recorded on a silver plaque. I asked him
why he did not play golf too: “If the ball is moving I can adapt
to it early but when the damn thing is standing still I can’t deal
with it.”
In my last year at school, as a hulking six foot one inch and
192 pounds (1.85m and 87kg) , I resented some instruction he
gave me at home and I picked him up, carried him to his room
and sat him down heavily on the bed. I had a temper then, as
now, and I was conceited and self-willed. He did nothing at all
but look at me and say, “And that proves precisely what, my
son?” I could not have felt more ashamed. Only once did he beat
me. He did not need to do it again. When I was 10, I stood in
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the back garden throwing pieces of gravel at the tin roof of the
house. He told me to stop before I broke a window. I didn’t stop
and for inevitably breaking a window I was beaten with his old
Black Watch leather belt while my mother wailed indoors.
I took my King’s Scout test in Bulawayo under the doyen
of scouting in Matabeleland, Jack “Skipper” Knapman. One
assignment involved a walk of 25 miles (about 40km) over two
days during which I had to report on the suitability of a particular
area near Bulawayo for a permanent scout camp. I had to do
the whole thing myself but was allowed to take a companion as
long as he did nothing to help. My father came along although
he really did not enjoy camping or hiking. On the return journey,
tired and dirty, we were offered a lift into town in a light delivery
truck. I was very ready to ride the last five miles (8km) in comfort
but before I could open my mouth Miller senior smiled cheerfully
and said, “No thank you, we’re almost there.”
He has been a hard example to live up to. I remember him
with affection, pride and gratitude. He was a wise and loving
counsellor, guide and inspiring role model. He died at 83 years
of age.
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E a r ly C h i l d h o o d

T

here was a time, between World Wars I and II, when
Southern Rhodesia was a very good place for white
Rhodesians. It was not as good if you were black.
And yet the indigenous people were not as sullen or
dissatisfied as might have been expected. The white man had
dispossessed the Matabele and Shona inhabitants and had been
ruthless in governing them. But in general, the mood in Southern
Rhodesia was less oppressive than that of our neighbours south
of the Limpopo River.
All the seeds of deep future conflict were there; but for a
while their growth seemed suspended in the affably paternalistic
and comfortably patronising approach of most whites to the rest
of the population. And for me these were indeed salad days
when I was born into them in 1925.
In 1929 my father took his family on a long car journey, in a
1927 Chevrolet sedan, from Bulawayo in the south of Southern
Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) to Blantyre in Nyasaland (Malawi). Our
party comprised my father who drove, my mother, her young
brother Laurie who was an apprentice motor mechanic, and fouryear-old me. For the times it was a long, uncomfortable and
ambitious journey. His purpose was to get more printing work
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for the works department of the Bulawayo Chronicle. For my
mother and me it was a test of endurance and an introduction to
the hottest part of the bushveld in Central Africa.
Comfort aside, we became quite attached to the primeval
vehicle. It had horizontal ‘running’ boards on each side to which
were tied extra cans of petrol and water because there were very
few garages and little clean water en route. Even at slow speeds
it was a windy, hot, dusty trip because there were no windows,
only squares of plastic-like material which we would have affixed
above each door if the rains had come.
Having covered a considerable distance, with at least two
pontoon crossings of large rivers, we ground to a halt somewhere
in southern Nyasaland because the fan belt broke and we had no
spare. Fortunately there was a village nearby and we were made
very welcome in a new thatched hut for the night and were fed
large helpings of putu (maize meal) and meat. My mother earned
astonishment from the villagers as she sat on a wooden log at
sundown and peeled off her long white gloves. Apparently they
thought she was shedding her skin. A screen of thorn bushes
protected the open door of the hut against the curious lions
padding about outside.
The following day we left Laurie with the car and my father
and mother and I hitched a lift to Blantyre on the back of an
open truck carrying vegetables destined for one of the many
Indian traders in the area. The fan belt replaced, we set off home,
a journey made endurable by the genuine small pith helmet I
proudly wore.
Another memory, this time some years later, is of one of those
interminable tea afternoons which my mother organised once a
week for all available female members of the family. I usually
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escaped to the cinema. On one occasion, on my return my large
Aunt Ivy enveloped me in a bear hug which I squirmed to evade.
My fox terrier thought she was attacking me and bit her on the
buttock. He hung there by his teeth, which had caught in her
corset, while she danced round and round frantically trying to
dislodge him.
At Rhodes Estate Preparatory School I was an unremarkable,
fat little boy of average academic ability who showed no sporting
prowess beyond koppie climbing in the Matopos Hills. I became
the target of older bullies and my only claim to fame at that stage
was that no-one ever made me cry however much they hit and
kicked me. A negative claim if ever there was one. The leading
bully was a farmer’s son whom I met again many years later. He
was short and slight and I found myself looking down at him
and feeling distinctly superior. In 2 000, he was released from
gaol in Harare after serving several years for committing sabotage
against the Zimbabwe government.
In his will, Cecil Rhodes left money for the building of a
dam at the entrance to the Matopos Hills and for the erection
of imposing buildings in the valley below for an experimental
agricultural farm irrigated from the dam. While I was at Reps, the
experimental farm was still in operation but the main buildings
had been allocated to the school and provided us with very
comfortable accommodation.
It was at Reps that I came to love the bushveld and gained
some knowledge of its flora and fauna. I remember, particularly,
the headmaster showing us the wide variety of grasses in the area
and explaining how wind and weather had sculptured the hills
into an extravagant array of bald granite domes and peculiarly
shaped boulders.
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The Matopos dam provided us with endless enjoyment
particularly when the school established a troop of “dam” scouts
as opposed to sea scouts. We built our own sailing dinghy under
the guidance of one of the masters. Each wooden rib of the
dinghy had to be heated by pouring boiling water over it before
we bent it and riveted it on the wooden frame of the boat. I much
enjoyed sailing in that dinghy and in the larger boats moored at
the dam by members of the Matopos Yacht Club; but even more,
I enjoyed rowing around the dam by myself and exploring every
nook and cranny of its circumference of some kilometres.
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Michaelhouse
There is a lovely road that runs from Ixopo into the hills.
These hills are grass-covered and rolling, and
they are lovely beyond any singing of it.

T

hese are the opening sentences of Alan Paton’s novel
Cry, the Beloved Country but they could apply as
well to the winding road leading to Michaelhouse, a
private English church school in KwaZulu-Natal which
I joined as a 12-year-old boarder in 1938. My parents left me early
one misty evening and I watched forlornly from the school’s
turreted entrance as the car disappeared down the driveway.
Another new boy from Bulawayo, John Shillingford, and I
gained a measure of comfort in each other’s company. For some
weeks, though, we wandered down to the railway line at the
foot of the school’s playing fields because, somehow, there was
solace in the knowledge that “home” was at the other end of that
railway line.
In the first year, one of my punishments as a new boy in
Founders House was to talk to the prefects at 8pm each Thursday
for 15 minutes about current affairs. I stood on a table and they
interrupted incessantly. I hated it but it toughened me mentally
and prepared me for public speaking in the years ahead.
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Another punishment was for untidiness. If we left clothing
lying about in the change room we were given one stroke with
a wooden cane for each item. On the first night a wayward sock
earned me a single stroke. A week later a shameful hoard of five
other items earned five of the best. We were bent over a chair
in the prefects’ room during our chastisement and then had to
walk steadily out of the door and up the stairs before we could
collapse in tears in the darkened dormitory. All the other members
of the house were encouraged to watch from the staircase and
their ribald comments added to the humiliation. As I walked up
the stairs I thought this was a most barbaric procedure. But I
watched cheerfully when others were beaten. And I have never
left anything lying about since.
I deserved to be punished for smoking cigarettes but was
never caught. After matins in the chapel each Sunday all of us –
excluding the prefects and sixth-formers – were required to leave
the school grounds until the tolling of the main bell welcomed us
back at 5pm. The school kitchen provided each pupil with four
sandwiches of thick brown bread liberally spread with peanut
butter. Invariably we added a layer of sardines topped with
tinned condensed milk and ate the lot.
We were encouraged to walk far afield or to use bicycles if we
had access to them. Michaelhouse is beautifully placed among
high hills and bubbling streams. It was no punishment to be
barred from the school precinct for a day.
I was invited to join a small group which had established an
underground smoking haven in open grasslands some distance
from the school. It had probably once been part of an underground
river which successive generations of Michaelhouseians had
hollowed out some distance beneath the surface. They made a
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chamber about 1.5m deep, 3m long and 1.5m wide. It was damp
and uncomfortable and all available wall space was covered with
cigarette ends pushed into the mud. There were three conditions
for membership: you had to smoke, you were not allowed to
divulge the existence of the haven and you were obliged to
enlarge the chamber to some extent during your membership. The
small Indian shop at the Balgowan railway station was forbidden
to sell cigarettes but nevertheless we obtained a regular supply.
On one uncomfortable Sunday in my early Michaelhouse years, I
lay prone in the mud trying to enlarge a new access tunnel at one
end of the chamber. I stuck fast. There was no movement fore
or aft. Nor could I turn around. I lay helpless for at least half an
hour. Then someone had the sense to pull me at one end while
someone else pushed me at the other. I popped out like some
monstrous mud-encased cork. Considering what we’d had for
lunch, no wonder I got stuck.
Hard work earned me a first-class matriculation in due course,
but it was the manner of learning which made it enjoyable. I was
fortunate to study English under Douglas Pennington who made
the language live. Sometimes he walked into the classroom as
one of Shakespeare’s characters while we closed our books and
listened avidly. He said to me that his aim was to help students to
love the language and was happier to achieve this than to build
a reputation for high exam results.
As effective was Mr Frost, my teacher in history for my last two
years. He lived and breathed history and encouraged me to look
for major trends rather than for detailed, date-ridden calendars of
historical events. In my final year he let me spend every lesson in
the school library and guided me on a tutorial basis in discussion
after hours in his study. He was bitterly disappointed when I
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achieved only a B symbol. When the Education Department told
him that they had to mark me down because some of my writing
was illegible he looked sadly at me and said ‘Well, Miller, that is
the one thing I could not teach you.’
I enjoyed communion and matins in the lovely school chapel
without really thinking very seriously about religion. More
significant, I think, were the evenings spent lying on my back
on the rugby field looking up at the starlit sky. It was there I
conceived life as a journey in which I had been given a soul in
the form of a pitted silver ball. I was expected to carry it safely
through life and hand it back brighter and less pitted. I still think
there is merit in that concept. I wonder, though, whether my
soul-sphere was less than perfect because I had not performed
particularly well in a previous life? I wonder, too, how much
measurable improvement there has been this time round in the
underlying things that matter.
Successes in my final year included being made head boy,
rugby colours and second prize in the senior cross-country run
in which I could never quite catch the regular winner. He was a
local farmer’s son who ran fleetly across the hills barefoot. I led
the scout troop when the scoutmaster left and helped to establish
a school printing shop which produced a small magazine and
some stationery work. But I did not enjoy cricket despite my
father’s excellence in the sport. It seemed to me that far too much
time was spent standing in the field doing nothing. I prevailed
upon the Rector to excuse me from cricket in my last two years at
school on the understanding that I would instead work at the open
air theatre which was at that time under construction. I became
the chief overseer of a gang of petty malcontents pushing cocopans of soil and rocks which formed the base for the spectator’s
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seats. All those who were punished for minor deeds, and others
who were simply interested in the project, were sent to the Miller
chain gang for hard labour. We cannot claim that we built the
open air theatre but we helped it on its way.
I became an officer in the school cadet corps and rather
fancied my stentorian words of command. This was war-time
and the senior boys realised they would in due course join the
army or air force – the Rhodesians as conscripts, and the South
Africans as volunteers. So we took seriously the sessions of
live target shooting on the school’s .22 rifle range; and the field
manoeuvres which were held in open country near the school
from time to time.
Each year there was a competition between ‘Honour’
platoons and cadet bands from each school in the area. Once we
marched from the railway station to the parade ground behind
an impressive contingent from another school. At its head, the
drum major was a magnificent specimen of youthful enthusiasm
who deviated from the usual route so that our whole column
marched past Wykeham School. He had a girlfriend there. As he
approached the school gates his band played her favourite tune.
He twirled his mace extravagantly throwing it higher and higher
with each step and catching it with casual aplomb. Until it stuck
in the tree above his head. He had to stop his band and climb
the tree to fetch it.
I did not have many friends, but I never lacked for company
and the friends I had were genuine. Girls became increasingly
important but not essential. As head boy of Michaelhouse, I
was invited by the head girl of Wykeham to their school dance.
During the evening we spent 30 minutes smoking in their school
prefects’ room while the assembled company danced in the great
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hall under the watchful eyes of dowager chaperones. If caught,
we would probably have been expelled.
During school holidays, John Shillingford and I camped in the
Matopos Hills; or cycled the thirty miles or so to World’s View
Outspan where we left our bicycles, hiked into the veld and slept
under the stars. His family owned a yacht, a gaff-rigged scow, on
the Matopos Dam and there we did our share of rowing, sailing
– and capsizing.
It is significant that there is little reference thus far to Africans
in these reminiscences. The reason is simple. I had no meaningful
contact with them. Silas, our cook, and Seleke, the gardener,
were part of the family on a subservient patronised pattern. My
father set a firm example in treating them with great courtesy
and fairness. I followed his lead but that is where it stopped –
until I visited Adams Mission College, a school for black students
in Amanzimtoti, in my post-matriculation year. In an exchange
scheme, a number of Michaelhouse boys stayed for a week at the
mission, and a group of their pupils later visited Michaelhouse.
Suddenly, they were my equal socially and intellectually.
Indeed, I found many of them more intelligent than I was and
with greater insight. One of the students gave me a reasoned,
balanced view of South African history rather different from my
own perception of it. We visited some of the teachers in their
homes and talked long into the night.
A life of privilege, comfort and opportunity meant that I did
not realise for many years how different South Africa would be
when her people claimed their inheritance. Adams College was
my first wake-up call. In retrospect it was the most valuable
experience of my school years.
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The following report by the rector of Michaelhouse in 1940
gave me much to ponder and, in retrospect, seems to me to have
been prescient.

Michaelhouse
REPORT For.

1st Half, 1940

.

Name. 		

H.W. Miller			

House.		

Founders

		

.

I am a little anxious about him. He has had much
responsibility with the Scouts and will have more.
He works well and is successful. He is a marked
boy and he knows it. And all that brings grave
dangers. His seniors may suspect him of arrogance
when there is none but he will need to walk warily
- nor will wary walking save him from just reproach
if there is pride in him. If his success humbles
him with its responsibilities he will turn it into
greater success. Let him ponder that.
F R Snell
Rector
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Chapter 4

M i l i ta ry S e rv i c e
(1943 - 1945)

A

rmy service was preceded by four months as an
unofficial apprentice (with special trade union
approval) in the maintenance shop at the Bulawayo
Chronicle of which my father was then manager. He
and I cycled daily to work – he entering through the main door
and I the works entrance. He paid me one pound a week and
took 10 shillings for rent.
It was an immensely valuable period. The rough but friendly
staff gave me a difficult time at first but I established a close
contact with Argus’ works employees which endured. It was
helped by the fact that two uncles were tradesmen in the same
shop working as operators and compositors.
From John Wilkinson, the maintenance foreman, I learned
much about printing machines and equipment, which stood me
in good stead and I acquired certain basic skills in using a lathe
and other tools. I have never been skilled in either carpentry or
mechanics but he made it all less strange to me. As one example,
he demonstrated the theory of the internal combustion engine
after finding an old Willis-Overland “straight-six engine” which
had been abandoned in the veld. I cleaned it, dismantled it and
rebuilt it in the workshop, with his close help. One wonderful
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day it rumbled into raucous life to the consternation of the whole
works department.
And so to military service which began at the Number Two
Military Training Camp, Bulawayo, in March 1943 as Rifleman
H Miller number X17980. As we walked into the barrack room,
we formed a group (Willoughby, Sturgess, Rubinstein, Mullins
and Miller) which held together through camps in Bulawayo,
Salisbury (Harare) and Umtali (Mutari) in Rhodesia, Durban in
South Africa and Beni Yussef in Egypt until the Middle East OCTU
(Officer Cadet Training Unit) selection board separated us.
We spent two months in the Bulawayo camp and then moved
to Umtali as troopers in the Southern Rhodesian Reconnaissance
regiment. We trained there in South African armoured cars,
used the Vickers machine gun and, in theory, became proficient
despatch riders on Harley Davidson motorcycles. I say “in
theory” because our tuition lasted only two days. On the first,
we were given basic lessons on driving and maintenance. And
on the second we were tested for our licences. The instructor
stood at the entrance to Meikles jungle trail – a tortuous path
half way up Christmas Pass on the main road between Umtali
and Salisbury. Those who rode back to him within 20 minutes
received their licences. I pushed the motorcycle most of the way
but got my licence. And then we promptly rode down the pass to
camp at 75 mph without goggles and with scant control.
At one stage, a strike threatened production on Northern
Rhodesia’s Copper Belt and a contingent of the Southern
Rhodesian Reconnaissance Corps, which was based at Umtali,
was sent in armoured cars to Miami, near the Northern Rhodesian
border, where we sat for 10 days in the veld waiting for a call to
police the mines. The call never came and we became bored
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with the monotony of waiting and with army rations of bully
beef and hardtack which seemed tougher and less tasty than dog
biscuits.
Nearby was a mealie field and the temptation to vary our
diet was irresistible. Unfortunately, the field was owned by a
black police sergeant who set a trap for us. We escaped and
sauntered back to camp, from another direction, into the waiting
arms of the commanding officer and his military police. We
duly appeared in the District Commissioner’s court and were in
danger of imprisonment for three months – the local punishment
for mealie theft – until the sergeant stood up and said: “These are
soldiers of the King and really we should not punish them but
should give them the mealies they need.” He had been got at,
I am sure, but we were safely off the hook and faced no worse
punishment than a long route march in the hot Miami sun.
We trained for two months in Umtali and then left by train
for Durban where we stayed in the Clairwood transit camp while
awaiting a troop ship. Our naïve Rhodesian group of partlytrained reconnaissance troopers was allocated beds in a large
Nissan prefabricated hut where five of us slept on one side and
Fatty Rubinstein in solitude on the other. In the early hours we
were awakened by a stentorian bellow and anguished screams to
find Rubinstein berating and walloping a minute English private
who had crept into Rubinstein’s bed.

North Africa
We travelled from Durban to Egypt in the SS Orion, an aging
converted passenger liner. We boarded her on a beautiful sunny
day but became more and more apprehensive as we climbed
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down a succession of iron ladders to our mess deck in the dank
bowels of the ship. When we reached it, we were so low in the
ship that we could see the floor sloping up from the keel and the
sides of the ship curving towards the bow. We were the lowest
of the low. We realised that we could not climb out in time if
a torpedo hit the ship anywhere near us. We realised it, and
promptly forgot it, because there was really nothing we could do
about it.
On board ship, our Rhodesian contingent’s first assignment
was to clean the latrines on our mess deck. We complained about
doing “black’s work”. And, appropriately, we cleaned the latrines
all the way to Suez.
From Durban we sailed to Mombasa and then headed due
east into the Indian Ocean for 10 days before turning north and
eventually rounding the Horn of Africa into the Gulf of Aden.
Nothing happened to disturb “the noiseless tenor of our way”.
Lazy day followed lazy day while we sat on our life jackets on deck
and read books borrowed from the ship’s fairly extensive library.
Until, suddenly, as we entered the Gulf, the ship turned abruptly
and increased speed. There were excited cries of “submarine!”
Everyone rushed to the top deck. Thousands of troops ran from
one side to the other. The ship lurched. The emergency klaxon
horn blared and we were sent scrambling down the iron ladders
to our mess deck. We learned later that there had indeed been a
submarine sighting and that, for a moment, the heavy weight of
personnel on the top deck made the ship difficult to handle at
speed. For the next few days we were permitted on deck only in
small numbers and for the rest sat nervously in our subterranean
quarters.
We disembarked at Bar Taufiq at the entrance to the Suez Canal.
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As reconnaissance troopers trained in the Rhodesian bush, we
were appointed immediately as sergeant instructors which meant,
among other things, training troops to camouflage themselves in
a desert we had never seen before. It soon palled and we applied
to the commanding officer of the London Scottish – to whom we
were temporarily assigned – for permission to travel to Cairo to
see a visiting Rhodesian Brigadier about a transfer to the Special
Air Services Unit which was assembling somewhere in Lebanon.
The Brigadier threatened to return us to Rhodesia if we did not
get back to instructing as a prelude to appearance before the
Middle East officer’s selection board.
We did not face serious action but there were, nevertheless,
some moments of danger. On one occasion a corporal and I
were explaining Mills grenades, including throwing the small
metal pineapples. One frightened rifleman’s hands were slippery
with perspiration and as he threw his grenade from the training
trench it slipped and instead of clearing the protective sand bank,
balanced precariously on the lip before rolling the other way and
exploding on the other side. Had it rolled towards us we could
not have escaped.
One evening there was a party in the NCO’s mess and we all
drank copious quantities of Egyptian Stella beer. At a late stage,
I can recall trying to teach the Regimental Sergeant Major my
version of the Zulu war dance. I remembered nothing else until
I awoke early the next morning, lying in the desert sand 100m
from the mess tent, with reveille sounding harshly in my ears. I
found it unbearable that I did not know what I had said, or how I
had behaved, over the rest of the evening. I resolved never again
to drink so heavily that I did not have a clear recollection of the
night before. I never have.
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The Officer Cadet Training Unit (OCTU) Selection Board
analysed candidates very thoroughly over three days of practical
and theoretical tests including interviews with psychiatrists and
psychologists. My psychiatrist was disappointed when I persisted
in describing the ‘ink blot’ test as ink spilled between two sheets
of paper. But when I realised he expected an imaginative
interpretation, I promptly “saw” in the mess of ink every
African wild animal I could think of – and apparently passed
his scrutiny. We were surprised at the final selection of 40 or
so officer candidates, of which I was one, out of a 100, because
many of our close friends, whom we thought would have made
outstanding officer material, did not make the grade.

Palestine
There followed two-and-a-half months of intense, demanding
training in the desert at Acre and Sarafand which did much to
mature us mentally and physically. There was one particularly
sobering example of the dangers of carelessness and indiscipline.
Each midday, on field exercises, we rested in the hot sun under
“tents” made loosely of ground sheets and our rifles were
assembled in neat vertical piles outside the tents. Arab children
tried again and again to steal them, almost as a game, and we
were issued with phosphorous grenades to frighten them away.
One grenade failed to explode and the training officers moved
out to disarm it. One of the officers dropped a stone on the
grenade instead of setting a detonator cap. Burning phosphorous
exploded over the legs of the company commander, and as he
ran past me to the first aid tent the skin was already pealing from
his legs. He died two days later from phosphorous poisoning and
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I carried his dress sword behind the coffin at his military funeral
near camp. He was an outstanding soldier with a proud record
in the African desert and Italy and it was a dreadful waste that he
should have died so carelessly.
One morning we were lying on the sand dunes firing out
to sea at targets among the rocks and seaweed which were
identified by the instructor. At the end of the exercise we stood
up and “cleared” our .303 rifles by working the bolt backwards
and forwards in case a round remained in the magazine or in the
breech itself. The instructor moved down the line inspecting each
gun in turn by looking down the barrel. As he inspected the gun
on my right, something made me pull my trigger “just in case”.
The bullet blazed away to sea. Silence. And still silence. And then
the instructor said quietly, “You bloody fool Miller, you stupid,
careless, bloody fool.” Long silence. “But you won’t make that
mistake again, will you, and nor will the rest of you.” I thought
I had earned a large enough black mark to be sent down from
OCTU. But I heard nothing more. I had learned my lesson.
At the end of the course I was adjudged best cadet and
commanded our last parade before the whole OCTU was
transferred to Barmouth in Wales. I can only assume that the
instructor chose to say nothing.
We had one more job to do before we left Palestine. At the
end of each OCTU course the student officers were asked to test
security in the area. We were told to use our initiative in any
way we liked – without telling anyone until afterwards. Bryson
Willoughby and I and three South Africans wore South African Air
Force uniforms and walked casually through the entrance gate
at Lyda airport which was guarded by fierce looking members of
the Arab Legion. We talked Afrikaans as volubly as our limited
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vocabulary permitted and no-one challenged us. We placed
dummy explosive charges under the wings of most of the aircraft
standing on the tarmac before accepting an invitation to lunch at
the officers’ mess. There was much discussion there about troop
movements including the arrival of the British Special Air Service
in Lebanon.
We learned afterwards that another student officer dressed
as a Brigadier, borrowed a car and a driver and inspected the
air defences at Haifa harbour. Another talked himself into a sea
trip in a destroyer based in the harbour. Included in our OCTU
were members of the Jewish Brigade. They used this opportunity
to very good effect by disguising themselves and inspecting the
positions – and the strengths and weaknesses –- of the new
McTaggart forts which Britain established in Palestine to defend
important areas against Jewish terrorists. I have no doubt that in
due course these Jewish student officers were part of the forces
which attacked the very forts which they had inspected.
To have been 19 in Egypt and Palestine for seven months,
even in war-time, was an extraordinary privilege but the haunting
legacy of Egypt’s culture escaped me. I explored the sights: the
Pyramids, the Sphinx, the Bitter Lakes and Alexandria and was
intrigued. But I did not wonder at the magic of the desert, the
miracle of the Nile’s annual, beneficial flooding and the triumph
and tragedy of Egypt’s rise and fall over 6 000 years. I was
impressionable on the surface but unaware and unawakened
inside.
I was as slow to feel the magic of the Holy Land to which we
had unimpeded access. There we were, practising the routines
of war within sight of Jerusalem, marching through old sand and
doing route marches by truck through the length and breadth of
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what is now Israel and Jordan – and I took it all pretty much for
granted.
There were some deeper moments: quiet walks through
Bethlehem and Jerusalem; time spent at the Wailing Wall, the
Mount of Olives and Stations of the Cross. And there was a very
informative visit to one of the first kibbutzim in the far north of
Palestine where we witnessed the determination and enthusiasm
which made the desert bloom.
I recall vividly a stirring moment on the Mount of Olives where
it was not difficult to imagine Jesus and his disciples sitting under
a tree. But I was offended at the spectacle of different religious
orders quarrelling about who should guard which gate and care
for what room around the Holy Sepulchre. The only moment
of real peace came when we were walking on the outskirts of
Jerusalem and heard an organ being played most beautifully. We
followed the sound into a modern church, where a priest was
playing quietly to himself. We sat in the empty church for nearly
an hour.
We travelled from Suez through the canal, across the
Mediterranean Sea through Gibraltar and through the Bay of
Biscay to Liverpool. The troop ship for this part of the journey,
the Queen of Bermuda, had a flattish bottom and tended to
roll in even a moderate sea. The crew told us that she was so
designed to enable her to enter Bermuda harbour through a
shallow entrance.
As far as I can remember we were not in convoy and had
little protection except for the ship’s relatively fast speed, a
sprinkling of Bofors anti-aircraft guns and two four-pound ships
guns. It was late 1943 of course and the Allies reigned supreme
in the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic, except for Germany’s
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diminished force of U-boats.
We paid the price for the ship’s design in heavy seas in the
Bay of Biscay. The OCTU students were accommodated only two
decks down but were cramped for space. Once the hammocks
were secured across the mess tables, it was a very tight fit and the
only way to get out quickly was to drop to the floor and crawl
out on hands and knees. Luckily, Bryson and I had positioned
ourselves close to the door which led to the upper deck. So,
when someone was seasick at the far end of the room and the
waves of nausea spread like wild fire, we sprinted on deck where
cold spray on our faces held the seasickness at bay.
I will never forget our arrival in the port of Liverpool which
had been heavily bombed. For the first time we realised how
heavy a price Britain was paying in her heroic defence against
Germany’s air armadas. It was a very depressing sight on a cold,
grey winter’s day.

Britain (1944 – 1945)
And so to Britain in war-time and the beginning of a love
affair which has lasted a lifetime. After the Middle East, England,
Scotland and Wales felt deeply familiar – like coming home.
When we landed, the Movement Control Officer was not
certain what to do with a mixed bag of officer cadets and, in
the absence of clear instructions from higher authority, he sent
us to our parent regiments on leave pending further orders. As
Rhodesians, we were sent first to the King’s Royal Rifle Corps
depot in York and spent the coldest night I can recall in an old
Nissan hut.
The stove did not work; the straw which we used to fill our
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palliasses felt frozen; and the double-decker cots had loose wire
bases for the two bunks. For the first and only time in our lives,
Bryson Willoughby and I slept together in the small lower bunk
and so added body warmth to our two small blankets. In the
morning, we had to knock ice off the taps to get water for shaving.
We quickly became used to the cold but the first experience of
it was a shock for thin-blooded troops from the very hot Middle
East deserts.
Before travelling north on leave to Bryson’s relatives in
Dunfermline, we called at Rhodesia House in London for mail
and our Southern Rhodesia Virginia cigarette issue. Two incidents
come to mind. In the first I found myself inside a tube train with
the door closing quickly while my arm with kitbag and rifle was
still outside; and in the second we enjoyed a munificent mixed
grill at a small restaurant in the Strand. We had expected spare
rations but on that occasion, at least, we were served the most
generous of meals. They must have felt sorry for colonial troops
in khaki uniforms and bush hats instead of the normal battledress.
The Dunfermline house was old and comfortable, with high
ceilings and dormer windows, and Bryson’s aunt and uncle made
us welcome. Despite an especially cold winter, we organised a
braai on Old Year’s Eve after shovelling deep snow off the lawn.
When we resumed OCTU, we were based in the Corsy Gedol
hotel in Barmouth in Wales and our training there, too, was
tough and demanding. On our final manoeuvre we marched into
the foothills of the mountains and were instructed to defend the
forward slope of a high hill, at night, in pelting rain and sleet.
As fast as we dug our slit trenches, they filled with water and
yet we had to get into them and lie quietly. It was a final test of
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endurance and not all the cadets held out. I think I managed only
because I was sent with a message down the communication
line and someone gave me a full tin of warming, oily sardines
en route.
Finally, the instructors realised conditions really were
unendurable and marched us back to a farm near the main road.
They dismissed us outside a barn full of new-mown hay and we
dived into the warm, scented hay and slept for two hours.
Immediately after the course, I was given control of the
company and instructed to “defend” Barmouth against an attack
by paratroopers of the first SAS who were training in the Welsh
mountains. We were given a few hours to get into position, in
daylight, and I could do little more than establish a headquarters
and a few radio outposts before night fell. We were playing
at token war but the SAS had been living by their wits off the
countryside for a week and sat on the lower mountain slopes all
afternoon watching us get into position. We never had a chance!
And it was an eerie feeling as one outpost after another suddenly
fell silent. Eventually a boot kicked in our headquarters door
and tough, camouflaged paratroopers poured into the room and
achieved our quick surrender.
The course at Barmouth included contingents from Europe
and the Middle East and in due course I received the Sam Brown
Belt in the latter contingent at the final parade when we appeared
for the first time in our new uniforms. Bryson and I had both
applied for the Black Watch Highland Regiment and we were
both accepted, he because of a strong Scottish background and I
because my father had been commissioned into the regiment in
the field in Salonika in World War I.
We travelled by train to our various destinations in England
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and Scotland and I suppose we could be forgiven for getting out
at every station and walking down the platform in our new army
greatcoats and gloves and carrying swagger canes. By now we
were wearing kilts and, in strict compliance with Black Watch
regulations, we had nothing on underneath them. Despite this
we were never cold because the kilts were made of yards of thick
wool. Bare knees never seemed to get cold even in the most
severe conditions. So dressed, we arrived at Princes Street Station
in Edinburgh, and as we left the train we faced a magnificent
flight of steps leading up to Princes Street. Few people were
using them but up we went to experience what the Scots know
as one of the windiest corners on God’s earth. The wind swirled
about us and seemed to lift our kilts waist high while both our
hands were full of kitbags and coats – a frightening moment for
new wearers of the kilt.
It really was heady stuff for a 20-year-old Scot from the
colonies to be an officer in a leading Scottish regiment, based in
Kinfauns Castle on the road from Perth to Dundee, living the life
of a Scottish laird in the foothills of the Highlands. My father had
brought me up on a diet of Robbie Burns and oatcakes, herrings
and tatties, first-footin’ on Old Year’s Night and Scottish dancing.
And here I was living it.
The Glen in Dunfermline was donated to the town by Andrew
Carnegie, the local boy who made good in steel in America. It is
a very lovely setting for his memorial on which a plaque reads,
at his request:Here lies a man who learned to enlist in his service
men better than himself.
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I liked the sound of it then and I discovered subsequently in
management that here was a key to success because it emphasised
the humility which must be the essence of effective leadership;
it acknowledged that other men’s skills enhance the width and
depth of a leader’s success; it realised that generous delegation
to competent people gives balance to the whole enterprise and
ensures appropriate executive succession in due course.
We were given special classes in Highland dancing in which
we learnt the Eightsome Reel, Strip the Willow, the Duke of
Perth, the Gay Gordons and many more to the lilt of a single
piper at Kinfauns Castle. We trained hard and finally produced an
effective Eightsome “set” in time for Burn’s Nicht in the Dumfries
town hall. How depressing it was, though, to find that we were
one of only two sets on the floor while the wee lads and lassies
of Dumfries jitterbugged at the edge of the dance floor.
One Sunday, the company commander lent us his Morris panel
van and gave us enough petrol for a round trip through the lovely
country of Ballinluig, Pitlochry and some of the higher lochs. It
was misty and cold and we stopped somewhere between Loch
Tummel and Loch Tay to drink coffee. Nearby, an old shepherd
sat quietly at the side of the road. I should explain that the Scots
were a wee bit sensitive because so many of their own folk were
overseas and Scotland seemed overrun with Poles and the like.
Well, there we were in kilts, battledress jackets and Balmoral
berets with the red Hackle and the shepherd positively beamed
as he said, “Ee mon, it’s awfu guid to see a real Scotsman again.”
And then he saw our Rhodesian shoulder tabs and grunted,
“Damn it, y’er foreigners after all.”
In my first platoon I found one James McDougall who had
his own pipes and could play, after a fashion. So wherever we
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marched, I had him a yard in front of Second Lieutenant Miller
and his small command. There followed a summons from the
depot commander who said, I thought a little plaintively, “Even I
do not have my own piper, Mr Miller, why the hell should you?”
I stammered, humbly, something like, “Well, I found him in my
platoon, Sir, and it seemed too good an opportunity to miss.”
After some hectoring, he finally let me use McDougall for the
time I trained that particular platoon – on the understanding that
there would be no more personal pipers while I served in the
Black Watch depot.
Company mess nights involved a major meal and then
Highland dancing – men only, of course. And at the end of the
evening, having eaten and drunk too much, we often descended
to a “burling” competition which can only be described as
somewhat less intelligent even than South African “bok-bok”.
You were expected to challenge someone of about your own
size and weight, link arms with him and whirl around wildly to
the skirl of the pipes until he lost his footing and you flung him
across the room. Came the night when I challenged a likely,
stoutish candidate and then my heart sank as I felt his bicep. He
threw me all over the place – and turned out to be a champion
hammer thrower at the Braemar Highland Games.
The night before we left the Black Watch headquarters depot
in Perth en route to Lockerbie battle training centre, the band
master invited us to join him for a farewell drink before dinner.
He asked Bryson and me to meet him on the edge of the parade
ground. There we went at sunset, dressed in trews and Glengarry
bonnets, and stood in prideful emotion as he paraded the full
Black Watch pipe band for a retreat ceremony before two new
lieutenants from Rhodesia who found themselves on the saluting
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base while the band played the Second Battalion of the Rhodesia
Regiment, a march which had been composed many years before
by the pipe major of the Black Watch.
I often wondered what I would do as a prefect, an army officer
or a manager if someone flatly refused to obey an instruction I had
given. In my platoon I had one MacPherson, untidy, unwashed
and dim-witted. The commanding officer encouraged competition
between the platoons in every aspect of training – including an
inspection for which we scrubbed and polished everything until
the men and the barracks fair shone with cleanliness. Except
that we had MacPherson. The jocks in the platoon dressed him
and shone him five minutes before inspection but he somehow
dirtied himself before the parade.
One day I roared at him, “MacPherson. You are filthy. Go and
wash yourself.” “I will na,” said he. Interesting. I could charge
him with disobeying an order but that would have meant taking
him before the commanding officer who would not have thanked
me for letting something so minor get out of hand. I would come
badly out of the whole petty episode. Fortunately, I had two
tough, experienced sergeants. One of them said quietly to me,
“Tell us to form him up, Sir.” I did. “Tell us to march him down to
the river, Sir.” I did. “Tell us to throw him in and wash him, Sir.”
I did. And they did. MacPherson was the laughing stock of the
platoon. But he would not give in and the washing of MacPherson
provided light relief for the hundreds of jocks who watched his
cleaning each week until we left on field manoeuvres. I came out
of it better than I deserved. And MacPherson got the attention he
desired.
I mentioned earlier that no member of the Black Watch is
permitted to wear anything under his kilt. The reason is that
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the kilt is very warm in any weather and sweating could lead
to Doby’s itch. A young officer was caught wearing vivid tartan
underpants. His kilt was flown from the flagpole on Lockerbie
Castle for a week as a sign of ignominy.
The same young man was in trouble on another occasion. One
of the training routines involved dropping each platoon in groups
of four men in a line on one side of high hills near Lockerbie in
the late afternoon. Each group was given a map and a torch and
instructed to find its way over the hills to a rendezvous point
some miles away. The platoon officer was dropped at the end
of the line, given a quick look at the map and sent on his way.
I enjoyed the ramble until the mist came down. I lost my
bearings, panicked for a moment and then headed for high
ground on which to trace high peaks which had been marked on
the map. After wasting half an hour or more in the swirling mist,
I found the way, strolled down to the road on the other side of
the hills and sauntered towards the rendezvous point.
The platoon officer of underpants fame lost his way. When he
met some of his men high in the hills he tried to persuade them
to accompany him but they followed their own accurate instinct.
He came in last and late and his two sergeants promptly threw
him in the river. He came up smiling broadly and cheerfully and
that little episode broke the ice in his command and melded his
platoon very effectively.
At the end of the battle course, each officer took his platoon
on a week’s manoeuvres, with live ammunition. It was traditional
on the last night for the rest of the officers to “attack” the platoon’s
camp while it did its best to guard against surprise by setting trip
wires and manning sentry outposts. On this occasion, Bryson
and I were scheduled for the attack role and we decided to make
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it more realistic by speaking nothing but Afrikaans if we were
caught. Well, we were caught quite quickly and subjected to
fairly brutal handling, even when we tried to identify ourselves.
The defending officer knew us, of course, but did not say so
and let his belligerent, tough little Jocks enjoy themselves for
some time with their “German” prisoners. We were not to know
that a number of German prisoners had, in fact, escaped earlier
that evening from a nearby transit camp and all units had been
warned to look out for them.
Bryson and I enjoyed our time in the Black Watch depot but
we were not happy in the role of instructors training troops for
action while we remained safely at base. It was time that we tested
ourselves on the ground. In August 1944 we asked to see Field
Marshal William Slim when he inspected the depot installation
and in a short, friendly interview he agreed that we would be
drafted for service in the Far East since the European war
was nearing its end.
We were sent on embarkation leave and on our return the
adjutant said he had good and bad news for us. The bad news
was that our orders for the Far East had been cancelled. The
good news was that we were being sent home for demobilisation,
travelling on the Isle de France via Cape Town. At that stage, we
decided we were two of the lucky ones. We had tried twice, from
the Middle East and from Scotland, to get on active service and
now all we wanted was to get home.
We had missed Britain’s most challenging years, but before
we set sail we were part of the VE Day celebrations in May
1945. We were very much on the fringe of things but even the
smallest member of the chorus can share in the success of a
great performance. And we did. We felt some of the wonder,
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the grandeur and the unutterable relief of the Allied victory.
And we watched the curtain come down on Churchill’s greatest
years when he lost the Parliamentary election and made his final
speech to the nation as prime minister on July 26, 1945.
At the time, I felt that Britain had made a major error. How
could they discard their great leader whose words and pugnacious
nature had held them together through five traumatic years? I had
listened to some of his speeches on old-fashioned wireless sets
in homes and pubs in Scotland and England and had seen and
felt their effect.
I had an immense admiration for Churchill then, and it has
grown over the years as I have read and studied the war and its
aftermath. If he could look back now, though, I think he could
agree that the drama of his rise and fall emphasised the merit of
the British democratic system. It gave him virtual dictatorial power
while the emergency lasted but withdrew that power the moment
the immediate danger had passed and the main antagonist had
been overcome.
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E a r l y ‘A r g u s ’ Y e a r s
(1946 - 1957)

H

ow different was the journey from Southampton
to Cape Town from cramped travel in the SS Orion
from Durban to Suez and the Queen of Bermuda
from Port Said to Liverpool. The end of the war
in Europe meant that there was no longer any danger from
submarines, no convoy discipline and fewer restrictions on
board. The Isle de France had been a leading French liner before
the war and she was still impressive, and reasonably comfortable,
even in her troop ship grey. Junior officers were housed in a
large communal cabin built on the boat deck and we had plenty
of fresh air and – most welcome of all – no blackout restrictions
at night. One pleasure all three ships shared was freshly baked
bread with butter and pickles I can still taste.
En route we stopped at Freetown in Sierra Leone. The harbour
is enclosed by high hills covered in thick tropical vegetation.
Without any wind and no movement of the ship, we “stewed” in
a tropical oven. Someone fried an egg on the wooden deck at
midday.
I was up early to watch Table Mountain take shape through
the mist as we arrived at about 7am on a spring day in October
1944. I was one of the first ashore because I had an interview
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with D H Ollemans at The Cape Argus at noon before catching a
troop train to Rhodesia in the early afternoon. Colonel Ollemans
had been demobbed by this time and was acting as manager
of The Cape Argus before becoming manager of The Star in
January 1946. He had an impressive war record including the
award of the Military Cross for escaping from Sidi Rezegh after
commandeering a German truck; and very successful service
as Quartermaster General of the Sixth South African Armoured
Division in Italy with the rank of brigadier. He also received the
OBE from the British government and the Bronze Star from the
Americans. I believe he was the best senior executive the Argus
company ever had.
He gave me a friendly interview and then confounded me
by asking whether I could begin work a few weeks later, on
December 1, 1945, as a cadet journalist on The Star. I claimed the
need for more leave than that and, I think a little reluctantly, he
agreed that I could report for duty on January 3, 1946.
I arrived at Bulawayo station 36 hours later dressed in full
Black Watch uniform in deference to what I knew would be my
father’s wishes. He had sent me on my way two-and-a-half years
earlier without a visible tremor or a tear but his eyes were full of
tears as I came home in full dress. At a welcome home party at
Struan in Bulawayo, he wore his old Black Watch kilt from the
1914 -18 War.
With the impatience and hubris of youth, I believed my years
overseas had matured me and I was determined to marry quickly.
Agnes Palm was part of the Bulawayo scene and we had known
each other as teenagers when I was home in the school holidays.
She was pretty, petite and vivacious, and I nurtured a romantic love
for her in the years I was in the army. We corresponded regularly
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and, in a notebook I kept of my impressions and experiences, I
wrote that Agnes shared my dreams and philosophy of life and
was the woman with whom I wanted to share my future. Despite
my parents urging me to wait, once I had settled in my job on
The Star I returned home to marry Agnes. I was 20 (Agnes was
six months older). I was later to reflect upon my haste.
What did I have going for me in January 1946 as I faced the
competitive world outside? I had had a good disciplined home
and school life; a fine parental example; a first class matric;
informative, maturing years in the army; a developing capacity for
leadership; a basis of religion and morality instilled at home and
at school; an ambition to write; 120 words-a-minute shorthand
which I had learned overseas (I had a Pitmans book in my
kitbag); and a love of poetry and history. But there was no sign
of a calling, a vision splendid, an awakened liberal conscience
as might have been expected in a 20-year-old white Southern
African male of privileged education and background.
Johannesburg (1946 – 1949)
The Star
As I walked into The Star newsroom on January 2, 1946,
Bartie Thwaites, the news editor, looked me up and down and
said, “You look big enough to protect Olga Price. She’s going to
Meadowlands to report on a Sofasonke Party demonstration.”
The Sofasonke Party, led by James Mpanza, had established a
shantytown in Meadowlands every bit as decrepit and dangerous
as informal settlements throughout South Africa in the 2 000s, but
Mpanza himself did well enough as a sort of feudal Lord.
To Meadowlands we went in an office car with a white driver
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(blacks had yet to be employed as drivers) and I gulped nervously
as we stopped in the midst of a seething, chanting black crowd.
I nerved myself to get out only to find that Olga was already
yards away in the crowd en route to interview with Mpanza,
who was mounted, as usual, on a very large white horse. It was
too late to make even a pretence of guarding her so I waited as
unobtrusively as I could at the car.
That first meeting with Olga blossomed into a friendship
which lasted for more than 50 years. When she finally retired
early in 1999, she was one of the longest-serving members of
staff. After I became executive chairman we had coffee together
regularly in my office, and when I retired in 1990 we remained
in contact. She could write simply, accurately and well about
anything, peeling the pages from her typewriter without the need
of a draft.
It was the need for accuracy above all else that was drummed
into us at The Star in those early days and we spent endless
hours in the magistrate’s courts learning that first lesson. It seems
to me that today young aspirant journalists – and particularly
the products of journalism schools at major universities – are
not well grounded in the profession. Many lack the skill – or
the will – to prepare verbatim reports or balanced summaries of
events. Instead, they are impatient to use their journalistic pens
to right the wrongs of the world. They slide easily into “advocacy
journalism” which records not precisely what happened but
something slanted by personal beliefs, ideals, prejudices or
politics.
Of course, newspapers need a soul, a militant ethic, a driving
social purpose if they are to serve the country fully. But I have
no doubt that their major task is to hold up a mirror to life: to
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reflect life as it is in all its wonder and depravity, all its excesses
and failures; to report on people and events as they really are,
without bias. Will Durant, an American Pulitzer prize writer,
historian and philosopher, emphasised the point nicely in a
quotation from Confucius: “Without proper information, right
action is impossible; with proper information, right action will
follow.” Given a true picture of events - and informed comment
in leading articles and feature material – the reader should be in
a position to make up his or her own mind.
Against this background, the first duty of a reporter is to be
accurate, to present facts in balance and without embellishment.
They need professional skill and some maturity before they can
presume to guide others in leading articles and feature material.
The problem, of course, is to tame their exuberance without
blunting their enthusiasm. I do not pretend to know the full
answer but I have no doubt that training under skilled seniors on
the job, backed by a practical internal company cadet school, is
likely to produce more dependable and complete journalists than
the universities. The final word should perhaps be that of CP
Scott, editor of The Manchester Guardian for 57 years, who raised
it from a parochial newspaper to one of international standing
and who was one of the greatest figures in English journalism.
He described a newspaper’s role succinctly in his own paper on
May 6, 1926, when he wrote: “Its primary office is the gathering
of news. At the peril of its soul it must see that the supply is not
tainted. Neither in what it gives, nor in what it does not give, nor
in the mode of presentation must the unclouded face of truth
suffer wrong. Comment is free but facts are sacred.”
My early days as a court reporter in H Court in the Johannesburg
magistrate’s courts provided a valuable education. It was the court
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which dealt with the minor crimes of the night before or perhaps
the previous week. On one occasion, Scotty, a middle-aged man,
pleasant-looking and reasonably clean, was accused of begging.
He looked too quiet and well-dressed to be begging in the streets
but turned out to be a regular offender who was paying off a
small block of flats in the city. And on another occasion I was
certain there had been a miscarriage of justice when an attractive
young blonde was found guilty of soliciting ... until they read out
her endless list of previous convictions before sentencing her.
In my first six months in The Star reporters’ room, the news
editor could find no spark in me and I dropped lower and lower
in the diary until I ended up recording the prices of vegetables and
fruit at Newtown Market in company with the regular stalwart, Mr
Boyes. I was despondent and learned later that the company was
about to tell me that I did not have a future in journalism.
Sitting one day in the narrow iron gallery which surrounded
the main market hall at Newtown, I speculated idly about the
little successes and failures recorded in the pieces of paper being
blown around the hall by a brisk wind. They were discarded
invoices and order forms, credit notes and debit slips. Back at
my desk, with nothing to do, I typed my ponderings about those
pieces of paper with no real purpose in mind. Suddenly, news
editor Bartie Thwaites loomed over my shoulder, pulled the paper
out of the typewriter and said, “I’ve been waiting for something
like this for six months Miller. We’ll use it.” And they did. As a
small double column at the bottom of page one. No achievement
ever since has tasted quite as sweet as that small inconsequential
story on the front page.
My writing improved and I began to enjoy myself. On one
long assignment to mark Johannesburg’s diamond jubilee, I
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wrote a full double column story for page two every day about
elderly pioneers who had vivid memories of the city’s gold rush
days. Many of them recalled that this, that or the other corner of
Eloff Street could have been bought for a song. And all of them
described a life more active, more physically demanding but less
complicated than today.
Cadet reporters are not a humble breed and do not normally
fear their seniors. But one man we juniors were nervous of
was Eugene O’Dowd, one of the senior assistant editors. One
weekend I was assigned to cover a Corpus Christi service and
procession, and instructed to submit my copy to the scrutiny of
Mr O’Dowd as the resident Catholic in the editorial department. I
approached him nervously and, when he grunted at me, I pushed
the copy across the desk towards him, upsetting a bottle of ink
over his blotter and his trousers. His roar of, “Miller, you bloody
fool!” could be heard at the other end of the building. But my
clumsiness broke the ice and we became friendly while I was at
The Star and for a brief period in Durban Office when we were
both there on relief duty in 1949.
I remember clearly the impact the 1948 elections had on me.
As the election results came through, they were displayed on
a large board on the balcony of the Lewis and Marks building
facing Market Square. A large crowd watched through the night
and my mood changed from elation when the United Party won
initial urban constituencies to despair as the platteland and the
industrial areas came in solidly in support of the conservative
Nationalists, putting South Africa back 100 years.
Harold Wodson, senior assistant editor of The Star, and
previously editor of the Daily News, did much to increase my
vocabulary and use of words. He drank heavily while in Durban
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and discipline on the Daily News suffered. In the subsequent
restructuring of the paper’s staff, he was suspended as editor and
given another chance on The Star. He was kind to me but was
a hard taskmaster. In our regular sessions he encouraged me,
among other things, to write poetry. He made me seek endlessly
for the right word and certainly made my writing more succinct
and pertinent.
In 1948 I was offered a transfer to the manager’s office as a
junior assistant to D H Ollemans and, after a good deal of soulsearching, decided to accept. I thoroughly enjoyed writing but
did not like the diary routine. I decided that the manager’s office
offered a wide opportunity and that I would be free to write as
the spirit moved me. I am not proud to say that subsequent fairly
rapid promotion on the business side diverted me entirely and
I wrote nothing of significance after leaving The Star’s editorial
department. I like to think that Harold Wodson’s tuition helped
me to write better business letters, and better speeches, than I
would otherwise have done. But I have done no creative writing.
When I told Harold Wodson, he glowered at me, stood up
stiffly behind his desk and said, “Get out! Get out! You’ve sold
your soul for filthy lucre. I never want to see you again!” I think he
may have been right. I would, in retrospect, have been prouder
of a successful editorship of the flagship Star than of success as
executive chairman of the group.
The old Star building was a rabbit warren, but the front office
section had a certain dignity which the new building lacks. The
facade on President Street was faced in light stone and good brick
and the entrance door was a massive teak affair. Teak panelling
graced the ground floor foyer and a bemedalled commissionaire
worked the old-fashioned iron-latticed lift. The factory was
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dingy and begrimed with decades of printers-ink mist. Just to
walk through it was to soil trousers and shoes. And yet, it was
a friendly place and I made contact with artisans who were still
there when I came back as manager of the Sunday Chronicle in
1963 and manager of The Star in 1965.
And so to the manager’s office in Johannesburg as the most
junior assistant on D H Olleman’s staff. It was a whole new ball
game and I was ill prepared for it. I was helped, though, by a good
secretarial staff which included the Misses Hookem, Watcham and
Holdam whose very names promised a disciplined environment
for a junior managerial assistant and a newly married man.
In 1948, on the instruction of Ollemans, I enrolled at the
University of the Witwatersrand to do a BCom degree, studying
part-time in the evenings, subjecting myself to a punishing
schedule. Once married, and living in a flat in Rosettenville, I left
for Wits by bus about 6am; studied from 7am to 8.45am; worked
at The Star from 9am to 5pm; studied at Wits from 5.30pm to
7pm; got home about 8pm; studied for some hours and slept
heavily. All that effort would have been worthwhile if I could
have taken a satisfactory degree but the course opportunities for
part-time students were limited and in the third year it would
have been necessary to take unusual subjects, such as Native Law
and Administration simply to qualify.
In an interview with Ollemans, I suggested that I was wasting
my time, and, after first criticising me for “lack of staying
power”, he eventually agreed that I should drop the degree but
complete certain courses in accounting and Roman Dutch Law
by correspondence at the Britzius Tutorial College, which I did.
I came to enjoy the work at The Star and developed a degree of
competence in administrative routine.
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One evening, I received a telephone call at home in
Rosettenville about 9pm from the night telex operator at The
Star who read out a message from the London Daily Mail, with
which we had a syndication agreement, asking for a picture
of Ruth and Seretse Khama. She was a London secretary and
he was heir to the chieftainship of the Bamangwato people of
Bechuanaland (now Botswana). The British government was not
happy about their marriage and the South African government
certainly did not approve of any marriage across the colour line.
They were believed to be en route by car from Johannesburg to
Bechuanaland.
I had no idea what I could do about such a late request but in
I went to office, by bus, full of determined purpose. As I reached
the back door of The Star a car drew up with a photographer
from the Rand Daily Mail. He handed me a spool of film saying,
“These are from your photographer, Barry von Below, who
thinks there may be something suitable among them about the
Khamas.” There was indeed. The best picture, taken through the
front window of their car, showed Ruth and Seretse Khama sitting
side by side and smiling broadly as they travelled through racist
South Africa. I radioed the picture to London with a studiously
casual message saying, “As requested at 9pm, here is the latest
picture of Ruth and Seretse Khama en route to Bechuanaland.” It
was the only picture to appear in a London paper that day and
I was insufferably proud of myself for meeting an impossible
request brilliantly. So I did not go home. I waited, unshaven,
for Ollemans to reach the office about 8.30am and told him
breathlessly what I had done. He looked at me, smiled, and said,
“Well, that’s what you are paid for.” It was the response I needed
to bring me down to earth.
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One Saturday in mid-1949, I played a small role in a photograph
of the finish of the Durban July handicap horse race appearing
in the Saturday Star for the first time. This was before radio or
landline pictures were available in South Africa and the Saturday
Star was still an evening newspaper. Ollemans used his Defence
Force contacts to synchronise an attempt by a South African Air
Force Mosquito bomber on the speed record between Durban and
Johannesburg which was carrying a photograph of the winner of
the race. I was waiting at the Palmietfontein airport (Jan Smuts
Airport – now named OR Tambo International Airport – was not
yet open) as the plane touched down. With a police escort, the
office car broke every speed limit and the afternoon and evening
editions carried the news of the successful record attempt and an
excellent photograph of the finish of the Durban July.
When Michael Nethersole was senior assistant manager of The
Star, someone started sending scurrilous poison pen letters to
one of the senior secretaries, and we cast ourselves as amateur
detectives to uncover who it was. We hovered about the general
office, looked through fanlights, hid behind doors and generally
made ourselves look ridiculous. Finally we did the obvious thing
and called in experts to identify the typewriter used for the letters.
It turned out to be her own and she eventually broke down and
confessed. She left and was referred to a psychiatrist. In general
terms, I am aware that a sense of inadequacy and overwhelming
depression sometimes leads to people punishing themselves. But
in this case I still find it hard to believe that she could have
written such obscenities about herself.
Towards the end of my stay in Johannesburg, I had the sad
task of preparing an office for the use of John Martin. As managing
director and chairman of the company, he had played the major
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role in a fruitful partnership with John Muir, the general manager,
in developing it into the most significant publishing house in
the country. He moved across to Rand Mines in due course as
chairman at Corner House and also played a role during World
War II as an adviser to Field Marshal Smuts in obtaining steel (and
newsprint) for South Africa from overseas. When he came back
to us in 1949 dementia was setting in and it was uncomfortable
to watch him come to work every day with nothing to do except
read newspapers which he did not fully comprehend. He died
soon afterwards.
It was he who conceived the policy of appointing managers
and editors of equal authority who were expected to operate
their sections of the newspaper business independently but at the
same time to co-operate closely to the benefit of the paper. The
system worked well if the editor and manager were both strong
and reasonable but it caused problems if one or other party was
weak and/or difficult. It was then the job of the managing director
to pour oil on troubled waters – always bearing in mind that the
editor was in fact responsible to the board in matters of editorial
policy. In my time it was quite simply the manager’s job to make
the system work – however difficult the editor might be.
It was John Martin, too, who conceived the first National
Industrial Council in South Africa (of the Printing and Newspaper
Industry). It was planned by Martin and AJ Downes, general
secretary of the SA Typographical Union, during a train journey
between Durban and Johannesburg after a particularly difficult
industrial wage negotiation. The system was subsequently
adopted by the government, given the full force of law, and
applied country-wide.
I spent six weeks in Durban Office on relief duty in 1949
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and witnessed the frightening spectacle of Zulu fury sweeping
through the small shopping areas on the periphery of the city,
destroying all the Indian shops and leaving the Greek shops
untouched. There was still deep resentment among the Zulus
because Indians had been imported years before to work in the
cane fields and so denied local blacks the work. On this occasion
their anger boiled over. The streets looked like a mouthful of
gaps with a few teeth in place.
I cannot finish the early Johannesburg years without
mentioning John van Hoogstraaten, doyen of the reporting staff
while I worked on The Star. Tall and well-built with a shock
of greying hair combed back from his forehead, and clothes
no tidier than they had to be, he wrote fluently, accurately and
imaginatively on any topic. He was commended by the presiding
judge for his precise coverage of the Milne/Erleigh trial about
salting a gold mine, and in the same week earned an accolade
from the editor for his perceptive assessment of the background
to a fatal air crash in the Free State. The editor promoted him to
news editor and did a serious disservice to Van Hoogstraaten and
the company in the process. He was a superb reporter and writer
but an indifferent administrator and manager. He was unhappy in
the new job but accepted it, I believe, because of the extra pay
and the earlier hours which gave him more time with his family.
I have no doubt he should have been retained in the job he did
best and paid lavishly for it. In later years I tried hard to persuade
editors that good writers, good columnists, good reporters and
good cartoonists should be rewarded appropriately – even to the
extent that they earned more than their immediate bosses and,
in some really outstanding cases, even more than their editors.
Most editors agreed in principle but none ever followed through
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in practice.
Iain was born in December 1948. It could not have been
easy for Agnes, far from home, living in a flat with a baby,
although in those days Rosettenville had a village feel and we
had young couples as neighbours who befriended her. Iain was
a shy, thoughtful little boy. Although he would excel at school,
he had an astigmatism which impaired his ball sense. While we
were in Ndola we flew Iain to Bulawayo for an operation which
improved but did not cure the astigmatism. He was met by my
parents who did their best to ease this ordeal for a small boy,
but my heart still aches as I recall that frightened little figure
disappearing into the plane.

Durban (1950)
I was transferred to Durban at the beginning of 1950 as an
assistant to the manager, Neville Mudie, who had succeeded John
Hennessy when the latter moved to Rhodesia as general manager.
Layton Slater was appointed chairman and managing director of
the Rhodesian company on the same date.
It was a half-step up my promotion ladder but in reality I
was still just an eager dogs-body doing the routine chores in
the manager’s office. Mudie was a good advertising man and
he also had an electrical and electronic ability, which made him
invaluable on the technical side of newspapers. He was often
consulted by head office on group technical policy but he was
not a good leader and no more than adequate in administration.
He drank heavily in later years and I was destined to replace him
in 1965 as manager of The Argus which had not prospered under
his direction.
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He favoured Ron Atkinson, the other assistant to the manager,
and they spent several hours daily in close conclave in his office.
I felt a little out of things but had more than enough to do and
learn at work. And I devoted much of my free time to rugby
that year. While at Michaelhouse, I had been considered a firm
“probability” for the Natal Schools rugby team as a lock forward
but I was not selected. Now I was determined to put the record
straight by gaining selection for the Natal Provincial team. I told
Ollemans of my resolve and, cheekily, asked him to accept that
during the rugby season I would not devote as much time to
Daily News work as I would otherwise have done. He smiled,
and said: “All right, you can go for it but only until you get your
Natal blazer. After that we need your full effort.”
It was heavy going. I was not tall enough to play lock at
provincial level and I was not fast enough for my favourite
position of loose forward. I joined Berea Rovers and the coach
made it clear that he had plenty of flanks but needed a front rank
forward. For that position I was not at that stage heavy enough
(86kg) and I was too tall (1.8m). I did not have the bull neck
and powerful shoulders needed in the front rank. Nevertheless,
it was as a loose-head front rank forward that I fought for my
position and climbed slowly into the club first team, the Durban
representative side and, finally, the Natal team. I played against
Rhodesia, Transvaal and Western Province and soon afterwards,
at an office party, Ollemans said to me, “Well, congratulations,
you’ve got your Natal blazer. Now you are going to work hard
for us, aren’t you?” He made certain of it by transferring me in
November to Ndola in Northern Rhodesia ( now Zambia).
Concentration on rugby meant that I was often away from
home. I trained by myself on Mondays, attended club practices
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on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays, played a match every
Saturday and ran from the Berea to the beach and back on
Sundays. I spent less time than I should have with Agnes and
with Iain and Bruce, who was born in Durban in March 1950. In
fact, on the day Bruce was expected, both Agnes’s doctor and
I were playing rugby – against each other in a match between
Durban High School Old Boys and Berea Rovers! Conveniently,
Bruce was born some days later, an engaging little lad 18 months
younger than Iain. Two babies under the age of two must have
been a handful for Agnes. On another occasion, I was at rugby
practice when the same doctor was attending to Iain in our room
in the Harrogate Hotel on the Berea. He gave Iain medicine which
made him vomit and choke. He very nearly suffocated until the
doctor pushed an old enema tube down his throat to clear the
obstruction. By the time I came home it was all over.
Two rugby incidents come to mind. In one, I ended up at
the bottom of the scrum, on a muddy field, and nearly drowned
with my head buried in the slush; in the other, I was playing
for Durban against Natal Country Districts at Matatiele, where
the field sloped in all directions from a high point in the middle
and there was hardly any grass. The ground was badly marked
and on a dull, cold day we could hardly see the lines until the
spectators, sitting around the field in their cars and trucks, put
on their headlights. It was so cold that I consciously sought the
warmth at the bottom of every ruck. And afterwards? We had to
run about 400m to the change room and found the pipes had
burst and there was no hot water.
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The Durban editorial staff included Laurens van der Post as
assistant editor (with whom, unhappily, I had no direct contact),
Jock Leyden as cartoonist and Ronnie Tungay as news editor.
One morning Jock Leyden let me sit for three hours in the
corner of his office while he prepared that day’s cartoon. He soon
forgot I was there and I watched quietly while he discarded one
idea after another, and one drawing after another, until the office
floor looked like a rubbish dump. And then, suddenly, the right
idea came and he finished the accompanying drawing within
minutes – just before his noon deadline. It was a fascinating
morning and I learned just how difficult it is for a cartoonist to
produce quality material every day.
I had only one presentable suit and one morning, running to
catch a bus at the corner below the hotel, I fell and ripped my
trousers on the tarmac. I wore grey slacks to office until I could
collect my suit pants from the tailor with a large visible patch. I
could afford only a dozen quart bottles of beer every month but
they never lasted longer than a week or 10 days. We were “dry”
for the rest of the month.
My abiding memory of Durban is of the humidity and the
heat. It is the only branch at which sweat dropped from my
forehead on to the correspondence on my desk –we had no airconditioning at that stage; and the only place where I fried an
egg on the pavement outside the office building.

Ndola (1951– 1957)
In November 1950 I was offered a transfer to Ndola as manager
of the Northern News and accepted without knowing where it
was. Only when I looked at the map did I see how far north they
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were sending me.
So, there I was, the manager of the smallest branch of the
company at 25 years of age. It was to prove a tough assignment
and I wonder whether one reason for appointing so young and
inexperienced a man was that they knew anyone of more mature
years would have balked at the prospect.
Parts of Zambia, then Northern Rhodesia, are very beautiful,
notably the high country in the Eastern Province and the lovely,
rolling plains south of Lusaka. But the Copperbelt has little to
commend it. It is covered by fairly dense monotonous bush
with few high trees and not much high ground. The otherwise
featureless landscape is dotted with old, high anthills which are
often occupied now by small red serowe ants but were built
originally by a much larger ant species which no one could
identify for me but which obviously had the good sense to move
elsewhere.
The serowe ants are unpleasant and one particular incident
made me seriously vindictive towards them. We kept two
Muscovy ducks in a small pen in the back garden of the house
we built in Kenmere Avenue. One morning we found nothing
left but their bare bones. The ants had devoured them the night
before and we learned, after the event, that a swarm would cover
its victim quietly, bite suddenly, shock the poor victim to death
and then devour it. A few weeks later a large swarm of the little
red devils left the neighbour’s anthill and marched purposefully
towards ours. I watched them disappear inside it, poured petrol
into every hole I could see and threw a glowing ember at the
anthill. There was a tremendous flash of fire, clouds of smoke, a
moment’s pause – and then the damned ants came marching out
again, unharmed, from the deep recesses of the anthill.
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In this inhospitable veld, snakes seemed more vicious
(including the gaboon viper whose venom is both neurotoxic
and tissue necrotic) the fleas more persistent and the ants more
pervasive. Outdoor activities such as picnicking, camping or
hiking were for the intrepid.
In this north western part of Northern Rhodesia, Ndola was
the point of supply for a ring of copper mines, at Kitwe, Luanshya,
Mufulira and Chingola, owned then by Anglo American and the
Rhodesian Selection Trust but later shared by these companies
and the Zambian government. Ndola’s population was made
up of civil servants and businessmen feeding on the mines, a
few farmers, a clutch of Indian and white shopkeepers, a small
number of educated blacks and a majority of unskilled and mostly
illiterate blacks. This black population was politically naive and
in the years ahead would be malleable and ductile in the hands
of ambitious black politicians with little interference from the
colonial power in London.
Some years earlier David Cole had been appointed the Argus
company’s editorial correspondent in Lusaka. He had been news
editor of Pathe Gazette, the cinema news bulletin in Britain, before
joining the Argus company as picture editor of The Star. Small in
stature, with myopic eyes behind heavily magnified spectacles,
he was highly intelligent, ambitious, ruthless, expedient and
very liberal in his political views. He had persuaded the Argus
company to buy a majority shareholding in the Northern News, a
weekly paper owned by Roy Welensky (later Sir Roy Welensky)
and Stan Hobson which was produced in Ndola and distributed
to Broken Hill and throughout the Copperbelt. He was appointed
editor and I was appointed manager by Ollemans to the surprise
of my father who was the general manager of the Rhodesian
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company. He knew all about the purchase of the paper but not
the selection of the manager.
Cole was a difficult man with whom I had little in common.
He had the unusual habit of keeping files about all his opponents
and his colleagues – in which he recorded their strengths and
weaknesses, their foibles and their fancies, so that he could the
better manipulate them. However, in many ways he was the most
effective editor I have ever worked with in that he produced
precisely the sort of newspaper which the remote Copperbelt
market wanted at that time. It was full of news and provocative
views and I recall one column which he himself wrote daily
as a potpourri of anecdotes, snide comments, pertinent
aphorisms and sheer gossip. It included items such as “which
Copperbelt mayoress was seen on Tuesday evening dining in
the Savoy restaurant with a prominent lawyer while the mayor
was attending a conference in Lusaka?” It seemed to me that he
skated very close to defamation on more than one occasion and
I was sufficiently worried to insure the company against that
danger with Lloyds of London for £25 000 sterling, the only time
an Argus newspaper has ever been so protected. Normally the
company’s cash reserves are considered adequate to cover any
legal action but the Northern News Limited was a separate small
company with outside shareholders and I could not take the risk.
In fact, Cole never overstepped the mark but when he was on
leave John Spicer acted as editor and in his first gossip column
we faced a legal action.
The company eventually bought two small houses, side by
side, for the use of the manager and the editor and their families.
We were uncomfortable neighbours. On one occasion, Ndola
was drenched in a violent tropical rainstorm and a flood of water
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cascaded through both properties. Manager and editor ended
up shouting at each other in the back gardens, each laying the
blame on the other, each claiming that the water was running
into his home from the other side of the property. The next day I
began building a brick wall between the two houses in the form
of a flower box. It was about 4 foot high, 18 inches wide and 80
foot long and it took me six months because I had never before
laid a brick. As I placed the last brick one Sunday morning, Cole
handed me a beer and said, “I never thought you’d finish the
bloody thing.”
When I arrived in November 1950, I was appalled at the dirt in
the factory, the absence of any decent equipment and the general
inefficiency of the whole operation. I was a very new manager,
of course, whose only newspaper and jobbing experience lay
in much larger establishments and bigger towns. And it was the
first time I had faced a largely black staff with very few white
employees. The paper was set by hand in five-and-a-half point
type by black type-setters who sat at tables with a case of type
fixed at an angle before them. As we walked into the building
on my first day as manager they went on strike for more pay and
thus began a long history of negotiations with printing employees
of varied hues in factories from Ndola to Cape Town and many
towns in between.
On this occasion, we did eventually agree to review the
wages, which were inordinately low, but we were determined
to produce the first weekly edition of some 1750 copies without
the black employees rather than be held immediately to ransom.
It was an interesting experience. I had learned to set type in
Bulawayo before the war but the cases in Ndola were set out
in the French pattern because the staff had been trained in the
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Belgian Congo (now the Democratic Republic of the Congo). So
I had to relearn the case layout before I could help. We managed
to fill the body of the paper by flying up flong – temporary
negative moulds – from Southern Rhodesia of material which
had appeared in our papers there, and casting stereos from an
old pot in the backyard. I had difficulty in setting the headings
not only because of the case layout but also because David Cole
had not learned to cast off even a single column headline and his
first attempts never fitted. The printing was done by the works
manager, John Hickman, on an old quad royal flat-bed Wharfdale
press (50 inches by 40 inches) and it was hand-fed by the works
foreman, Wulf Symons. It was a very bad paper but we did get it
out on time without the help of the black staff. And that helped
when the time came to talk wages.
On the editorial side, Cole had one sub-editor/reporter and
one junior reporter in the early days and the only other white
employees at the Northern News (apart from the factory) were in
the small book and stationery store which we took over from the
Rhodesian Printing and Publishing Company. With the bookstore
came its manager, Ginger Haffey, all of 4 foot 11 inches (1.5
m) tall, red haired and bespectacled. He handled circulation as
well as the bookstore in the early days and did much to make
Ndola bearable. We often worked for 18 hours a day and when
I became too intense and argumentative under pressure, he had
a quaint habit of squaring up to me as on the old posters of the
heavyweight boxer, John L Sullivan, and saying, “Quieten down
or I’ll tap you on the tummy with a 10-inch tack.”
After producing the first edition, I decided that we needed a
spring-clean in the factory which probably had not been swept
for years. Under every table and bench, rubble, old proofs, paper
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and sheer filth had accumulated so that movement through the
building was something of an obstacle course. We took everything
out, used the one intact fire hose to flood the building from end
to end, made a bonfire of the worst muck, and put the rest back
neatly. Old Stan Hobson, who had managed the business for his
partner Welensky, shook his head and said, “It’s a waste of time.
It won’t make any more money. And it will just get dirty again.”
One of my first lessons was that merely to do the job more
efficiently than the Hobson/Welensky combination would not in
itself make more profit or indeed maintain the profit level. In fact,
it was not until the sixth year of Argus control that we achieved
our first profit and, in retrospect, it is clear that we could have
succeeded sooner with proper marketing and more effective
management.
Not that Ndola was an easy assignment. On the contrary, it
would have presented serious problems to the most experienced
and competent of Argus managers. In a long learning curve, I
had to substitute experience with great determination and hard
work well beyond normal hours. I probably made every mistake
in the book but I like to think that I did not make many of them
more than once and in the final result I could not have had better
training for the long executive years that lay ahead.
The Northern News grew in six years from a local weekly
paper with a circulation of about 1750 per issue to a daily national
paper selling more than 22 000 copies per issue. Its successive
editors made a very real contribution to the developing political
and trade union scene in Northern Rhodesia and in due course
the short-lived Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.
We entered the Frewin Trophy competition which assessed
editorial layout, typographical excellence and printing quality
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among daily papers in Southern Africa. We came third the first
year, second the next year and won in the third year. When I
travelled to South Africa to collect the trophy there were many
snide remarks about unfair judges and a general opinion that we
were not really the “best” paper but simply the most improved
paper. With the latter comment I was well content. It was at
least interesting that after we had won the trophy the rules were
changed to limit the competition to papers in South Africa.
Over the years we expanded the commercial printing side
of the business considerably and produced a full-colour highquality monthly magazine for each Copperbelt mine, monthly
newspapers for the mines’ black employees, the journal of the
Mine Workers Union, tickets for the various lotteries which grew
like mushrooms along the Copperbelt, and stationery of all kinds
and sizes.
We faced endless problems with Ndola’s inadequate electricity
supply in the early days. At home, it meant that electrical
appliances could only be used every second day, on a rota
system; and electric stoves were adapted, before purchase, so
that no more than one plate, or the oven, could be used at any
one time. At the office, it meant an irregular supply of electricity
and frequent power cuts when the town’s old and inadequate
municipal generators gave trouble. More than once the mayor of
Ndola and the manager of the Northern News ended up, in their
pyjamas, at the power station in the early hours of the morning,
arguing about allocation of the small amount of emergency
power available. Usually I persuaded him to allocate the power
to us during the hour before deadline and during actual printing
unless a genuine case of life or death demanded allocation of
power to the local hospital. He was always less ready to help us
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if the editor had criticised him in the paper in the previous days
or weeks.
David Cole was never really a member of our “family” and
he left the company after four years – possibly because it had
not promoted him to Salisbury when a vacancy arose on The
Herald – and established himself as a promotional consultant to
big business in the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland and
also to Welensky and other political figures. He tried to serve too
many masters and he lost credibility in a fairly short time. He
eventually ran Littlewoods Football Pools in Southern Rhodesia
and rumour has it that after making a great deal of money he left
the country just before awkward questions were asked about his
circumvention of the exchange control regulations.
He was succeeded as editor by Stopford Brook Norris who
did very well indeed in a quieter, more traditional editing vein.
His greatest claim to fame was that when the Copperbelt mines
faced a serious strike of skilled white employees, he asked the
general managers of the mines and the secretary of the Mine
Workers’ Union to come to his office in Ndola, made them shake
hands across his desk and persuaded them to begin sensible
negotiations to solve the dispute.
And then there was Bertha Briggs, a divorcee who joined
us from the Bulawayo Chronicle. She was, I think, 25 years
old, an attractive, tall blonde with a Junoesque figure. When
the Northern News became a daily paper, I promoted her to
advertising manager and for many years she was the only woman
to have held such a senior position in the Argus group. She was
intelligent, a good administrator and never had any difficulty in
disciplining her small staff and getting whatever she needed from
other departments. Indeed, there was always a waiting list in the
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works for overtime on Sundays when she came to work in the
shortest of shorts and flimsiest of blouses. She could have earned
senior promotion to a major branch in South Africa but instead
married Desmond Mars White who was the general manager of
Costains (Central Africa) Limited, the largest building contractors
in the area.
We also imported Fay Titmus from The Star, Johannesburg, as
my secretary. She proved invaluable and took all the pressure,
and all my idiosyncrasies, in good part except for one evening
when I returned a letter to her with some critical comment at 7
pm. She took off her shoes and threw them at me with much
venom and fair accuracy.
John Davies started as our accountant but later served as
advertising manager, when Bertha Briggs left, and also acted as
manager in my absence. He was an interesting mixture: pragmatic,
intuitive, but lazy. He had commanded a destroyer at the end of
the war but never looked the part and, I thought, lacked the
leadership qualifications which a naval commander required.
Perhaps he was the right man for a volunteer navy in wartime
but he was not consistent enough to earn senior promotion in
the Argus group, where he finished as assistant secretary in head
office and manager of the Pension Fund.
However, he made a major contribution to the Northern
News over six years. He showed courage while I was on leave
by suspending Jim Thorpe, an argumentative artisan whom we
had imported from England to operate our high-quality Linotype
magazine press. Thorpe was irresponsible in not locking up a
form on the bed of the press and the type spewed on to the
floor when he started the machine. Davies incurred the ire of
the union but taught the chastened Thorpe a lesson. Davies
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was not always so quick to act. At one stage, our bank balance
dropped alarmingly over several months and our debtors grew.
The money simply was not coming in. Eventually I asked if I
could search his desk and in a bottom drawer I found unbanked
cheques, postal orders and cash which he had been too busy to
process. Thereafter, I checked his department more carefully and
ensured that his books were balanced each month and accounts
sent out on time. It sounds obvious to anyone with any business
experience but I had to learn the hard way.
While I was away on another occasion he bought a supply
of paint at a very reasonable price and repainted the outside of
the building. The problem was that the walls were painted white,
which showed every blemish, and the roof black with a matt
surface which absorbed Northern Rhodesia’s ferocious heat and
made the building like an oven.
When the post came up, John Davies volunteered to be
the music critic though he had no experience and no formal
knowledge of music. Nevertheless, his reviews always read well
and it was some time before I realised that in the early stages he
was using the blurb on the dustcovers of records in the bookstore
to review the local performance. I remember him with affection
and grateful thanks for more loyal and consistent service than I
deserved.
I started with no knowledge of how to run a commercial
printing works, how to fill in job tickets, calculate chargeable and
nonchargeable hours, charge out completed work and maintain
proper stocks and stock records. I had to learn by trial and error
and in frequent consultation with auditors who themselves had
no knowledge of commercial printing. For some years I started
the monthly trading reports by deciding the turnover I needed
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to make a reasonable profit for the month and then working
backwards through each job ticket deciding what each customer
would be happy to pay. It worked surprisingly well, and there were
very few complaints while we faced no real local competition.
Robert Fooks, senior partner in Deloittes, Plender, Griffiths,
Annan and Company, who was a sympathetic guide and mentor
to me in matters financial, became very much part of the family.
He seemed elderly to me but was probably no more than 50
or 55 years of age when he accepted the Northern News audit.
He could have been the chief character in a Somerset Maughan
short story. Spare of build, and stern of face but with laughter
wrinkles round his eyes, he dressed well but sombrely and wore
a pith helmet in the best colonial tradition. Rumour had it that an
unfulfilled love affair had left him a confirmed bachelor. He lived
in a separate cottage attached to the Rutland Hotel and he often
invited me there for a sundowner before dinner in the hotel.
His main room was clearly a bachelor’s living room with deep
leather chairs and low occasional tables. In one corner lay a pile
of Geographic and Life magazines which went back several years
and appeared not to have been read at all. In another, a table
carried a halfplayed game of Mah-jong in which the moves never
changed while I was a visitor. His manservant was not allowed
to dust either the magazines or the Mah-jong. Behind the main
room was a narrow bedroom with an iron bedstead covered
by a large mosquito net, a low cupboard with a pitcher of cold
water and a large wardrobe. The overall effect of the cottage was
Spartan in the extreme – and sad.
Alan Hemingway was a superb Linotype operator who could
set straight copy at 13 000 to 14 000 ens (a print measurement)
an hour compared to an average of 8000 in the works as a whole.
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He had served in the printing department of the Queen Mary for
many years and that comfortable life and easy access to liquor
no doubt led to alcoholism. Drunk he was useless; sober he was
brilliant in hotmetal setting and composing. I used every tactic I
could think of to keep him sober enough to work, from fatherly
chats to fulminating rages. At one stage he assured me he had
reformed and with solemn mien promised to drink nothing but
Coca Cola in future. He did so. But he spiked it with rum or
brandy and inevitably drank himself out of our employ.
A female member of the editorial staff achieved a more
imaginative exit. While acting as our Kitwe editorial representative
she became friendly with Harry Nhkumbula, a well-known
politician, and consummated the affair on the desk in her
office early one evening. It was an unhappy choice of venue
and companion because the caretaker of the block of offices
reported the event; and Nhkumbula had a murky reputation
as a womaniser and heavy drinker. They seemed such unlikely
candidates for reckless passion across the colour line. He was a
neat, thin, smallish man and she was very large indeed. It was a
most unusual episode in 1954, and we felt obliged to transfer her
to South Africa where she submerged without a trace.
Our only driver, Baron, was a tall black man with considerable
dignity and a wide smile. He was not supposed to be my personal
driver but attached himself to me tenaciously and did the rest of
his delivery work with reluctance. He was always on duty on time
even if the whole of the rest of the establishment was on strike
and after some years we realised that he was the eldest son of
a sangoma and a man of substance in the local community. The
black staff were wary of him and there were several occasions
when it was a relief to have him in the car beside me as we
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travelled through the Copperbelt and Lusaka.
Francois was another valuable man. He had been trained
in the Belgium Congo and could make himself useful at many
tasks in the jobbing factory. His greatest claim to fame, though,
was that he was the only man who could feed efficiently the
large flatbed Wharfdale printing machine on which we produced
the paper in the first two years. The conventional position for
feeding the machine was on a slightly raised step on the left side
but Francois squatted on his haunches on the tailboard itself and,
with casual competence, flicked one large sheet of paper at a
time into the fingers of the impression cylinder. To understand
the skill involved I need to explain that the size of the press,
and the paper, was quad royal (50 inches by 40 inches) and the
paper had a mechanical super-calendar surface which was a little
shiny and electrostatically sticky. To feed the machine, Francois
had to lift one corner of the sheet, let in some air and then use
the air to lift the rest of the sheet. When he missed the sheet, the
impression cylinder was inked heavily and that meant lost time in
a careful washing operation. But Francois seldom missed. I know
– because I sat night after night holding the clutch which lifted
the impression cylinder. If I did that quickly, we lost no time at
all. I fell asleep at the switch on occasion and incurred Francois’
ire. I tried hard to avoid that.
On the whole the staff of the Northern News readily worked
longer hours, faced more difficulties, complained less and
contributed more in effort and support than the staff at any other
branch with which I was associated. I think the reason was that
we had so few people and each felt important and needed. As
a result, we enjoyed each working day and our office parties,
the “wetstones” (the flat metal plate on which the type was
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assembled for each page) at Christmas and the “wayzgooses”
(printers’ picnics) were relaxed, happy, uncomplicated affairs.
As the smallest, newest branch, the Northern News never
had enough space or reliable equipment. We were glad to get
castoff machines from elsewhere in the group but then suffered
because we lacked the skilled maintenance staff to coax them
into dependable routine production. Our difficulties began
with unreliable telephone lines and slow telex machines which
often left us isolated from news sources. Sometimes elephants
genuinely knocked down the telephone lines but we shamelessly
claimed interference from wind, weather and animals whenever
we were tardy in responding to enquiries and slow to complete
reports. The head offices in Salisbury and Johannesburg must
sometimes have wondered what manner of men and women
they had let loose in Northern Rhodesia when we disappeared
from the administrative map for weeks at a time.
The original Wharfdale press ground to a halt just before the
end of one of our early biweekly production runs and nothing
we could do would coax it into operation again. We finished the
run 300 or so copies short and then had two days before printing
the next edition. Normally that would be more than enough time
to repair anything but we had no engineers at the Northern News
and we had not yet made contacts in any of the Copperbelt mines.
We wired desperately to Salisbury for help. Very promptly, they
dispatched a fullyfledged printing engineer by air but someone
did not know where Ndola was and consigned him instead to
Blantyre in Malawi, then Nyasaland. There was no onward air
connection to Ndola.
By now we had somehow dismantled the machine and found
the trouble in the main flywheel which had seized on its shaft. We
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had enlisted the aid of a local Ndola man who was not trained in
anything except the manufacture of steel nails. And there we sat,
the nail man, the works manager, the manager – and Francois, at
1am, in filthy overalls, drinking coffee and looking despondently
at the inert machine. We were nervous of forcing the flywheel
too hard in case we broke it, or the shaft, or both. Suddenly
there was a resounding crash, a screech of rusted metal and out
popped the shaft from the flywheel like a loose tooth from an old
mouth. Francois, bless him, had suddenly used a heavy mallet on
the end of the shaft. He could have broken everything. Instead,
he saved us. We had the machine up and running in good time
with Francois sitting on the tailboard smiling cheerfully.
The Wharfdale was replaced in due course by an elderly Cossar
press from the Bulawayo Chronicle. On this machine the type
was still assembled on a flatbed but the paper was fed into the
machine automatically from large reels and a chain contraption
carried inking rollers over the type and an impression cylinder
pressed the paper on to the type. It was an uncomfortable hybrid
between the old flatbed press and a modern rotary press. But
it did print at three times the speed of the old machine and we
could finish our increased print order of some 7000 copies in an
hour or less. Could, but did not always do so.
We now had two trained machine minders but one evening
one was on leave and the other was too ill to work. So the new
works manager, David Vast, and I had to run the machine. Neither
of us had any experience in or knowledge of the Cossar but we
duly pressed the button and produced about 3000 reasonable
copies. They were not very well folded, though, so we adjusted
the turner bars and the folder. Three hours later we had not
produced a single extra copy. The machine simply refused to
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produce anything like a reasonably folded newspaper. Then I
noticed that the original positions of the various adjustable turner
bars were clearly indicated by dirty marks on the bars – which
were much less clean than they should have been. We quickly
put everything back in the original position and when we pressed
the starter button the machine happily chortled through the rest
of the run in about half an hour.
By now the SA Typographical Union was fully registered at
the Northern News and the next morning the father of the works
chapel (the local branch of the union) asked to see me. “You and
the works manager printed on the Cossar press last night,” he
said sternly. “You had no right to do so. You are not members of
the union and you do not have machine minders’ tickets. I have
had complaints from the men and we view the matter seriously.”
By now I was worried because new works chapels and new
chapel fathers are jealous of their authority and he could have
made things awkward for us in the short term. But suddenly he
smiled, “It’s all right, sir,” he said, “we have decided to give you
both temporary union cards and to congratulate you on doing
the job surprisingly well. But please ask us next time, won’t you?”
Things improved greatly in 1956 when we moved into a new
double-storey office block with an adjacent modern factory and a
modern (only 25 years old) Goss unitubular press which printed
from cylindrical stereo plates. The staff was bigger and the whole
operation more professional and effective. And the family spirit
was still there.
You might well ask what we did for fun in Ndola. Well, we
had to make much of our own entertainment since there was no
television, no radio broadcasting service of note and only one
flea-ridden cinema in the town. I joined the Ndola Rotary Club
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as a founder member. In the evenings, our small circle of friends
arranged frequent house parties and often jazzed them up with
competitions. One evening we were required to come dressed
to represent the title of a book. I remember two examples: a
women dressed in black, with a hurricane lantern at her waist,
who came as “Fanny by Gaslight”; and a couple who came as a
priest and a prostitute representing “Body and Soul”.
I played tennis at every opportunity; and joined – and trained
– a very enthusiastic Ndola rugby team. We gathered at my home
at noon on Sundays for a light lunch before driving to the match
somewhere on the Copperbelt. As coach, I decided one searing
Sunday to concoct a drink that would give us additional energy
and replace the salt we would lose sweating in the blazing sun.
We each downed two glasses of a mixture of sugar and salt in
warm water. And were as sick as dogs. We couldn’t stomach
lunch and played very lethargically.
I became a Northern Rhodesian rugby selector and my claim
to fame is that I urged the selection of an unknown schoolboy
in the trials team from the Zambezi (Livingstone) Province.
Andy MacDonald later became a famous Springbok front-rank
forward who played well for South Africa internationally. He also
achieved fame by killing a lion with only his hands and a small
knife. Sadly, he and his wife were later murdered in an armed
attack on his farm near Plumtree in Southern Rhodesia.
In 1956 we lived next door to Alan Poole who had played
for the Junior Springboks and had captained Rhodesia many
times. In our cups one night we decided to play together for
one more season on the understanding that neither of us would
seek representative selection but would simply enjoy a season
of club rugby with me as loose-head front rank and he as the
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lock behind me. It didn’t stop there, of course. We soon found
ourselves selected in those positions for Copperbelt B, Copperbelt
A and, finally, Northern Rhodesia. In the trials match before the
team was selected I found myself facing all 300 pounds of fat
Jumbo Jutronich who had played for some years for Northern
Rhodesia. Pushing against him was an aesthetic affront. It was
like disappearing into a flabby Dunlop-pillow cushion which
folded round my head while his sweat ran over me in rivulets.
Northern Rhodesia travelled to Salisbury to play Southern
Rhodesia in the Clarke Cup in two matches (on Saturday and
Sunday) and I quickly realised how unwise I had been to start
playing rugby again after a gap of six years. I had mushroomed
to a heavy 110kg since playing in Natal and now had all the
beef, and the muscle, needed to push in the front rank. But I was
32 years old and not fit enough. My mind knew exactly what I
needed to do but in the Saturday match I was slow about the
field and last to arrive at every scrum and lineout. Justifiably, they
dropped me for the Sunday match. It was both a disappointment
and a relief. I would have liked to have finished on a higher note.
But at least I knew I would never be tempted to play again.
Soon afterwards, a young doctor friend, Ivan du Toit, told
me after a routine examination that I had signs of high blood
pressure and if I did not lose weight I would be seriously ill by
the time I was 50. He gave me a sensible diet (in which beer
was non-negotiable) and I lost 25kg over the next nine months.
I forget the details except “finish every meal feeling like another
course”. I reduced to my schoolboy weight of 86.6kg and have
stayed there ever since; and my blood pressure has remained
normal.
One of the things we did not do in Northern Rhodesia was
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to visit the magnificent, unspoilt Luangwa Game Reserve. There
it was on our doorstep but our only thought for every leave was
to get to the sea. The reserve was undeveloped at that stage but
was teeming with game and trips were available for four people,
with a guide, in small fourwheel drive vehicles. There were few
roads and most of the travel was across virgin bush.
Over seven years in Ndola I had fairly close contact with
Sir Roy Welensky, the second and last prime minister of the
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, who was a member of
our board of directors for some years and visited Ndola from
time to time. I also saw him occasionally in Broken Hill and
in Lusaka. He claimed to have been the Northern Rhodesian
heavyweight boxing champion in earlier years and I think that
was technically correct although there was not much competition
and he did not have many fights. When I met him in 1950 he
was of average height, and heavy with a wide girth. But he had
a charismatic personality and had become a man of some culture
despite limited education and a poor family background. He
pulled himself up through the Railway Workers’ Union (he was
an engine driver) and by the time I met him he was the
leader of the Unofficial Members of the Northern Rhodesian
Legislative Assembly and was respected, if not liked, by the
Official Members appointed to the Legislative Assembly by the
Colonial Office. I was a little nervous of him in the beginning and
a little disappointed in the end.
He had good relations with local and visiting journalists through
the years and his “veranda” meetings with groups of journalists at
his small house in Broken Hill became wellknown. His first wife,
Liz, dispensed simple food and coffee while Welensky quietly
took the journalists into his confidence on matters political but
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on the understanding that what he told them was off the record.
Thus he kept the initiative and ensured they would not speculate
about events until he officially released the information.
Another favourite meeting place was his bathroom in the
Lusaka house where he had an open door policy early in the
mornings. I sat there myself on one occasion while he disported
himself like some monstrous whale in a large tub of soapy water,
and either used the nearby telephone for longdistance contacts or
listened to a succession of visitors who sat beside the bath. They
could include anyone from a guard on the Rhodesia Railways to
a fairly senior diplomat. It was all good homespun politicking
and added to the unusual aura about the man.
He was highly intelligent and quick of wit and repartee. He
came off best in an interview with David Frost on the BBC. Asked
by Frost whether he was not essentially a white politician and
with no knowledge of blacks, he said, “Mr Frost, you couldn’t
be more wrong. I was swimming bare-arsed with blacks in the
Makabusi River before you were born.” In fact, though, I came
to agree with Frost. I believe Welensky was essentially a white
labour politician, from a Railway Union background, and was
ill-equipped in that sense to lead the Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland as its second prime minister. In that position,
he did not, for example, meet Hastings Banda (later president
of Malawi) until Banda was in jail. He did not have bridges of
understanding into black society and black thinking. And yet,
there he was, the head of an ostensibly multiracial – or non-racial
– federation which sat across Southern Africa as a potential buffer
between strong black nationalism to the north and strong white
nationalism south of the Limpopo River.
How different the recent history of Southern Africa might have
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been if the federation had lasted for 15 or 20 years and if success
in multiracial government could, by example, have blurred the
sharp edges of conflict between black and white nationalism
which surfaced increasingly in Southern Africa.
I cannot claim that Welensky was the reason the federation
failed. The record shows that there was more to it than that. But if
his vision had been clearly directed towards genuine partnership
in a non-racial government, as an intermediate stage en route to
full majority government – and if he had led Rhodesians strongly
towards that end – I believe the Colonial Office and the Rhodesian
people would have followed him. He should have taken his
Rhodesians by the scruff of the neck and pointed the way –
and they would have followed “good old Roy” almost anywhere.
Ian Smith had a similar opportunity at the meetings with the
British government on the warships Fearless and Tiger and a
majority of his Southern Rhodesians would have followed “good
old Smithy” in sufficient numbers to make non-racial government
work over 15 maturing years. But he too lacked vision. We are on
the right road now (post 1994) thanks to the vision, the pragmatic
common sense and the courage of President Nelson Mandela and
ex-President FW de Klerk. But how much better had it begun 25
years earlier in the federation.
What of my personal ledger during the seven years in
Northern Rhodesia? I certainly learned a great deal about the
management and administration of newspapers and commercial
printing works, and I accumulated much practical knowledge
of printing systems and technology as it existed up to 1957. I
think I further developed my innate capacity for leadership and I
certainly learned more about people and how to motivate them
more subtly and discipline them more sternly. Looking back,
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though, I still had much to learn about participative management
and delegation in larger establishments. It came naturally when
the Northern News staff was very small but I erred in not applying
it consistently as the numbers grew. I learned the hard way
that I was not a natural salesman. When we planned national
daily publication I went on record that I would personally sell
substantial advertising in a canvassing trip along the line of rail
from Livingstone through Lusaka and Broken Hill to Ndola. I sold
a single eight inch double column advertisement.
The worst mistake I made was to work too hard for too long
without a break. By the time Layton Slater sent me on a fivemonth overseas leave early in 1957, 1 could no longer see the
wood for the trees. Minor issues had become major problems in
my mind, my judgment was flawed and my patience thin. When
I returned, with a clear mind, it was a joy to work again and the
problems and difficulties seemed to evaporate. I tried not to let
this happen to my subordinates in the years ahead.
On the personal side, once again I failed to spend enough
meaningful time with Agnes although I was a good deal
more attentive to Iain and Bruce than I had been in Durban.
Physically I became stronger and mentally I learned to apply
myself more logically and persistently. But in retrospect there
was little philosophical and spiritual development during the
Ndola interlude. I cannot recall whether there was an Anglican or
Presbyterian church in Ndola and I rarely read history, philosophy
or poetry which I had enjoyed at school and in interludes during
military service. I would return gratefully to that reading in
Bulawayo and particularly in Cape Town and Johannesburg, but
Ndola was in many ways an unimaginative slog – leavened only
by service in the Rotary Club where we tried to help the very old
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and the very young among the deprived on the Copperbelt.
I was offered a transfer to Bulawayo as manager of the
Bulawayo Chronicle and the Sunday News late in 1957. I was
sad to leave Ndola but it was a new challenge and I would be
returning to familiar Miller territory where my father had been
manager before me and where I had myself worked for a short
while.
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S

oon after our arrival in Bulawayo in January 1958, our
laatlammetjie Stella was born, bringing light and delight
into our lives. She was a bright, lively child with a gift
of mimicry that kept us endlessly amused. Iain, who
was 10, “adopted” her, and their close relationship has endured
into adulthood. She was the apple of my eye and it is an abiding
regret that I was not there for her in her teenage years.
The Bulawayo Chronicle and the Sunday News were well
established and the branch had been managed effectively, if not
imaginatively, by my predecessor, Dave Meggitt. It was a going
concern and there was no need for the intense, driving effort
which broke new ground in Northern Rhodesia. I worked hard
in Bulawayo but I began to think a little too.
I was in familiar surroundings and I knew many of the junior
and senior staff. But that could have been as much of a hindrance
as a help for I was, after all, my father’s son and they would
measure me against him. On the day I arrived, the father of the
union chapel, James Taylor, a British immigrant and an ardent,
tough trade unionist, asked to see me, stood close to me as
he shook my hand and said, “I’ve heard summat about you.
But we’ll see. I’ll make up me own bloody mind.” He proved
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in time an invaluable asset but his respect and trust was hardearned. Most union officials protect themselves by always seeing
management in pairs or as part of a large committee. Not Taylor.
He came alone and fought hard for his men but once we had
reached agreement, that was it. There was no question of his
going back to his committee to seek their approval. Apparently
he used to say to them, “That’s the figure. It’s the best I could
do. If you don’t like it, get a new chapel father.” He was good
enough and worked hard enough to get away with it and the
chapel prospered under his guidance. So did the company. Ever
afterwards I hoped, at other branches and in industrial councils,
for strong Union officials with whom there could be one hard,
tough negotiation each year instead of a debilitating succession
of disputes throughout the year.
One problem I did not face in Ndola was the rivalry, the political
infighting between ambitious executives, at the company’s various
branches. Ndola was so far away – and there was so much to do
– that I never thought about my next move; never considered the
competition there would be for every higher position.
Bulawayo changed the pattern. I learned that Clive Kinsley,
who was Layton Slater’s personal assistant in Salisbury, was
incensed that he had not been given the Bulawayo position.
He had acted as manager in Ndola while I was overseas and
apparently he felt he was the most deserving candidate to fill
Meggitt’s shoes. This would be the first skirmish in an ongoing
struggle (purely in Kinsley’s eyes) between Kinsley and me in the
Argus hierarchy. Senior in age and ahead of him on the Argus
management ladder, I was baffled by his unrealistic expectations
but I could not avoid a whole series of conflict situations in the
years ahead.
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It seemed to me at the time that, if managing the Bulawayo
Chronicle, a fairly large enterprise in my home town, in the
country I loved, among people I knew, was the extent of my
promotion arc, I would be satisfied.
I had the examples of people such as Laurie Louth, my
mother’s brother, and William Smith, my father’s halfbrother who
were content with their lot. Laurie was a mechanic and never
climbed higher than flight sergeant on Lancaster bombers in
England during World War II. He remained a motor mechanic all
his life but when Laurie Louth worked on a car he made it purr.
He was respected in Rhodesia and in Krugersdorp, where he
worked for some years, as the best of the breed and I think he
was a very happy man.
William Smith’s hands were as skilled in handling wood and
steel fittings whether in cabinet making or shop fitting. Sage’s
Shop Fitters in Johannesburg tried to make him a foreman and
a submanager but he refused all promotion and kept working
skilfully and carefully from the bench. He too was a happy man.
I must have been ambitious. But I do not recall planning my
career ahead step by ambitious step. I needed challenges and
Layton Slater kept giving me new opportunities at new branches
every six years or so. Perhaps that’s why I never spent time
dreaming about future promotions.
The Bulawayo staff was as varied and interesting as in Ndola
and it was still small enough to be intimately enjoyable. It
included myopic Eric Lutz, the accountant, who looked a little like
Humpty Dumpty in body but was alert enough in mind to keep
our accounts and administration in tiptop order. He was polite,
slow, full of quiet humour and unflappable in all circumstances.
At one stage, the blacks in the main township rioted and the
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police and some units of the defence force were deployed in a
defensive line between the city and the township. In a pattern we
were to see repeated in townships all the way to Cape Town, the
residents were burning and destroying everything the authorities
had built for them – including beer halls and schools. The
defensive line was limited in length, of course, and some rioters
flowed around it and entered the city in small groups throwing
stones and threatening cars and pedestrians.
The office building and the newspaper factory were held to
be at risk so we arranged for an armoured car to be parked on
the corner which faced two sides of our building. Lutz and I
decided to sleep on stretchers in the manager’s office overnight
and take turns on duty patrolling the building. I am not sure
what action we could have taken in an emergency but we felt
we had to be seen. Eric correctly pointed out that we had done
little to protect the rear of the building and particularly the back
gate. And it was quiet, inoffensive Eric Lutz who conceived and
had installed a fiendish system to deal with intruders there. The
entrance was immediately below the stereo department and he
had made a strong metal rod and a rope sling which carried
a heavy stereo pot out of the window above the entrance. If
anyone attacked the building, the plan was to tip up the pot and
pour molten printers’ metal (an alloy of lead, tin and antimony)
on the horde below. Shades of the Middle Ages. Happily we had
no need of the contraption. The riot died. And we all went back
to normal duties.
There was a steady flow of staff members to the manager’s
office on the slimmest of pretexts, because my first secretary in
Bulawayo, Jonee Sierra, was a particularly lovely girl, full of life,
laughter and flashing eyes. She phoned me one Sunday to ask for
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immediate leave of 21days and when I said, “Yes, of course. But
why the rush?” she replied, a little breathlessly, “Well, someone
entered me for the Miss Rhodesia beauty competition. And I’ve
won. And I’m flying to Miami for the Miss Universe competition.”
She did not win in Miami but was placed comfortably in the first
10 among 40 or so candidates. Sadly, when she returned her
fresh, unspoilt beauty was overlaid by heavy make-up. We lost
her to a career in public relations at which she did very well.
The editor of The Bulawayo Chronicle was Syd Swadell, a
Scot of liberal views well ahead of the times in Rhodesia. I came
to respect him and Pat Tudor Owen of the Sunday News very
much for their quiet, forthright editorial opinions.
In one sad episode, the assistant editor in charge of The
Chronicle’s weekly magazine jumped off the iron staircase in
the courtyard at the second floor level. When I went to see him
it was at the local mental institution and not in hospital as I had
expected. He was not badly hurt but he was in a bare padded cell.
I was incensed and made clear to the psychiatrist at the asylum
that this was no way to treat an assistant editor of The Chronicle.
He explained carefully – and more politely than I deserved – that
in his opinion the man had not tried to commit suicide but had
intended to punish himself because he “could not cope with his
editorial duties”. Had he meant to commit suicide he would have
picked a higher building or used some other method. In the
circumstances, the worst thing we could do was to cosset him.
Instead, he had to be placed in the most unpleasant possible
environment so that he would not easily repeat the exercise. In
fact, he did jump a second time, in Johannesburg, from a higher
building and this time broke both ankles seriously. When I was
chairman, I found him underemployed and tried, carefully, to
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extend his duties. But he became nervous at the first sign of any
pressure and I withdrew. Soon after I retired, he jumped again,
from The Star’s roof garden, and killed himself.
A wellknown figure in the history of the Rhodesian Printing
and Publishing Company in Bulawayo was Sydney Veats, doyen
of Rhodesian editors and eventually a valued member of the
board of directors. Before World War II, when my father was
manager of the branch, Veats and my father were often at daggers
drawn. I am not sure what lay at the heart of the conflict. Perhaps
Veats thought he should have been managing editor. Whatever
the reason, it was an uncomfortable conflict and they hardly
talked to each other.
One night in 1933, some miscreants lavished red, white and
blue paint over the large and somewhat dilapidated monument
to the men and women who had died in the Matabele rebellion
in 1896. In an anonymous letter, pushed under the editor’s
door, the offenders explained that they meant no disrespect but
hoped their actions would persuade the authorities to restore
the monument to its former glory. The police wanted the letter
but the editor would not release it because he believed he had
a duty to protect the informant, even though it was unsigned.
It became quite a cause celebre in which, despite widespread
criticism throughout Rhodesia and abroad, Sydney Veats was
tried and sentenced to seven days in jail. He served only one day
before the police, armed with a search warrant, found the letter
in his office. Veats was released and taken to the Bulawayo Club
by his friends and colleagues to celebrate. Later that evening,
I opened our front door at Struan in response to a particularly
hefty knock and there stood Sydney Veats and my father, James
Miller, enemies of yesterday, swaying together with arms around
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each other, drunk as lords.
Sydney Veats wrote compelling leading articles but he tended
to scribble them on odd bits of paper and the backs of envelopes
when he was in a hurry and thoughts came to him. This made
life very difficult for senior linotype operator Ted Onions who
grumbled one day, “He might as well write them on bluidy toilet
paper.” Veats learned of the comment and next day he wrote
a particularly long leading article on toilet paper and sent it
through, neatly rolled, to Ted Onions.
Layton Slater came often to the Bulawayo branch and on one
occasion I drove him to the airport late in the evening to catch
the last plane to Salisbury. On the outskirts of Bulawayo, we
stopped behind a line of cars waiting at a traffic circle. On our
left a high bank hedged us in and on the right a line of oncoming
cars filled the rest of the road. Suddenly there was a loud shriek
of brakes and in the rear-view mirror I saw a car skidding towards
us at high speed. There was nothing we could do except wait
for the impact. The police said afterwards that he must have hit
us at over 95km/h. We hit the car in front and the subsequent
concertina collision involved another six cars. Our seat support
collapsed and Slater and I ended up on our backs facing the roof
unhurt but badly shocked.
Slater insisted I buy a solid, reliable replacement such as the
Chevrolet Impala. I did and felt dwarfed by the size of it when I
tried to park in the lean-to garage at the back of The Chronicle
building. The Impala had a monstrous boot shaped in a deep
V which made things more difficult. I swore luridly and a gust
of laughter made me look up to see most of the works staff
laughing merrily at the entrance to the garage area. I thought
they might have resented the manager’s new car but I misjudged
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them. I learnt in time that employees expect their managers to
drive appropriate cars. A Rolls-Royce or Bentley would be viewed
cynically but a small cheap car would be treated with derision.
In years to come, staff were not impressed when the managing
director drove a Volkswagen to office during a petrol crisis. They
suspected, rightly, that his BMW was garaged safely at home.
One day I passed piles of books and papers from the Bulawayo
Library lying on the floor in the passage en route to the dustbin.
Among them was a large leatherbound volume containing
the verbatim report of proceedings at the British Parliament’s
select committee which investigated the Jamieson Raid. I don’t
understand why a library clean-out of waste material should have
included this gem but I appropriated it immediately and read it
carefully over the next week. Rhodes Estate Preparatory School in
the Matopos had steeped me in Rhodes’ personal history. I sang
with fervour the school hymn beginning “Give us our Founder’s
mind and will to perfect all he would fulfil ...” and read then, and
now, every book I could find about him. I decided that whatever
his many critics said there was a good deal more credit than debit
in his ledger. Against this background, the select committee’s
report fascinated me.
In the early stages his very figure in the dock seemed to
shrivel as one attack after another was launched against him for
what he was and what he had done. And then, as he responded,
I saw the substance grow again until he seemed to loom over
the court room as a figure much larger and more positive than
any of those present – guilty though he undeniably was in this
instance of manipulating the situation on the Witwatersrand, and
planning carelessly and irresponsibly for Jamieson’s incursion
from Bechuanaland. Perhaps increasing ill health had affected his
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judgement; perhaps he had become blindly arrogant or perhaps,
just perhaps, the whole plan was meant to be mere sabrerattling to
make Kruger act more reasonably towards the mines. If Jamieson
then drew the sabre and used it because he thought, wrongly,
that would be Rhodes’ wish, it would explain Rhodes’ comment
at the time: “Jamieson has done for me.”
At a time when relatively few roads in South Africa were
tarred and the Great North road from Johannesburg to Beit
Bridge was often badly corrugated, it was always a joy to reach
the Rhodesian “strip” roads which literally had two strips of tar,
each about 45cm wide, along most of the main roads. At first it
was not easy driving but once one developed the knack, they
gave a very comfortable ride except when cars passed each other
in which case each car used one of the strips.
Our house in Bulawayo was perched on a small kopje near
the Hillside dams and every Sunday I ran about 10km around
three dams along paths which wound next to the water through
high shady trees. That, and tennis at the country club, kept me
reasonably lean.
In the early 1960s, the company invested in the Louis
Allen Management Course with the intention of applying it
throughout the Rhodesias and South Africa. Louis Allen had been
commissioned during and after the war to improve “management”
in the US Air Force and as part of his preparations he had analysed
the methods used in hundreds of successful American companies
and prepared a “Manual of Success: a technique and philosophy
of successful management”.
He divided management into four main divisions: planning,
organising, leading and controlling and, in good Americanese,
exhorted his clients to take people action under every heading.
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He maintained that once people earned enough money to meet
their biological needs of food and shelter, our motivation of them
depended on the extent to which we made them feel important
and needed as essential units in the company.
I joined a small group of junior executives in Johannesburg
for an intensive leadership course given by Grant Powell, South
African representative of Louis Allen, who told us how to sell,
and apply the course in our respective branches and companies.
A month later I began a six-month course of lectures for the
Rhodesian company which involved a full day for the senior
group in Salisbury on Mondays, Salisbury branch on Tuesdays,
Ndola on Wednesdays and Bulawayo on Fridays. I had Saturday
off duty, spent Sunday preparing for the next week and flew
to Salisbury on Sunday evening for an early start on Monday.
The senior Salisbury course included the general manager, John
Hennessy, the company secretary, Jack Coskey, and the manager
of the Salisbury branch, Dave Meggitt. I was always aware of
their very natural sensitivity to being lectured on management by
a junior manager.
The course benefited most of those who attended but it made
absolutely no impression on others. Meggitt, for example, never
encouraged his staff to apply the course seriously and I’m not
sure John Hennessy fully understood it anyway. I benefited
greatly and learned later from Louis Allen that the course leader
invariably grew in confidence and ability because he simply
had to learn it all thoroughly and he had to apply leadership in
motivating each course.
There was a fair amount of feedback in later years including
a telegram from Danny McEwan, the circulation manager of The
Herald. At the end of the course I set small groups practical tasks
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arising from their existing work. McEwan’s group had to plan
for significant circulation growth in the Rhodesia Herald towards
a target of 40 000 copies a day. Some years later, when I was
managing Cape Town branch, his telegram read, “I’ve done it.
Regards. 40 000 Mac.”
One day came the sad news of the death of Colonel Ollemans.
He had become the youngest general manager of the Argus
company at 37, and very soon afterwards developed severe hay
fever because of underlying tension which he never showed. He
always seemed the most unflappable of men. Hay fever turned
to chronic asthma. Eventually he went to the US for treatment.
To alleviate an acute attack soon after he arrived, he was given a
new drug which gave him instant temporary relief. However, the
drug caused an imbalance between the red and white corpuscles
and led to frequent blood transfusions and eventual death at
just 54. He was a very great loss to the Argus which has not
since had a chief executive of quite his calibre. Intellectually
and administratively he was in a field of his own and he was
respected and liked throughout the industry as a man of integrity
and compassion. Argus history would have been considerably
different, I believe, if he had completed normal service. Certainly
we would not have abdicated abjectly from the magazine field in
favour of Nasionale Pers and Perskor who, between them, took
over the publishing of most of the English language consumer
magazines of note.
These were still the salad days for whites who lived privileged
lives of comfort and ease in beautiful surroundings, and it was
only towards the end of my service in Bulawayo that I realised
the imminence and inevitability of major political change in
Southern Africa. In general, the relationship between blacks and
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whites in Southern Rhodesia was friendly, even warm, but there
was an urgent groundswell, a drive for early liberation, which
would not be denied.
I had been brought up with the old paternalistic attitude which
viewed blacks as people who should be treated well and helped
as much as possible within their limited capacity. I could recall
my uncles being called out each Christmas, in the early 1930s, as
members of the army reserve, to fire Vickers machine guns on
fixed lines over the heads of Matabele and Mashona impis to stop
their bloody annual battle in the local black township.
But study of history at school, visits to Adams Mission College
in my postmatric year, the army and long years in Ndola had
changed the picture utterly. I now knew the extent of the white
man’s oppression, the justice of the black man’s case for freedom
and the demographic and economic imbalance which would
force early political change.
When I realised how potentially dangerous the situation
was and how little awareness there was of it among Rhodesia’s
politicians – how rightwing the Winston Fields and Ian Smiths
were and how strongly their support was growing – I began to
think tentatively of entering politics in some way. By then I had
served six years in Bulawayo and if I was to stay for any period in
Rhodesia I should play a more positive role in its affairs. I was not
clear about what level of politics I would operate in, though, and
had not faced up to substituting politics for newspaper work. I did
not have to because at the end of 1963 the company offered me a
transfer to Johannesburg to manage a new quality Sunday paper,
The Sunday Chronicle. Without a moment’s hesitation, I ducked
the political alternative and accepted the new Johannesburg
challenge, which I suppose makes me a newspaper man at heart.
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Did I grow in Bulawayo? In the business field I believe I
did a good deal better than in Ndola and in a personal sense I
matured considerably and grew in confidence. I began to think
outside myself and the immediate work I was doing; and I began
again to read philosophy, history and poetry. Sad to say, I did
not do as well at home. I endeavoured to be a better father
to Iain, Bruce and Stella but, however hard I tried, I could not
be a committed husband. It was now clear to me that I had
married a nice, attractive woman but our interests differed and
our aims diverged. I was the problem, not Agnes. And it would
be many years before I faced the issue. In the meantime, rightly
or wrongly, I gave her no indication of my restlessness.
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e moved back to Johannesburg at the end of
1963, me with the commission to set up and
manage Sunday Chronicle, South Africa’s first
quality Sunday paper. I worked as hard as I
have ever done in my life but failed to get Sunday Chronicle off
the ground in the period that I managed it between April 1964
and May 1965. After a year of intense effort, I knew that the
paper could not succeed but the directors did not concede defeat,
and did not close it down until December 1965. 1 had learned,
uncomfortably, that no amount of hard work and determination,
no administrative skill, no motivation of staff can make a success
of a product which is inappropriate for the market it seeks to
serve.
In fact, the operation was flawed from the start, before I was
involved at all, because the decision to produce a quality national
Sunday newspaper as a joint 50/50 enterprise between South
African Associated Newspapers (SAAN) and the Argus company
had been taken without adequate professional investigation.
There was no proper feasibility study, no comprehensive market
research into the attitudes and needs of South African readers on
a Sunday, and no detailed analysis of overseas experience in the
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quality Sunday field.
Proprietors tended to assess for themselves what readers
wanted, what gaps there might be in the market, and to act in
planning new publications on the basis of their own experience
and gut feel. This strategy had indeed produced their current
successful titles. They quoted to me the success of the London
Sunday Times and said in effect that if we produced a similar
product aimed at the top echelons of South Africa society, a
quick arithmetical sum indicated that, on a proportional basis,
we should sell somewhere between 75 000 and 100 000 copies
an issue here.
Who were the proprietors involved? The board of directors
of the Sunday Chronicle comprised WR McCall, LEA Slater
and AH Macintosh of Argus and HC Kuiper, LH Walton and C
Payne of SAAN. The chairmanship was to rotate between the
two companies annually with McCall first in the chair. I never
established who initiated the joint discussions but I suspect that it
was Henri Kuiper who probably wished to probe the field at not
too great a cost. SAAN insisted on the inclusion of a paragraph in
the agreement which said that if one partner decided to withdraw
the other could not continue. That meant that SAAN halved the
cost of the Sunday “investigation” and they could force closure of
the paper if either the cost was too high or its success dangerous
to their Sunday Times.
In his book The Fourth Estate: A Newspaper Story, Joel Mervis
speaks of Sunday Chronicle with some disdain. At the time, he
was the longestablished editor of the very successful Sunday
Times and he records that, until the public announcement, he
knew nothing of his board’s decision to share in the publication
of a quality Sunday paper which would compete to some extent
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with the Sunday Times. He suggests that Laurie Gandar, editor
of the Rand Daily Mail, may have encouraged Kuiper to invest
in a separate Sunday paper because Gandar made no secret of
his dislike of the brash, downmarket Sunday Times. Mervis does
not mention, though, that he himself had done a good deal of
research into quality Sunday papers overseas. When I learned
of this I asked formally to see the documentation to help in
our preparatory work but it was never forthcoming. Mervis says
“Henri Kuiper and the Board of SAAN should have known that
the new paper would have no chance against the Sunday Times.
It was an illadvised venture which, if it had succeeded, would
simply have served to undermine the Sunday Times”.
So the concept was handicapped from the beginning
because it had not been thought through and it did not have the
enthusiastic support of all SAAN’s editorial people or, indeed,
of everyone at Argus. There were many in our own camp who
would have preferred a national Sunday paper built on our own
weekend papers in Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban. But I
nevertheless blame myself because when I came to Johannesburg
in December 1963 there was still time for a proper marketing
exercise before we launched the paper at the beginning of April
1964. Instead, I accepted, simplistically, that the London Sunday
Times was a valid model on which to base our planning. I was
to learn that our real potential market was much smaller than the
board of the Sunday Chronicle expected for two main reasons:
Many Afrikaners refused to support the paper because it was
produced by the two English newspaper groups who espoused
a liberal view with which they disagreed. Perhaps even more
significant was the absence of a habit of serious reading. I came
to accept in time that a great many intelligent South Africans
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simply switched off on Sunday and played or watched sport. If
they did read after a heavy bucolic lunch on Sunday it was liable
to be James Hadley Chase on the couch.
In an effort to give the paper more substance and to make it
acceptable to Afrikaners, I envisaged, at one stage, two political
columns on page two each week. In one, Rene de Villiers would
put a persuasive liberal point of view and in the other one of
the ‘Dawie’ columns from Die Burger would give a window on
Nationalist political thought. I said that Nasionale Pers could
translate Dawie to ensure his every nuance was captured. Hubert
Coetzee, the managing director of Nasionale Pers at the time,
was attracted to the idea particularly since the English press often
quoted Dawie out of context when his relatively liberal column
said something newsworthy. However, the board of Nasionale
vetoed the idea because, they said, “We see no reason why we
should rescue the Sunday Chronicle.”
I tramped the country seeking advertising for the Sunday
Chronicle and I described a magnificent newspaper which would
carry material from correspondents as good as Noel Longhurst
on golf, Neville Cardus on cricket, and well-known critics on
music, art, cinema; and so on. I attacked this cause with almost
missionary zeal – and collected a fair amount of advertising for
the first few issues and several good longterm contracts. The
trouble was that I oversold the product. It had some good material
in it but its overall impression was ponderous and dull and it
earned little support from readers and advertisers. The circulation
dwindled week by week until it settled at about 35 000 nationally
and that was not nearly enough to justify a viable advertising
rate. Not even John O’Malley, who replaced Dennis Sargent as
editor, could stop the rot although the paper he produced was
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brighter and at once more timeous in its news content and more
pertinent in its back ground analysis.
In summary, the Sunday Chronicle appeared before its time
but it could have been adapted in appearance and content if we
– if I – had listened early enough to the market noises. When
John Gittins replaced me as manager it was too late for him to
wave any magic wand.
On the personal side, the short stay in Johannesburg on the
Sunday Chronicle was another characterbuilding challenge for
me but it was distinctly difficult for Agnes and the children. We
stayed first in the Oxford Hotel in Rosebank, which was a dull
and dreary address, and then moved to an old house which
faced south and was reasonably pleasant in summer but as
cold in winter as anywhere in Johannesburg. Iain and Bruce
had attended Christian Brothers College in Bulawayo and did
well enough there in their early school years. Now they spent a
year at Parktown Boys High in a new environment with a new
curriculum and a host of strange faces about them. In view of all
the transfers we faced, it would have been sensible to send them
to Michaelhouse but in the early years we could not afford to do
so and, when we thought about it seriously in Cape Town, the
South African College School (SACS), under a good headmaster,
seemed a good local option.
The Sunday Chronicle assignment was something of a
watershed. It started at a low level in one sense because the initial
staff was even smaller than in the early weeks in Ndola. There
we began with between 25 and 30 people and grew to more
than 100. In Bulawayo, the complement reached 450 and I was
well launched as a professional manager, delegating zealously
and posturing a little after the Louis Allen interlude. Suddenly,
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I found myself with a team of only seven people at the Sunday
Chronicle (the editor, manager, one editorial reporter/subeditor,
one junior clerk, two typists/secretaries and a driver/messenger)
and had to build everything again from scratch. The complement
grew, of course, but it never exceeded 75 and it was always a
hands-on management job which forced me to develop contacts,
in advertising particularly, which stood me in good stead in later
years.
It was a valuable introduction to South Africa’s conditions
before I took over a large branch (the Cape Argus had a staff
of more than 700); it gave me close contact with senior Argus
executives including Liff Hewitt (then manager of The Star and
later managing director of the company) and Allen Macintosh,
joint general manager with Layton Slater (who had come down
from Rhodesia); and it enabled me to watch the interplay
between SAAN and Argus at top level and among editorial and
commercial staffs lower down the scale. We had gathered the
Sunday Chronicle’s staff from both companies and they brought
with them the prejudices and foibles of both parents.
Even then, the Argus company was viewed as a conservative,
pedantic, arrogant “aunty”’ by many at SAAN; and Argus in turn
saw SAAN as brash, argumentative, unreasonable and not very
well managed. Against this background, Henri Kuiper effectively
motivated SAAN against Argus as the enemy and the road ahead
would have been more difficult for us if he had remained their
top gun. We were fortunate that he resigned when he was not
appointed chairman in succession to Cecil Payne.
As a very new South African, I had no sense of the real
underlying political situation which led to the Rivonia Trial in
June 1964 in which Nelson Mandela and other leading members
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of the African National Congress were found guilty of sabotage
and sentenced to life imprisonment on Robben Island. I suppose
my attitude was best summarised at that time in the The Star
newspaper which was glad that the conspirators would not
be hanged but relieved that they were out of the way. In its
leading article The Star went on: “Their plot was foolhardy in the
extreme and might have had disastrous results for many besides
themselves if it had not been nipped in the bud. They have
reason to be thankful that it ended as it did and so have we all.”
So Nelson Mandela settled down to 27 years in prison just off
the Cape coast as I arrived in Cape Town for the happiest twoand-a-half years of my Argus service.
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Cape Town
The Argus

(1965 - 1967)

A

nd so to Cape Town, the loveliest city in South
Africa. It has the advantage of a beautiful coastline
against the backdrop of Table Mountain and, a little
further afield, the purple-hazed Hottentots Holland
Mountains. It is an old city in South African terms and its buildings
have mellowed and its dust has settled in a pattern Johannesburg
cannot expect for another 300 years and may not then achieve.
Although man has despoiled some of the environment, the Cape
retains a natural grace and has developed a measure of style.
Call its people insular, if you will; label them snobbish, slow and
lacking in drive. But admit you must that they live with more
quiet enjoyment and less racial prejudice than is the case in the
hinterland.
That was, and is, my view from the white side of Table
Mountain. It looks rather different from the other, darker side,
where coloured people and the Malay community live lives as
circumscribed as do black people in townships and informal
settlements throughout South Africa.
In the apartheid 1960s, although there was a growing
community of Xhosa people settling in the Western Cape
in search of work, most of the poorer people were of mixed
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extraction and their numbers were increasing rapidly. Soon after
I arrived at the Cape Argus in 1965 we made a careful analysis of
the population to assist in planning appropriate publications to
meet the market’s needs. We found that more than 43.9% of the
coloured population was under 12 years of age. Nothing could
have emphasised to me more firmly the appalling problem South
Africa would face in the future in housing and educating the
population giant which would arise from those figures.
When the company transferred us again, after only two-anda-half-years in Cape Town, I was very reluctant indeed to move.
The chairman, Ray McCall, called me to Johannesburg and said,
“I am very pleased to tell you that we have decided to appoint
you manager of The Star.” After some hesitation I thanked him
quietly but he was clearly disappointed in my response. “You
see, Mr McCall, I’m not certain I ever want to sit in your chair.”
He blew up, “I’m not offering you this chair, Mr Miller. All I need
is confirmation that you will come to Johannesburg.”
But before that there is a quiet tale to tell of time spent
fruitfully and enjoyably in Cape Town where we lived on the
top floor of Ecklenberg, then a new four-storey block of flats
in Rondebosch. It was comfortable accommodation with views
of Devil’s Peak, the distant docks and the shadowy outline of
the Hottentots Holland Mountains. Muizenberg’s long beach lay
due south and we were well placed for forays on the efficient
freeway road system to beaches at Llandudno and Clifton on the
western side of the Peninsula or inland to Stellenbosch and the
mountain passes.
I played tennis singles during the week with Don Lilford of
The Argus editorial staff (later news editor of The Argus) and
doubles as a member of the tennis section of the Western Province
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Cricket Club at Newlands. In the third league, Jan Pyper, a general
manager at South African Mutual, and I won rather more doubles
matches than we lost. In season, we travelled to a different club
in the Peninsula or the hinterland each Saturday afternoon and
I thoroughly enjoyed the matches, the company and the beer in
the clubhouses afterwards.
I stopped on the way home to buy the late (sporting) edition
of the Weekend Argus which carried all the sports results. I knew
the results of our matches, of course, but still sought them in
print among the plethora of other minor sports results on an
inside back page. In doing so, I proved the point made by Mac
Simpson, then editor of The Argus, that if papers publish details
about ordinary people in sport, or anything else, they and their
friends will buy the paper to see their names and photographs in
print however minor the event may be.
Mac Simpson was the best “news” editor I have known and
the most enthusiastic about not only editorial and his newspaper
but the branch as a whole and every department in it. He was not
a great editor and no stimulating vision or courageous criticism
flowed from his editorial pen. His strength lay in news and
he exhorted his staff to cover the local scene accurately and
consistently. We established a happy working relationship and he
did much to help me lift the morale of the branch and improve its
performance in the short time I spent in Cape Town.
The assistant manager in the early months was Ron Atkinson
who had been Mudie’s close confidant while I was in Durban
and had followed him to Cape Town. Now I took over as his
immediate superior and I would not have been surprised if he
had shown some animosity. But he was helpful from the start and
I was sorry to see him go when he was transferred to Kimberley
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some months later. His replacement was John Gittins who joined
me after the closure of the Sunday Chronicle.
Miss Phyllis Geen had been Neville Mudie’s secretary and
had cosseted him. At regular intervals, she gave him tea and
pills – for he took a fair number of pills for unspecified ailments
– and it had all become a very intricate ritual. She tried to do the
same to me but I needed no pills and liked to pour my own tea.
Unhappily I could not work with her and arranged for her to take
over personnel work in the manager’s office.
In her place I engaged Stacey Callinicos who had been a
superb secretarial assistant at the Sunday Chronicle and worked
well in Cape Town until after 18 months she returned to her
family in Johannesburg. I asked her to find her successor and
she recommended Rosemary Ann van Niekerk who had recently
returned from three years in London. “Miss van Niekerk is
inexperienced and nervous but if you are patient with her she
will be very good for you.” She was right. Miss Van proved a
peerless secretary and although we had no close personal contact
while I managed the Cape Argus, we married six years later and
so sealed a lifetime partnership.
The manager’s office lunched monthly with the departmental
heads who were a competent group, with at least two experts
in Dolph Smuts (technical adviser) and Bob Dreyer (circulation).
The others were Alf Souter (accountant), Mike Brennan
(advertising), Laurie Willis and John Gittins (manager’s office)
and John Ingram (works manager). At one luncheon towards the
end of my Cape Town service they presented me with a crystal
ball to mark the introduction of regular annual budgeting for
revenue and expenditure. They had filled a transparent orb with
solidified black printer’s ink. It is, therefore, a very opaque crystal
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ball indeed – to signify the whole imprecise, murky budgeting
process.
In time I achieved a good working arrangement with The
Argus chapel of the SA Typographical Union which had felt
neglected for years and was ready to flex its muscles with the
new manager. They had some grounds for complaint. Wages and
salaries were too low and working conditions were not ideal. So
they threatened strikes and refused to work overtime on some
occasions. But it was never a bitter struggle and in the final result
I introduced a merit rating scheme in which the annual wage
increase included a relatively small rise across the board and
individual merit increases above that figure. This worked well
through several changes in managership at The Argus.
To improve the image of Aunty Argus we appointed a
promotions manager to lift her skirts a little and set her feet
a-dancing. Eddie Anderson proved to be very bright, somewhat
unconventional and a little undisciplined but did good work
in the Argus company before leaving inevitably to join a large
advertising agency. His surveys of the readership market in the
Western Cape helped us decide how best to meet the needs of
whites, coloureds and black readers in the editorial columns of
The Argus.
Eddie Anderson also made a name for himself by engaging a
beautiful secretary with little interest or skill in her job. Returning
early from a business engagement to an empty office, he
eventually tracked his secretary down to a flat roof adjacent to the
process engraving department. There, to the manifest approval
of a number of the works staff, she was sunbathing in the nude.
One of my first tasks was re-planning the Cape Argus building
in St George’s Street, which was, and is, a beautiful old building
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with moulded window surrounds and teak-framed windows and
doors set in plastered off-white walls. It was, however, something
of a rabbit warren inside with poor communication between
departments and inadequate space in the works. It was necessary
to consider not only adapting and renovating the building but
also the alternative of moving the paper to a new site where a
modern building could be planned from the ground up.
I asked quantity surveyors, builders, engineers and town
planners to give me a list, in strict confidence, of suitable architects
for a medium-sized replanning job in the city or nearby. Edward
Jones, a one-man firm with several good buildings to his credit,
was the only name to appear on all the lists.
I gave him a free hand to investigate our existing building
and to probe further afield and we agreed that he would report
back in three months. He spent that time more thoroughly and
conscientiously than I would have thought possible. He watched
us produce the paper and distribute it; spent time at night and
at weekends in the composing room, the machine floor and
the basement; travelled with our publishing trucks; and went
with our reporters to parliament and the courts. At the end, he
probably knew more about the detail of newspaper production
and distribution than anyone at the branch. He was ready on
deadline and, without knowing his solution, I asked Mr McCall
as chairman and Mr Macintosh as general manager to attend the
presentation in Cape Town.
Edward Jones had taken options on land in Woodstock and
on the Foreshore and had assessed the comparative merits and
costs of renovating the existing building and of building anew at
one or other of the alternative sites. His conclusion was that we
should stay in St George’s Street and enlarge and improve the
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existing building. Messrs McCall and Macintosh were very much
in favour, subject to board approval, and so was I. The original
estimate of the overall cost was R2 million but the final figure was
R4.3 million by the time the building was complete in 1974. The
board approved the project in March 1967 and then began six
years of discomfort for everyone as major structural changes were
made internally to accommodate departments more comfortably,
improve communication and create an impressive new machine
room (without internal pillars) and attendant disciplines.
The plan included purchasing a small corner site from Eastern
Province Building Society to square off The Argus building on one
side – for which I negotiated with the chairman of the society at
his headquarters in Grahamstown – and the exchange of a small
piece of land with the Michaelis Gallery on Greenmarket Square
at the other end of the building. To accomplish the latter, we
agreed to accommodate the gallery caretaker on the top floor of
our building with access in a separate lift. I left for Johannesburg
long before the project was completed and I do not think my
successor, Len Pickles, ever forgave me for the building burdens
I left him to bear.
On the whole the rejuvenated Argus building worked well over
30 years but there are many who will say we should have moved
away from the city as Durban branch did very successfully some
years ago. The issue has risen again because the municipality has
made a pedestrian mall of St George’s Street and has limited the
available crossover points in the mall. Access to the freeway is
hampered and trucks collecting the printed newspapers in Burg
Street add to the general traffic problems of that part of Cape
Town. Maybe the matter must be reconsidered and it may now
be sensible to go.
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I would have liked to debate the matter again with Edward
Jones. Unhappily, that is not possible because he died many
years ago. I blame myself for not knowing until afterwards that,
unable to delegate, he had literally worked himself to death.
The Argus Games was a company sporting event in which the
various branches sent teams to a central venue (almost invariably
Wanderers in Johannesburg) to compete in tennis, soccer, bowls,
golf, bridge and snooker. I played in the tennis team, winning
the cup on the three occasions that I competed through sheer
enthusiasm.
In my last year at The Argus we organised the games in Cape
Town and the change of venue and some imaginative variations
in the sporting events brought the whole scheme alive again.
The games were discontinued because they became inordinately
expensive to organise and were held to benefit only those taking
part.
I established a friendship with Hubert Coetzee, the managing
director of Nasionale Pers, across the political divide. I first made
contact with him when I was at the Sunday Chronicle when I tried
to get Nasionale’s agreement to our use of Dawie’s column which
appeared in Die Burger. He was helpful when I arrived in Cape
Town and we met frequently at Newspaper Press Union meetings
and over coffee in our offices. Intelligent, quietly unassuming
and highly principled, he was typical of many Afrikaners whom
I came to respect and enjoy. I always felt that such men were
not dedicated rightwing conservatives and that they were uneasy
with – and would in time discard – the illogical and immoral
theory of apartheid.
I felt an affinity with men like Lang Dawid de Villiers (who
succeeded Hubert Coetzee as managing director of Nasionale),
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Ton Vosloo (later chairman of Nasionale), Len van Zyl (ex-head
of Lindsay Smithers), Wep Wepener (ex-editor of Beeld and
Insig), Willem Malherbe (for many years marketing director of
Rembrandt) and many more.
I was one of the few at the Argus company, or among its
majority shareholders at JCI and Anglo, who felt this affinity.
Most Argus executives lumped all Afrikaners together, inside and
outside the government, as what Layton Slater used to call “those
bloody Dutchmen”. It seemed to me that the Progressive Party,
essential though it was as a spur to our consciences, would never
achieve power without which it could not accomplish change and
reform in South Africa. That initiative would have to be taken by
the “bloody Dutchmen” and would be done by them in time. In
the meantime, I did my best to learn their language and stimulate
debate wherever I could about the way ahead.
I was encouraged to learn recently that ex-President Nelson
Mandela was of the same opinion. In his biography of Mandela,
Anthony Sampson said:
“Mandela was determined to open up lines to more
liberal Afrikaners, all the more so after his contacts
with warders. He warned his colleagues not to reject
any dealings with Afrikaners, or to be misled by ‘the
well-known hostility and contempt of the Englishmen
for this group’. In the same paper he was already
anticipating the opportunity which would arise fifteen
years later:
Afrikaner politicians have no monopoly over their
people just as we have none over ours. We ought to
speak directly to the Afrikaner and fully explain our
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position. Honest men are to be found on both sides
of the colour line and the Afrikaner is no exception.
We have a strong case and the Afrikaner leaders will
command undivided support only as long as their
people are ignorant of the issues at stake…
A violent clash is now unavoidable and when we
have fought it out and reduced this country to ashes
it will still be necessary for us to sit down together
and talk about the problems of reconstruction – the
black man and the white man, the African and the
Afrikaner.”
I had school Afrikaans but in Cape Town I realised the need to
become proficient in the country’s second language and worked
hard to that end. I started with the leading article in Die Burger
each morning in which I had to look up almost every word in the
first paragraph. I had a list of words for each day, revised them
at the end of the week, and in turn revised the month’s words.
Within two months I needed only to look up a word or two
in each long leading article. At the same time, I listened to the
radio news only in Afrikaans and only the Afrikaans commentary
on rugby matches. By the time I left Cape Town I could speak
colloquial Afrikaans and I continued to use it at every available
opportunity.
While in the Transvaal, I had stopped watching rugby because
there was little subtlety or excitement in it. Most matches involved
tight forward exchanges and incessant kicking and I had better
things to do than sit grumpily at the Ellis Park stadium. But one
rainy day in Cape Town something made me go to Newlands and
stand among the faithful while Villagers played the University of
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Cape Town. Soon after the start of the match, someone kicked
a high ball on the UCT fullback and the crowd leapt to its feet
shouting “H 0, H 0, H 0!”. H0 de Villiers it was, playing fullback
for varsity, who caught that ball, evaded two onrushing loose
forwards, ran a good 50 swerving yards and finally chipped
ahead beautifully for the wing to score in the corner.
Through that season and at every opportunity thereafter
I watched every match in which H0 was playing because he
brought a spirit of exhilaration and adventure back into the game.
Long before JPR Williams of Wales and Serge Blanco of France,
he exploited the running game from the fullback position and
pleased a generation of rugby spectators. I believe he played 14
matches for the Springboks before a damaged knee forced his
early retirement.
There are those who say that every Cape advantage is nullified
by the relentless south-easter wind – and often gale – in summer
and the cold, wet, windy winters. I can only say that the weather
never worried me once I learned to adapt to it: to swim when the
sun shone and to walk when it did not; to escape the south-easter
in protected little coastal coves and to accept with equanimity
the onslaught of the north-wester wind which was the only one
which seemed to probe every inch of the Peninsula; to revel in
sea and sand, sky and mountain, fynbos and oak trees; to explore
in fair weather and foul every mountain pass and valley scene
within a day’s driving distance of Cape Town. Quite clearly, I fell
in love with the place and ever since have magnified its virtues
and minimised its vices.
Iain and Bruce were ensconced at SACS in Newlands and
Stella was enrolled at Springfield Convent in Wynberg. They
were conscientious students. But none of my children excelled in
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sport. Bruce, who was bright but lazy, went through the motions
of playing rugby. His kit was smart and he excelled in lockerroom bonhomie, but he kept away from the ball. However, he
performed very well as the leading side drummer in the school
cadet band and was in line for top drummer in the province until,
on the final day, the vellum tore on the bottom of his drum. As
the middle child, Bruce was always in Iain’s shadow. He lacked
confidence and looked for ways to succeed in which Iain would
not be his competitor. Looking back after years of experience and
with greater maturity, I can see where I ought to have handled
him more sympathetically and perhaps that would have given
him a better start in life and greater steadfastness through the
awkward years which lay ahead for him.
I was 43 years old when we left Cape Town. I had matured
and was more reflective. I knew there was more to life than
working and playing but I was simply too busy for philosophical
or spiritual contemplation. Wordsworth could have had me in
mind when he said:
The world is too much with us; late and soon
Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers:
Little we see in nature that is ours.
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Johannesburg
T h e S ta r (1967 - 1975)

T

he move to Johannesburg was more than a transfer to
a bigger branch. It was, for me, a major step into the
senior league in which I would play a leading role in
due course in restructuring and diversifying the Argus
group and would become executive chairman of the holding
company, Argus Holdings, as well as chairman of the newspaper
company and of many of the Argus subsidiaries. I would take my
turn as president of the Newspaper Press Union for two years
and would be elected chairman of the National Industrial Council
of the Printing and Newspaper Industry for 10 years in succession
to Layton Slater. In the advertising industry I would play a role
in the South African Advertising Foundation and would serve for
a period as vice-chairman of the Advertising Standards Authority
under retired Judge Newton Ogilvie-Thomson as chairman.
It was a time of unremitting hard work and increasing tension
in which I gained seniority without clearcut ambition. As the
years passed, I felt the need to contribute more to the solution of
South Africa’s problems but, in fact, I imprisoned myself because
of my conviction that in matters political, nationally and locally,
the voice of the Argus group must be that of its newspapers
and the opinions expressed by its editors. I held firmly to the
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view that senior Argus executives should play no overt political
role and express no strong political views in public lest they
intrude in the editors’ sphere and perhaps conflict with their
opinions. I accepted, too, the long established Argus dictum that
its executives should not take senior office in any other company
or organisation except in the printing, newspaper and advertising
industry.
Press freedom to me has always meant freedom for editors not
only from outside interference by government and other authorities
and pressure groups but also from injudicious interference by
managerial executives. When I defended the Argus company
against criticism by the Nationalist government and others who
alleged some carefully laid plot by Anglo American/JCI, as our
principal shareholders, to undermine the established order or to
support the specious interests of the mining industry, I was able
to say with absolute honesty that in my experience there had
been no interference by those shareholders; and that the editors
expressed their own opinions and obeyed the dictates of their
own consciences.
Editors were responsible to the board of directors, through
the chairman, for the editorial production of their papers and
the board would only interfere, through its chairman, if editors
strayed outside the ethos of Argus Newspapers or where the very
existence of the newspaper was at stake.
This does not mean that managers and managing directors
remained mute. Most managers and editors met for tea every
morning to discuss their joint role in producing a successful
paper and I would frequently take the opportunity to raise
even quite sensitive matters by saying,”It may give you an idea
for your leading article if I mention the reaction which I heard
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yesterday in the club (or at the races, or at a party).” Sometimes
the comment was favourable, sometimes critical. On the whole,
editors welcomed such contact and used me as a sounding board
of outside opinion. And, of course, the opinion I expressed was
often my own – and the editor knew it.
On the whole, American newspapers have seemed to me to
be classic examples of qualified press freedom. They demand that
freedom volubly and, indeed, are assured of it in the constitution
of the United States of America, but their proprietors invariably
rule their editorial staffs firmly and often write the leading articles
themselves – which means that the editor’s freedom is certainly
circumscribed even if the proprietor’s is not. (Katherine Graham,
publisher of The Washington Post, was one of the exceptions.
She showed extraordinary courage in granting her editor, Ben
Bradlee, unconditional freedom and support in his investigations
into Watergate, despite her friendships with the highest in the
land).
The Argus company’s record of press freedom is good and
is perhaps best illustrated in our newspapers’ attitudes to the
referendum held by the government about the tricameral
parliament in November 1983. The majority of our editors advised
their readers to vote “no”, two said vote “yes” and one, The Star,
said, “Signify your disagreement with the whole proposal by not
voting at all.” I imagine our principal shareholders were unhappy
with The Star’s attitude and dismayed by the two “yes” votes. But
they did not interfere then or comment later.
Perhaps this record of press freedom has been easily achieved
because of the Argus group’s steady profit history – the story
might have been very different had Argus lost money heavily as
did SAAN and, specifically, the Rand Daily Mail.
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During the liberal assault, begun by Laurie Gandar and
developed by his successors, the Rand Daily Mail showed
admirable courage and considerable prescience of future political
needs and developments in South Africa. But it alienated a large
proportion of the white readership which it needed to persuade
to a more liberal view point and to that extent it ended up, so to
speak, preaching a magnificent sermon to the converted, but in
an otherwise largely empty cathedral. There was nothing wrong
with the message but the Mail expressed it too forcefully, too
soon, and so failed to carry its readers with it. In describing its
fate, I’ve used the analogy of junior subalterns in the trenches
in World War I. In the early stages, with great courage, they led
from well ahead of their men and so there was a high death rate
among junior officers and a not very enthusiastic response from
the men behind them. Later, the officers learned to be just ahead
of their men – far enough to be firmly leading but close enough
to take the men with them.
The Rand Daily Mail played a vital role in uncovering
government atrocities and can claim in retrospect to have made
a major contribution towards Codesa, the multi-party talks which
negotiated a settlement for a post-apartheid South Africa. And
there was no need for the Mail to have become a casualty. Had
the directors of SAAN acted two years before the eventual closure
of the Mail to establish a market niche for the paper, within
liberal parameters, but with tight fiscal control, there would have
been real hope of its economic viability in the long term.
The editors’ “political” freedom on Argus Newspapers did not
mean that managers did not have a role to play in the production
of newspapers. On the contrary, they and the editors formed a
50/50 partnership on everything except editorial policy and were
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expected to play a joint role in developing each paper to its
full potential. Much depended on the personalities involved, of
course, but I found few editors who would not listen to a logical
case on every issue, from the selection of type for the paper to
the layout of pages and the establishment of deadlines. There
were contentious issues like salary levels and staff numbers, but
these, too, were never insurmountable.
I found it deeply frustrating to be in the background, however,
and more than once wondered whether I could not have served
the company and the country better as editor of one of its senior
newspapers rather than the chief executive of the group. When
matters of political significance arose, I envied editors their
freedom to write hard-hitting editorials while I sat upstairs in
helpless emasculation.
I realised that I did not have, and would never achieve,
sufficient clout to change the course of South African history. More
than once this led me to approach senior figures in business and
government, very carefully and confidentially, in the hope that I
could persuade them to take action on an issue on which I felt
strongly but could do nothing. I shall record these approaches
in a separate chapter for they were outside my Argus terms of
reference.

The Star
Johannesburg office presented a very different challenge from
every other branch I managed. It was much larger and had a
momentum of its own which it maintained stubbornly despite
every effort to change its direction and speed.
One major difference lay in the number of staff. In every
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other branch in which I served I made a point of knowing the
staff to the extent that I could recognise most, if not all, of them
by name and knew something about their families. I managed
this even in Cape Town where in 1967 the total reached 700.
But Johannesburg had a staff of more than 1100 and that was a
hurdle I could not clear particularly because of a staff turnover of
at least 15% per annum in the lower grades.
So I learned another lesson about management and leadership.
The necessary close contact must be maintained by more junior
managers down the line and, in the best of companies, the chief
executive is still able to maintain close enough contact with the
staff – and make them aware of his interest in them as individuals
– without intervening levels of management becoming a buffer
which sours contact and interrupts effective communication. But
that only happens when the chief executive delegates personal
contact as thoroughly as he delegates other responsibilities to
subordinates whom he has picked carefully and trained effectively
in his way of working.
At The Star and in head office I never achieved between
management and staff, and between different levels of
management, the warmth and camaraderie which seemed to
develop naturally in Ndola, Bulawayo, the Sunday Chronicle and
Cape Town. In part this was my fault because I let myself be
distracted by a plenitude of other management problems and
increasing responsibilities in the Newspaper Press Union (NPU),
National Industrial Council (NIC) and the advertising industry
which meant that I worked less hard at personal contact. But
another major factor was the established hierarchy of executives
with whom and through whom I had to operate but whom I had
not selected or trained. The classic case was Peter McLean who
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was one executive step behind me while I was general manager,
managing director and executive chairman, but who was not
in step with my vision for the company which threatened the
established ways. He was gregarious and cultivated the friendship
and demanded the loyalty of managers junior to him. This proved
an effective barrier between me and the rest of the company and
the executive team. His influence got through to the lower levels;
mine did not always do so, other than on matters of moment
when I ensured that my view prevailed.

Editors
As manager of The Star I worked with a number of interesting
and committed editors, each of whom had special virtues and
abilities but only the first of them, Jack Patten, had a real touch
of greatness. He did not have the affability of René de Villiers, the
dour determination of John Jordi or the enthusiastic excitement of
Harvey Tyson. And he was not outstanding on newspaper makeup,
effective in what might be called the editorial management of a
newspaper, and not good in marketing and promotion in the
pattern of Ray Flather.
These attributes can be found in other members of an editorial
staff. What a paper needs above all else in its editor is characterful
leadership, of integrity and consistency, which lifts the hearts of
staff within the building and earns the respect of the readers
outside. Under Jack Patten, The Star had a touch of class. People
listened to it and read its leading articles which were always
pertinent.
In latter years, the paper became brighter, carried more
humour and broadened the scope of its coverage, but I believe
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it became less relevant and was not as respected. It is true that
there was increasing competition from television, radio and local
newspapers; true that society itself had changed and social mores
were less disciplined; true that racial tension increased and that
for white South Africans, particularly, the even tenor of the old
way was disrupted. But The Star did not lead its readers into
the new environment. It always seemed to me to be reacting to
events and never anticipating them, never looking ahead with
any authority, never presenting “a vision splendid to light us on
our way”. The Rand Daily Mail was too far ahead of its readers.
The Star did not lead its readers at all.
My introduction to Jack Patten was unexpected. I had been
warned that he was “difficult to get on with” and “was not well
disposed towards managers”. But on my first day on The Star
a quiet voice said, in an early phone call, “Jack Patten. Good
morning. I hear you play tennis. Would you like to join me on
Thursdays in a regular men’s four at home?” I think he knew how
nervous I was about The Star assignment. It broke the ice and our
contact thereafter was warm and consistent. He died of cancer
soon after retirement and it is a poignant memory I have of him,
near the end, in bed in Fish Hoek’s hospital, uncomplaining and
the familiar quiet humour still there.
John Jordi was much more sensitive and unsure of himself
than his gruff exterior suggested. Quite often he spent long night
hours pacing up and down his study in front of his wife and
elder son while he debated endlessly what view to take in his
leading article on some important subject the next day. He did
not lift The Star to any great heights but its policy was clear
and firmly expressed during his editorship. He died of a massive
heart attack behind his desk and I shall not forget him lying there
with his eyes open until I closed the lids.
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I was not consulted about his successor but the choice lay
between Harvey Tyson (then senior assistant editor of The Star)
and Tertius Myburg (editor of the Pretoria News). Neither was an
ideal candidate but I think Tyson was better suited to The Star
despite his tentative leadership and lack of intellectual depth.
Tyson was appointed and Tertius Myburgh left the company soon
afterwards to become editor of the Sunday Times and on balance
he acquitted himself well there. Journalists considered him
something of a political chameleon and a charming bon vivant
but he certainly produced the kind of paper South Africa wanted
on Sunday. He died of cancer which was diagnosed literally days
after he had been selected by the Nationalist government to be
ambassador in Britain at the early age of 56. His very large funeral
was a testimony to his popularity and the extent of his contacts
at top level with all shades of political opinion and every section
of industry and commerce.
I worked well with Harvey Tyson over the years and my
qualification of his editorship does not mean that he lacked
application, determination or real ability. What he did lack was
outstanding excellence and there is not too much of that around.
There was the day we drove out to the Kyalami Ranch Hotel –
far from the office – to spend uninterrupted quality time seeking
an answer for The Star to the threat of television. We knew from
overseas experience that we could no longer claim to be first
with the news and it was clear that our newspapers would have
to provide the detailed background and analysis of news events
which television would not be able to do in news bulletins. The
written word had, and will always have, a permanence, an ability
to flesh out the bare bones of electronic news bulletins so that
people will buy a newspaper to put events in focus and context.
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That said, there was a need for additional comprehensive content
in The Star which would entice readers to buy us regularly.
We were amused by the suspicious scrutiny of reception staff
as we disappeared into a hotel suite booked for the day. Over a
long morning nothing emerged but after lunch inspiration struck
and I like to think we jointly conceived the broad outlines of a
daily entertainment supplement in The Star entitled Tonight which
proved an outstanding success. It was designed to capitalise on
the television habit; to be a vade mecum which would guide
the readers on everything they might wish to do and see in the
evening – including television, radio programmes, details of
cinema and theatre shows, restaurants and other meetings and
gatherings. It would include some background information about
television, cinema and theatre personalities. It helped maintain
our circulation and perhaps even nudged it up a little despite
a tendency elsewhere in the world for evening newspapers to
diminish in significance. If Harvey Tyson and I produced the idea
it was the assistant editor, Cliff Scott, who developed the theme,
planned the layout and ensured its success. The other branches
soon produced their own similar supplements.
A proud appointment was to lure Richard Steyn to the
editorship of The Star on Harvey Tyson’s retirement. He had
done a fine job editing The Natal Witness and there was no
stand-out heir within the Argus company for this significant
appointment. My surprise imposed early retirement as chairman
left both my new appointees, Richard Steyn and Douglas Band
(chief executive), on a listing ship without a captain at the helm
when Anglo/JCI sold their newspaper interests in both Argus and
SAAN to Tony O’Reilly, owner of the Irish Independent group.
Richard conducted himself with honour before choosing early
retirement on, I was told, a matter of principle.
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Future Planning
The long-term future of evening newspapers was a major
issue throughout my service at The Star and in head office both
in relation to television and to the worldwide tendency for
evening newspapers to lose significance and morning papers to
gain in stature and circulation. The general world view was that
there was too much competition for people’s leisure time in the
evening and that the field was less competitive for newspapers in
the morning. Argus head office nevertheless decided that for the
foreseeable future it would bank on the long-established evening
newspaper-reading habit in South Africa and keep its main
newspapers in Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban and Pretoria
in that market. That was the market in which we had gained
dominance among newspapers in South Africa and it seemed
sensible to stay there if we could.
I agreed with this view providing we watched the market
and moved at the first sign of a preference among readers for
morning papers. I felt sure we would have to change eventually
but was uncomfortably aware that we could not necessarily count
on all our readers following us if we did move. The dilemma
was particularly acute in Cape Town where The Argus had no
competition in the evenings but would face both Die Burger and
the Cape Times in the morning. Our research showed that Burger
readers bought The Argus in considerable numbers in the evening
but would they buy a morning Argus as well as their favourite
Afrikaans newspaper? And might Nasionale Pers not produce an
evening edition if that market was left vacant?
In subsequent years, The Star, in effect, became a 24-hour
newspaper with about 40% of its sales in the morning and 60%
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in the evening and managed to lift its circulation as a result
beyond 200 000 – a target which I never managed to achieve
during seven years of hard endeavour. They peaked at nearly 220
000 but dropped back to less than 170 000. However, the paper
straddled an expensive and uncomfortable publishing fence: the
first edition was completed overnight for early morning delivery
and those who bought the paper both in the morning and evening
complained that the afternoon editions showed relatively little
change, while those who bought the afternoon edition only
complained that the news was out of date.
In the face of colour television, I urged that our papers
become more colourful in both the editorial columns and in
advertisements. It would be disastrous, I thought, to be not only
late with the news but also without colour in presenting it. Layton
Slater and Liff Hewitt did not agree. They believed that black-andwhite news pictures could be quite as dramatic as pictures in full
colour; that for an afternoon newspaper hot-metal was still an
efficient production routine in which the final paragraphs could
be dropped into the page as hotmetal slugs more quickly than they
could be processed by electronic editing and photo-composition;
and that colour in editorial news pictures would not sell more
newspapers. On the other hand, they accepted the need to offer
full colour of high quality and precise register for advertisers who
now used such colour in television advertisements.
So the Argus company’s newspapers were shunted away from
full offset lithography and instead we installed an expensive and
highly intricate system of pre-printing and then insetting full
colour during the production run. This involved pre-printing the
full colour by offset lithography on special presses in reels of
newsprint which were then delivered to the main machine room
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and interleaved with other reels on the normal production run.
It was a complicated, expensive and time-consuming electronic
process and required great skill in placing the pre-printed pages
in precisely the right position to be folded in register with the rest
of the paper. While machine-minders learned the new routine,
our production runs were delayed considerably and circulation
suffered badly. And even when we achieved some regularity
of production, circulation still suffered because, whatever the
merit of a major news story, we were limited by the number of
impressions pre-printed the previous day. The only alternative
was to pre-print more page impressions than were necessary
just in case there was a major late story and this proved too
expensive to contemplate.
The Argus company stumbled along inefficiently while both
Nasionale Pers and SAAN made the paradigm shift to full offset
litho which not only improved the quality of printing, in both
colour and black and white, but also revolutionised the composing
room. Under the new system, less qualified, and therefore less
expensive, labour would be able to operate electronic keyboards
in the works – and editorial staff would quickly convert to the
same keyboards from their elderly typewriters. Their output
would be computerised through fast casting machines on the
production line and the taped output assembled quickly in pagelayouts which were transferred photographically to offset litho
plates on new, fast Goss offset printing presses.
At SAAN, Leycester Walton was the man who led that company
into the new modern computerised newspaper environment
while the Argus group languished. He was criticised by many as
a hesitant manager who permitted his editors too much latitude
in expenditure and did not drive the rest of the establishment
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hard. I agree that he could be faulted in some aspects of his
management but the fact remains that, as general manager and
then managing director, he made two vital technical decisions in
converting SAAN to offset litho and electronic editing well ahead
of the Argus company. And making the right major decisions
timeously is surely one of the marks of a good executive.
As soon as I reached head office as general manager, I tried
to persuade Messrs Slater and Hewitt of the need for Argus to
change to offset litho but they were still firmly committed to
hot-metal production with inset full colour. At one particular
managers’ meeting I spoke strongly on the subject but the only
result was a note in the files from Hewitt to Slater saying, “You
will be interested to know that there was no support among the
managers for Miller’s proposal to convert to offset litho.”
The break came when Paul Inman, deputy group marketing
manager, came into my office, after a visit to Rembrandt at
Stellenbosch, to relay emphatic criticism of the Argus company
by Willem Malherbe, marketing director of Rembrandt, and his
product managers. He complained of inadequate and insufficient
positions for full colour advertising, of delays and of the poor
quality of our own Argus’ pre-printing of colour and the high
cost of production when Rembrandt was obliged to use colour
printed by outside production houses. He berated the group for
being old-fashioned and for letting Nasionale Pers and SAAN get
well ahead of us technically. He said we would inevitably lose
bookings to the opposition if we did not follow suit.
This was manna from heaven for me and I sought urgently for
similar views from as many major advertising customers as I could.
It gave me ammunition for another forceful recommendation
that Argus invest in the new processes and, although there were
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many other practical and logical reasons to move from hotmetal production, it was the dissatisfaction in the market place
that finally convinced the Argus hierarchy and the other branch
managers of the need to change.
At first, we planned to convert only The Star to offset
lithography by purchasing three new Goss Metro presses but
John Roothman, the group general manager of corporate finance,
and Dolph Smuts, the scientific adviser, convinced me that we
should equip Cape Town and Durban branches as well. I had
considered this too expensive but Smuts envisaged the use of
lighter and less expensive Harris presses for the lower print
orders at the coastal branches and this limited the overall cost of
conversion at the three main branches, including printing presses
and electronic editing, to only R64 million. I say “only” because
the cost of presses was escalating and just a year later the cost
would have been 25% greater. I think I am right in saying that
SAAN purchased their first Goss press for a little over R1 million.
Our Goss presses cost R7.5 million each.
I believe that had we delayed further, we would have lost our
premier place in the advertising market and the higher capital
cost would have strained the group’s finances seriously over
many years.
Before I joined The Star, Layton Slater sent me to the United
States to study the use of 1130 computers in the composing
room. This was our first cautious step into the computer field but
it stopped well short of the effective electronic composition and
editing which newspapers now employ. All it really did was to
justify the tape automatically and accelerate composition. But the
product was still a hot-metal slug which was assembled manually
in the page frames in the composing room.
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Even so, it exposed me to the beginning of the new age in
newspaper production and proved invaluable in the years ahead.
I spent several days each at the Miami Herald and at the Tribune
at Southbend in Indiana which were then held to be particularly
efficient and effective both in the design of their newspaper
buildings and their use of the most modern equipment then
available. The Miami Herald was certainly impressive but the
factory had one serious flaw. Aware of the high cost of transporting
newsprint from Canada by rail and road, they decided to import it
by sea through the safe natural waterway along the eastern coast
of the US which is protected by a fringe of islands and reefs.
They built a wharf on the sea side of their building on the edge
of Biscayne Bay and were meticulous in testing the height and
length of the wharf by using actual barges. Unfortunately those
barges were empty and the water level was too low to handle
them heavily laden with newsprint. So the wharf was unused and
newsprint continued to arrive by road and rail.
The Tribune was well worth the visit from an office point of
view but my clearest recollection of the days spent in Southbend is
of Notre Dame University and, specifically, the elaborate training
facilities for its football teams. Notre Dame had long been one of
the leading teams in the east coast American Football League and
I was lucky enough to meet their head coach. Until then, I had
watched with some disdain the American football code and felt
its players unnecessarily pampered by the heavy body protection
and helmets they wear. No longer. I now know enough about
the game to respect its intricacies and I saw enough of their hard
body contact to know that protection is vital.
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Advertising
One of the problems at The Star, and, indeed, throughout
the Argus company, was the sense of complacency and even
arrogance which arose from years of success as the biggest and
most profitable newspaper group in South Africa, the largest
circulations in the daily field and the market leaders in display and
classified advertising. The Star had been particularly successful
and for years the advertising staff had not needed to market
or sell at all, but had simply received advertising bookings and
processed them.
When I arrived, the advertisement manager was Cyril Carter
whom I came to respect and like immensely. He was slight of
build, courteous and dignified in his role as the senior advertising
man in the group and, probably, in the country. No man could
say “no” more politely and tactfully or express more sincerely our
inability to accept advertising if the paper was full, the deadline
passed or the advertiser’s account slightly overdue.
In his early days he was something of a daredevil. He took
part in sports car races around the Cape Peninsula and held the
speed record for some years. But at the office he was a pillar of
urbane respectability and I had great difficulty in nudging him
along the marketing road in which customer satisfaction was the
watchword and imaginative selling a first priority. We needed to
put prices up a little and then sell hard to keep the paper full; to
encourage the use of spot colour and full colour; and run special
features to attract advertisers who did not normally appear in our
columns. And above all we had to increase our classified “smalls”
advertisements. They were strong but we would hold our major
market share only by improving it and there could be no question
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of conceding even a single column inch to the more determined
competition developing among other daily and Sunday papers.
It is a truism throughout the world that the papers with the
most solid advertising support are always the leading papers and
with that in mind it was imperative that we strengthened further
our domination of the classified market. So I decided to import
the best classified executive I could find in Britain to make a
major onslaught on all forms of classified advertising. I found
him in Alex McKee, a thoroughly extrovert young Irishman, who
did outstanding work for us before making a series of not very
successful forays in the outside advertising market in his own
right. He reorganised our whole system of receiving classified
advertisements by telephone and initiated a major canvassing
drive using young women of all races who established regular
contact with customers both telephonically and over the counter.
Cyril Carter had great difficulty in adapting to their presence
and to the bonus system which rewarded them munificently if
they beat the difficult sales targets which McKee set for them.
Cyril came into my office one day: “It’s all very well, Mr Miller
but what has happened to the quiet dignity of our old way? We
didn’t need to change quite so much. And do they really need to
wear such short dresses? And did you agree that some of them
could wear trousers?” He left not long afterwards on well-earned
retirement.

Early Trade Unionism
Managership of The Star really was a tough and demanding
assignment as we faced the threat of television, a revolution in
the technical production of newspapers, increasing competition
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from other publishing companies and militant trade unionism.
The SA Typographical Union, which was a “closed shop” at
this stage, was fighting to maintain its position despite technical
innovation which would make some trades redundant. It was
also resisting the efforts of black trade unions to enlist members
among the less skilled trades where blacks, Indians and coloured
people were in the majority. The Media Workers Association of
South Africa (MWASA) were already represented among journalists
on our black newspaper, The Post, and were intent on enlisting
additional members on daily newspapers throughout the country
– and even in the works. While I was at The Star black trade
unionism was in its infancy but I had to deal with it in full flood
when I moved to head office and when I became chairman of
the Industrial Council of the Printing and Newspaper Industry.
In the meantime, the manager’s office at The Star tried to work
more sensitively with the black staff through regular meetings
with black supervisors and in liaison committee meetings with
representatives of the rest of the black staff. In retrospect, it
was patronising and apologetic but at the time we felt we were
breaking new ground and at least doing something to get closer
to the black employees.
I recall one long discussion in my office involving Jolyon
Nuttall, the assistant manager, Paul Inman who was then one of
the manager’s assistants and Denis Beckett who had joined us
only that day as a junior assistant. We planned the next series of
meetings carefully and sat back with some satisfaction. All except
Beckett. He stood up in front of my desk, placed his clenched
fist on its surface and leaned angrily towards me: “Mr Miller, I
disagree violently and absolutely with every single word you
have said and everything which has been discussed and decided
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today.” All of 21 years of age, and four hours service with The
Star. Silence. Then I burst into laughter – and Denis and I have
been good friends ever since.

Rosemary
While I was manager of The Star I took the most difficult
step of my life in leaving Agnes and seeking a divorce to marry
Rosemary van Niekerk – “Miss Van”. I had made the moment more
difficult because I had given Agnes no prior warning although I
had known for years that I did not love her and could not spend
the rest of my life pretending that I did. I think now that I was
wrong not to have brought matters to a head earlier. The less I
loved Agnes, the more I tried to be a considerate husband and
this simply evaded the issue. It would have been fairer to tell her
sooner but the children were too young. As it was, when I left
home in August 1970, Iain was 22, Bruce 21 and Stella only 14.
The early years of our marriage had been exciting and
intriguing. The children were an adventure and promotion
brought new places, new friends, new opportunities, and new
challenges. But by the time I returned to Bulawayo as manager
of the Chronicle, I had matured considerably and I found Agnes
and I now had very different interests. Increasingly, in Bulawayo
and then in Johannesburg (with the Sunday Chronicle) and Cape
Town I realised that there was more to life than domestic comfort
and business challenge. There were endless questions in my
mind about the meaning of life, the conundrum of death and
the whole enigma of the universe and I longed for a compatible
partner to share my probing.
There is nothing unusual about men and women seeking a
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meaningful life as the years pass and the first wild, unthinking
thrust of youth diminishes. What was a little unusual in my case
was that the urge to inquire more deeply began as a teenager at
Michaelhouse: were we each – and was mankind as a whole –
perfect at birth and subsequently begrimed by “sin”? Or is this life
merely one episode in each soul’s progress towards perfection
and we can, indeed, each polish or tarnish our souls?
And so it was that I changed considerably but Agnes did
not. She remained an admirable, dependable, loyal woman who
faced considerable inconvenience and discomfort in our early
itinerant years. She did not deserve the unhappiness I caused her
by leaving.
Let me say immediately that sex did not play a major role. It
had never been a driving, primary need and it was not now an
urgent motivation although Iain spoke disparagingly at the time
about my suffering from middle-aged menopause.
Rosemary joined the Cape Argus at the beginning of 1966 as
my secretary. We had no personal contact while I managed the
Cape Argus but she interested me very much and when I left 15
months later to manage The Star, I asked her to let me know
when she moved to a new job. Three years later, in 1969, she
wrote to say that she was joining the management staff of Life
Line in Cape Town. She was showing courage and purpose – and
taking a considerable drop in salary – in following her dream
while I was vacillating, and it was this that triggered a surge of
respect and affection which quickly became the great love of my
life. Of course, she is lovely and lively and I glory in that. But it
was the inner person who enraptured me. Over the weeks and
months we found, increasingly, that we shared the same ideas,
ideals and beliefs, and that there was no one else for either of
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us. I left home on August 13, 1971. The divorce was finalised on
December 20, 1973. We married the following day.
My decision to leave home in 1971 was wholly unexpected
among my peers in the company who considered me a staid
pillar of respectability. Layton and Betty Slater had been close
family friends of my parents while they were in Salisbury (now
Harare) and although there was necessarily a little distance
between Layton Slater and his junior executive, Hal Miller, there
was, nevertheless, a close contact between Betty Slater and
Agnes when we all reached South Africa. I thought my position
as manager of The Star might be in jeopardy. However Slater,
who had nudged me along the executive path from Ndola days,
said simply, “Thank you for being so frank with me. I knew you
would have thought it through carefully.” I heard nothing more
from him on the subject and my life with Rosemary did not affect
my subsequent career.
My mother was distraught and, out of loyalty to Agnes,
did not meet Rosemary until our wedding day. My father flew
to Johannesburg to implore me to return to Agnes. He knew
Rosemary from her days at The Argus and, after listening to me,
said quietly, “Well, son, you have kept your standards high.”
Rosemary faced immense pressure from family, friends
and members of the Life Line committee to give me up; and
widespread opprobrium. As a Life Line counsellor, she knew the
cost to all involved. But I convinced her that I would not return
to the family fold.
In conclusion, let me say quite simply that I could not have
handled the tensions, frustrations and challenges of the second
half of my Argus service without Rosemary’s insights, calm
support and strong encouragement.
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Chapter 10

Head

Johannesburg
Office (1976 -

I

1990)

n my early years at head office I made a major error of
judgement in assessing that it was the chairman, Layton
Slater, who was holding us back. It seemed to me that
Liff Hewitt, the managing director, was frustrated by
a conservative chairman and that, important though Slater’s
contribution had been, he was now hindering our expansion
into an exciting new era in newspaper publishing.
As I reached this conclusion, I was approached by two senior
Argus managers who presented very much the same analysis
and asked that, as general manager, I should request that when
Liff Hewitt reached retirement age as managing director on
August 1, 1979, he should be appointed chairman. They said the
whole executive team believed that in the interests of the Argus
company, Slater, who was then non-executive chairman, should
be replaced by Hewitt even though the practice had always been
that the chairman would remain in office until 70 years of age.
No comment was made about the appointment of a managing
director.
With hindsight, it became clear to me that the two executives
in question (Peter McLean and John Marquard) – who were very
much Hewitt’s protégés – had discussed the matter with Hewitt
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beforehand and he told them to come to me as general manager.
The plan apparently was that Hewitt would be executive chairman
and that two, or perhaps three, general managers would then
compete for eventual promotion to managing director.
I approached Hewitt formally with the suggestion that he
replace Slater as chairman. He did not seem surprised and
promptly wrote and handed me a draft letter which he suggested
I should address to him. I still have that draft. I did not know at
the time that the negative attitude emanating from head office
was less the fault of Layton Slater than the result of the obstructive
attitude of Liff Hewitt. The two of them were at daggers drawn
and the Argus group suffered because they hardly agreed on
anything and seldom operated as a team.
I discovered when I became managing director and chief
executive that Slater could be persuaded, was indeed ready to be
persuaded, but simply could not respond to Hewitt’s hectoring
and bullying attitude. I learned from Betty Slater that he never
knew whether he would meet at office in the morning a cooperative Hewitt or a surly malcontent who would sometimes
not say anything to him for days.
I was an obvious channel to use for an assault on Slater. I
was, after all, a protégé of Slater’s – one of the Rhodesian school
(Kinsley was another) which seemed to be infiltrating the Argus
company in South Africa to the disadvantage of long-serving local
executives. So Hewitt passed the letter to Slater who sent for me
soon afterwards. I quote below my notes which I used in talking
to him. Slater listened quietly and without visible irritation.
1

The whole matter is thoroughly distasteful to me. I
would much rather not have been involved.
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2

3

4

5

It is not a matter of personalities but what is in the best
interests of the Argus company. There is no change in my
regard for Layton Slater the man although I have no doubt
that his feeling for me will now change.
I did not create the feeling in the company. I reported it.
Two senior executives came to me to express their
concern and ask me to do something about it. That was
my first awkward decision – deciding whether I agreed
with them. I found that I did. Indeed my own feelings had
developed strongly and independently in the same
direction.
The two seniors told me all the executives felt the same
way. I tested this and found it to be true. Then came
my second awkward decision. To tell someone? And who
to tell? I decided to tell the managing director who was
directly and personally involved. I did it openly, in writing.
I offered to tell you myself if the managing director decided
to process the matter. In fact I said I would prefer to do so.
Mr Hewitt said that if the matter was to go ahead he would
do it.
I did not act for personal gain. Indeed, my action puts
my own career at risk. It would have been much easier to
do nothing.
The Argus company is not anything like as well placed as
its extravagant profits suggest. The executives urge that
action be taken and would like to be involved rather than
instructed. This is a new democratic age in management
– needing more consultation with, and involvement of,
people. There is a feeling that the chairman has retired
from active involvement in the company – and is no
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longer in touch with the market place – yet is in the
background effectively dictating the policy and the actions
of the company on major issues.
6 We are:
a) Out of date and unprofessional in our forward planning;
b) We do not market in the modern sense. We do not really
know what our market is or what it wants. To a large
degree our products are conditioned by what our
equipment will produce rather than what the market
needs. When last did we look for a market gap? When last
did we innovate?
c) You may say that is what the marketing department is for
but it can only work within the broad company policy – and
it is the policy that is at fault. We have maximised
profits in recent years through effective control of costs
and tight administration but we have used those profits for
today’s satisfaction rather than tomorrow’s more valuable
growth. Many of us feel that we should have used some
of our resources – and accepted a lower rate of profit – to
dominate our circulation and advertising markets. Had we
done so our circulations might now be higher (because
we had less frequent and less heavy price increases) and
our market share in advertising greater. We need to
dominate not just against other newspapers but also against
magazines, radio and the like. As it is, our circulations have
not grown to any extent for 15 years, our subscription
percentage is lower than anywhere else in the world and
our advertisement tariffs are too high. And if we do not
grow, we will fail. It is not enough to stand still in
circulation.
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d) We should have faced up to our production problems
years ago and there is no sign we are facing up to them
now. We know we must eventually go to litho and
electronic editing. But where is the five or ten year plan to
do this – to phase it in – to set money aside to convert
branches in turn?
e) South African Associated Newspapers (SAAN) worries most
Argus executives. Our attitude to it seems inconsistent.
Sometimes we seem determined to kill SAAN and at
others to succour them. As matters stand, our shareholding
appears insufficient to make them act sensibly. They cheat
on advertisement rates and we cannot stop them.
Politically they are courageous but immature. They spoil
admirable journalistic exposures with an arrogant conceit
which embarrasses the rest of the industry and is far
removed from our own determined but mature attack on
the government. There is a feeling that we should either
gain effective control or significantly lessen our investment.
f) Many of us still smart about the magazine division which
lost us money but immediately made heavy money for
Perskor.
g) Argus company executives are as good as any in the
country. But they are frustrated because we do not know
where we are going. We have no plan for tomorrow
except to keep on increasing the profit.
At the end, Slater said, “Of course I am disappointed that
the opposition came to a head through you. But I am grateful
to you for giving the full background honestly. I may add that
the board has been put fully in the picture and has endorsed my
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chairmanship.” I heard nothing further on the subject and did not
discuss it again with Hewitt or anyone else. It did not affect my
career adversely because I succeeded Liff Hewitt as managing
director and chief executive on August 1, 1979 and in due course
became executive chairman on December 6, 1984 when Layton
Slater died.
Liff Hewitt remained on the board throughout my term of
senior office and, although he and I had clashed in earlier years,
he gave me unstinting support at board level. In fact, when Layton
Slater died, it was Hewitt who took the initiative in proposing me
as executive chairman before the board had had time to think of
anyone else. Apparently he feared they might appoint an outside
chairman and leave me as chief executive.
In retrospect, my judgement was hampered because Hewitt
did not involve me fully when I was general manager. I was
not privy to his thinking or to the debates, the arguments,
between him and Slater. He delegated to me the marketing
function and other bits and pieces but little of the meat of the
job. In fact, he proved to be more rigid and autocratic than Slater
and there is little evidence in the files, or in the knowledge of
other executives, of any flexible thinking, visionary planning or
participative management practice in Hewitt’s makeup or actions.
The lesson I had to learn was to probe more deeply, look more
closely, before coming to a conclusion on a matter as serious as
this. I think Slater knew that Hewitt was too conservative for the
top position and he hoped that I would in time mature enough
to handle it.
When Hewitt retired as managing director, vacating his office
for me, his successor, he remarked laconically that the company
was in perfect working order and there was little for me to do. I
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immediately embarked on a drive of necessary radical expansion.
When Layton Slater died on December 2, 1984, I was glad of
the opportunity to pay tribute to him at his funeral:
“It simply is not possible to list even his major achievements
here today. There are too many of them and their very weight
would obscure the man himself and the qualities which made the
achievements possible.
And yet, I must describe some milestones along his
journey to show his capacity and depth and the breadth of his
accomplishments as family man, newspaperman, sportsman and
businessman. He joined the Argus company as an office boy licking
stamps at The Star at 17 in 1933 and was chairman of the group
for the last 17 years of his life. Along the journey, he managed, at
one level or another, newspaper companies, printing companies,
a television company in Rhodesia, magazine companies and,
latterly, our fledgling electronic ventures. He became Mr Argus
throughout the newspaper and printing industry.
And in that industry, his milestones included chairmanship
of the Industrial Councils in Rhodesia and South Africa and
the presidency of the Federal Publishers Association and the
Newspaper Press Union. He valued, particularly, the Gold
Emblem of honorary membership presented to him by the SA
Typographical Union for his services to the Industry.
He played his part in World War II when he was seconded
to the Royal Air Force in Egypt and Italy as an operations liaison
and intelligence officer, reaching the rank of captain by the time
peace came in 1945.
On the sporting side, he did wonderfully well in cricket
and some of us believe he could have been a Springbok as an
all-rounder, had he not been transferred to Rhodesia in 1950.
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He could play a mean game of golf when he had the chance to
do so. In 1977 he was elected a steward of the Transvaal Racing
Club and he became a member of the Jockey Club of South
Africa two years later.
As a businessman he was named one of the five South
African ‘Businessmen of the Year’ by the Sunday Times in 1976
and in that year he was elected chairman of CNA Investments
Limited.
Such bare milestones give some measure of Layton’s
achievements but do not begin to tell you how sincere, warm,
generous and helpful he was as a person. Moreover, they are
not, I believe, the achievements that he valued most highly. He
would say that he was certainly proud of the Argus company’s
record in serving the public through newspapers with high
standards of integrity and quality. But he would add that the
most important task the company has always faced, and the one
that he considered most vital, was the fight to maintain press
freedom in Rhodesia and South Africa in the face of attempts to
curtail that freedom. In that fight he was a doughty opponent of
governments north and south of the Limpopo.
In summary, I would like to add that he personified all that
the Argus company strives to stand for in responsible journalism,
honest business activity and loyalty to employees. One of his
nicest attributes was in fact his people contact and his personal
commitment. Ask editors in Rhodesia and South Africa who
have faced government pressure. Ask black employees in the
Rhodesian factories; ask his driver; ask his secretary; ask his
managers; ask his last managing director. They will tell you that
he was a constant friend in trouble – sometimes when we did
not deserve it – and an unwavering supporter once he had been
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convinced that a proposal or principle was right.
But, perhaps the most important accolade I can apply to
him is that in his journey through the Argus company over 50
years – and his life outside – he has left people, companies and
organisations the better for his presence. He has always added
value to them, he has not diminished them. People, particularly,
have been better for knowing him.
So I pay a sincere and heartfelt tribute from all of us to Layton
Slater, family man, sportsman, businessman and newspaperman.
Long may we remember that large angular frame and that warm
smile.”

The Magazine Market
I need to give a little more background about the Argus
company’s magazine division which I mentioned in my interview
with Layton Slater.
The Bloemfontein Friend had been purchased by Marius
Ollemans, father of Dominicus Hugo Ollemans. The family
produced a paper of quality, in English, which achieved a small but
steady readership throughout the Free State and traded profitably
for many years. They also developed a stable of successful
national English language magazines including The Outspan and
Farmer’s Weekly. There had been a close association between
John Martin, chairman of the Argus group, and Marius Ollemans,
and in 1936 Dominicus Ollemans moved into the Argus company
as manager of The Daily News in Durban and thence to Cape
Town as manager of the Cape Argus in 1939.
Back in Bloemfontein, The Outspan had been launched in
May 1927 and was an immediate success. In the years before
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extensive air and road transport, landlines, radio transmission
of photographs and electronic computer networks, Friend
Newspapers Limited was well positioned for the publication of
national journals which could be postdated and dispatched to
all parts of the South African compass by rail for sale on the
same day. The Outspan was followed by Farmer’s Weekly, and
Femina and Women’s Life. Each magazine was a leader in its
field. Argus bought a controlling interest in Friend Newspapers
in 1947 and for a decade the Bloemfontein magazines maintained
their market position and their profitability.
I was not privy to the detailed history of the magazine division’s
subsequent decline in market share and profitability but, like the
rest of the executives in the newspaper division of the Argus
company, I saw the hesitant circulations of its magazines in the
bi-annual report of the Audit Bureau of Circulations and I learned
of its financial problems.
Bloemfontein was no longer a suitable centre for magazine
production. Editorially, it was too far from the market in the
burgeoning urban areas on the Witwatersrand and in Cape Town
and Durban; too far from the South African paper mills at Enstra
(Sappi) and Durban (Mondi) where the port was also the ideal
route through which to import paper from Europe or America.
Distribution could be accomplished by road quite as easily from
Durban or Johannesburg as by rail from Bloemfontein.
The Argus group decided to establish production facilities in
a factory at Prospecton near Durban and then hesitated about
the position of the editorial departments. Into this welter of
uncertainty and inadequate planning they introduced Gerald
Walford as general manager of the magazine division. He had
a good English record in the publication of specialist technical
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magazines but no experience of consumer magazines. What was
depressingly clear to all of us outside the magazine division was
that our magazines lost money heavily; Layton Slater stopped the
haemorrhage by selling them to Perskor; and Perskor promptly
made money out of them. When the time came for me to plan
the development and diversification of the Argus group it rankled
that we had missed the magazine boat and there was nothing I
could do to catch it.

Advertising
I moved to head office on January 3, 1976 – 30 years to the day
since I joined the Argus company as a cadet reporter on January
3 1946. As mentioned earlier, Liff Hewitt kept things very much
in his own hands except for the marketing portfolio and even
there my work was hampered by a lack of any firm marketing
policy in the company. While at The Star I had persuaded head
office to establish a group marketing department but Slater and
Hewitt had done little to promote it and the branch managers
generally resented the removal of national advertising from their
responsibilities and did not support the national effort.
Group marketing could only work if the branches, and their
advertisement managers, delegated a fair measure of authority to
the group marketing manager – permitting him to grant credits
for poor printing, wrong or late insertions, wrong colour and the
like; and permitting him to negotiate large contracts against a
discount. He could not have expected carte blanche but should
have been given fairly wide parameters within which to work.
We had a good story to tell in seeking national advertising
in comparison with the Sunday Times for example. Our total
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readership was impressive and our rates reasonably competitive
but we often lost business because we were too rigid in observing
tight rules and too slow in giving decisions. An advertising agent
would get an instant answer from the Sunday Times to some
query or proposal but he often waited endlessly while our group
marketing manager telexed branches to get their views and then
laboured to reconcile them.
But there is more to marketing than that. Newspapers need to
meet the market requirements in every way possible which does
not affect the integrity or the quality of their product. I believe
managers should spend 50% of their time on marketing work of
one kind or another and certainly that they should consider the
market’s needs in every decision they make. This does not mean
that they actually have to sell advertising although sometimes the
manager is indeed the best man to do so. What it does mean is
that the marketing dimension should always be in his thoughts
and he needs to spend more time with his marketing men – his
advertisement manager, his circulation manager and the group
marketing manager – than with anyone else. He also needs to
spend time at top level with advertising agents, market research
companies and media specialists. It is vital, as well, that he
keeps his own editorial department involved in, and interested
in, marketing planning since the man most interested in the
circulation and the number of pages in the paper ought always
to be the editor. I tried to push this point of view in head office
and among the managers but in the final result I did not have
the authority to insist on it while I was general manager, and
when in due course McLean moved to head office he did not
use the greater marketing authority which I gave him to push the
Argus marketing donkey. That came to some extent with Terry
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Moolman and Noel Coburn of Caxtons at a later stage.

Compass
I had some time on my hands in the early years in head
office and I used it as president of the Newspaper Press Union
(1976 and 1977), chairman of the National Industrial Council of
the Printing and Newspaper Industry (1975 to 1985) and vicechairman of the Advertising Standards Authority. When that did
not quite fill the time I created Compass (Committee for the
Promotion of Advertising Standards and Status) by inviting a
cross-section of the top men and women in the industry to meet
once a month in a think-tank in the head office dining room over
lunch. I had no authority to do this, of course, and depended
entirely on the goodwill and interest of the men and women
who joined Compass. I chaired it for three years from 1976 until
I was appointed managing director in 1979 and then found the
regular meetings difficult to fit into a busier day. By then we
had become accepted as a valuable think-tank and we enjoyed
watching the interesting struggle among various bodies in the
industry – such as the Advertising Standards Authority and the
International Advertising Association – to claim Compass as one
of their subcommittees. The issue was never resolved because we
insisted that membership of Compass was by invitation only and
this was not acceptable. After I left, Compass appointed one of its
members, Pax Moren, as chairman but changes in membership
and less frequent meetings led to its slow demise.
In its hey-day Compass did make a contribution, though, in
the cross-fertilisation between its members and in the common
attitudes which its members tended to take towards problems
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and opportunities in the advertising market of the day. It became
a low-key club and proved a valuable entree for me into the
upper levels of the South African advertising fraternity. I recall
that its members included Henry Howell of the SABC, Hannes
van Zyl of Van Zyl, Schultz, Lund and Tredoux, Gerry Uys of the
NPU, Len van Zyl of Lindsay Smithers, Pax Moren of Cinemark,
Allen Tiley and Barbara Ross.

NPU – Freedom of the Press
I enjoyed my stint as president of the Newspaper Press Union
in 1976 and 1977 immensely. Each of the major newspaper groups
nominated the president in turn by lobbying behind the scenes,
although on occasion the routine was broken to include the head
of one of the smaller companies (as with Desmond Craib of The
Natal Witness). I followed Dawid de Villiers of Nasionale Pers
into what proved to be one of the most turbulent periods in NPU
history thanks to the Nationalist government’s onslaught on press
freedom.
It is perhaps appropriate to repeat the words of C P Scott,
editor of The Manchester Guardian: “The primary office (of the
press) is the gathering of news. At the peril of its soul it must
see that the supply is not tainted. Neither in what it gives, nor in
what it does not give, nor in the mode of presentation must the
unclouded face of truth suffer wrong. Comment is free but facts
are sacred.”
I have never seen the press or any other section of the media
as the great reformer of mankind’s errors and ills, or the font of
all wisdom on every subject or the counsellor on matters moral.
Rather, to paraphrase Confucius: “With right information, right
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action may be possible”; given an accurate, balanced picture of
events, and alternative courses of action, readers are free to make
up their own minds.
It is a truism that every level of authority would like the
facts tailored to suit its purpose, seeking only good publicity
and anxious to excise unfavourable information and avoid any
adverse comment. The press will always have to fight to get the
unvarnished facts against efforts to obfuscate them. This means
fighting, or at least resisting resolutely, the government, the
municipal council, the church, the shareholders, trade unions,
political parties and even the Girl Guides – if they have something
to hide.
And it was the government the NPU had to fight in 1976. We
decided it would be appropriate for me as the new president
of the NPU to meet the Prime Minister and Dawid de Villiers
arranged an appointment for us with him. We expected a quiet,
cautious fireside chat. But when we walked into Mr BJ Vorster’s
office in Cape Town, there he sat in the centre of a solemn
phalanx of most members of his cabinet and with a heavy voice
of guttural timbre, speaking through set lips beneath threatening
dark eyebrows, he did no more than greet us before saying
that he intended to pass a press bill in the current session of
parliament. Partly, of course, the setting was designed to get us
off balance; to jolt me before I had found my feet. We arranged a
formal meeting between the NPU and the government for a later
date and got out of his office as quickly as we could.
So began several days of tension while Vorster tried to
persuade us to accept the bill which he had apparently prepared
months before and was now determined to table in parliament.
In previous years, two commissions of inquiry into the press had
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concluded that there was a need for some form of supervision
of the press under threat of punishment through fines or
imprisonment or both; and a need for a register of journalists. On
this occasion, we assessed that Vorster was determined to push
his bill through with or without NPU agreement but he hoped to
obtain at least our tacit acceptance and so create less of a furore.
We decided not to look at the bill at all since any discussion
of detail would presuppose acceptance of the principle. Instead,
we would seek to deflect the government by undertaking to
discipline ourselves in terms of our individual codes of conduct
and the existing Press Council.
So we went into battle with a team comprising Dawid de
Villiers of Nasionale Pers, Duimpie Opperman of Perskor, Clive
Kinsley of SAAN, Gerry Uys as general manager of the NPU and
me as president. Vorster’s team included cabinet ministers PW
Botha, Connie Mulder, Jimmy Kruger, Magnus Malan and Piet
Koornhof.
I recall that at an early stage an exasperated John Vorster
stood up behind his desk, leaned forward menacingly on the
copy of the bill open before him and said, “Mr Miller, will you
or won’t you discuss the details of my bill?” In moments of high
stress, facing a vital issue, I have a cold shiver down the back of
my neck. This was such a moment. I said firmly, “No, Mr Prime
Minister, we will not discuss the detail of your bill because to do
that would assume a degree of acceptance of the principle.”
He looked at me bleakly and said, very quietly and slowly,
“Then the blood be on your head, Mr Miller.” Something made
me reply, “Bloody, perhaps, sir, but I hope unbowed.” There
was a pause. And then with a loud “humph” he sat down and we
went on with our arguing.
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We were conscious of the need not to be bullied and had
decided to talk and argue firmly and even a little belligerently.
At the end of this particular day, though, the delegation (which
included the Afrikaans press) felt that I had been too firm and
perhaps even a little disrespectful. So the next morning I said,
“Mr Prime Minister, strongly though we feel on this matter and
determined though we are to fight the press bill, I would not
like you to think that we mean any disrespect to you and your
colleagues.” He smiled and said “Nee wat, Mnr Miller, ons weet
mos jy’s maar ‘n harde koejawel.” (We know you’re just a hard
guava).
At home one evening an assistant editor of Die Transvaler
telephoned to tell me, confidentially, that Connie Mulder (who had
aspirations to succeed John Vorster in due course) had asked him
to say that if I took a conciliatory attitude, and followed a certain
line, Connie Mulder believed he could intercede with Vorster and
persuade him to withhold the bill. Caught unawares, I simply
said, “Thank you for telling me.” The assistant editor (whose
name now escapes me) persisted for 10 minutes or more but got
nothing out of me except repetition of the same sentence. And,
to give him his due, in a report in Die Transvaler the following
morning he included something like, “In response to an approach
on these lines last night, Mr Miller said only, ‘Thank for telling
me’.” I learned a lesson from this incident and in subsequent
years, if I expected unwelcome pressure to comment on some
important and contentious issue, which would need time and
careful thought to address, I prepared a noncommittal reply on
similar lines and wrote it down on a pad near the telephone. It
proved safer and more effective than an evasive “no comment”,
but it sometimes made persistent reporters very angry.
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Eventually, I decided to break the deadlock by making a direct
confidential personal approach to Vorster. I had no authority
to do this, of course, but decided that the issue was important
enough to break with tradition and because I sensed that we had
made him aware of the sensitive issues involved and the seriously
adverse reaction he would face in South Africa and overseas if
he persisted with the bill. I thought he might well be looking for
a way out.
I worked through John D’Oliveira, the Argus company’s
political correspondent, who had high-level contacts across the
political spectrum. He later became the Argus representative in
Washington and London. He kept his personal political views to
himself but he had Vorster’s confidence and was indeed writing
a biography of him. He arranged for me to see John Vorster
in his private office opposite parliament and I was conducted
there, in great secrecy and under very close surveillance, through
the back door and up in a special private ministerial lift. Two
bulky bodyguards left me at his door and I had another of those
chills down the back of my neck as I began one of the most
important interviews of my life. I was acting without authority
and it would have been distressing if Vorster had later leaked the
fact, if not the detail, of our meeting. But he never did. He gave
me the opportunity to put the NPU’s case emphatically and he
reacted favourably as is shown in the following extract from my
president’s report to the annual NPU congress in 1977.
“The pressure has mounted and I do admit that
there were moments during the past year when I felt
that all the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune
were aimed at us simultaneously and unerringly. And
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Periwinkle (Rosemary’s mother Muriel)
and Hal on an annual trip to the Kruger
National Park.

August 6, 1982: Unveiling of the
multimillion-rand Harris Press at the
Cape Argus, an immense technological
step forward. The ceremony was
performed by Rosemary Miller, seen
with her husband, Mr H W Miller,
managing director of the Argus Group.

Newspaper Bill withdrawn (March 1977)

100th Anniversary of The Star on October 17, 1987.
Arlene and Harvey Tyson (editor-in-chief), Rosemary and Hal Miller (executive
chairman), and Jean and Jolyon Nuttall (general manager of The Star)

Peter McLean (managing director of the Argus Group’s newspaper division); Tertius
Myburgh (editor of the Sunday Times); Roy Paulson (SAAN); Hal Miller (executive
chairman of the Argus Group); Rex Gibson, deputy editor of The Star); Jolyon Nuttall
(general manager of The Star); and Stephen Mulholland (managing director of SAAN).
(1987)

Jolyon Nuttall (General Manager of the Star), Hal Miller (Executive Chairman) and
Harvey Tyson (Editor of the Star) about to enjoy a piece of his birthday cake.

Rosemary’s family: David, brother Jac, Richard, Jenny and Debbie van Niekerk (1985)

Hal Miller – one of the Top Five Sunday Times Businessmen of 1988.

Hal bows out (1990)

Retirement

Johannesburg, Head Office (1976 - 1990)

I am afraid that I can offer you no hope of an easier
year ahead. Die stryd om die behoud en bevordering
van ‘n vrye en gesonde Suid-Afrikaanse Pers gaan al
hoë moeiliker word. (The struggle for the preservation
and development of a free and healthy SA press will
become more and more difficult).
Only a press in good health and heart – a press
that is politically and administratively free and
economically secure – can hope to fulfil its primary
function of keeping people informed accurately about
events and aware of the significance of those events.
And so we must always fight against restrictions of
any kind – such as the proposed Government Press
Bill - which would confine us unnecessarily.
But we must fight, too, against infirmities which
could weaken us from within – such as the loss of too
much advertising revenue to commercial television;
or too great an increase in the cost of newsprint;
or a lessening of our own resolution in maintaining
standards of accuracy, honesty and fairness in our
editorial and advertisement columns.
At our last congress we did not realise how close
we were to a confrontation with the government
about press freedom. We had certainly discussed
the Press Council with the government and we had
indeed decided, in consultation with the Conference
of Editors, to amend its constitution, code and rules
of procedure. We had sent copies of the documents
to the Prime Minister and awaited further discussion
with him.
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In the event, we were presented at our next meeting
in March this year with a proposed Newspaper Bill and
were asked to comment on it in detail. Your executive
council decided that we should oppose the principle
of the bill and avoid discussing its detailed provisions.
We failed initially to convince the Prime Minister and
the Cabinet committee that the proposed legislation
would affect South Africa disastrously at home and
abroad, that it would be evidence of severe restriction
of public and individual freedom. The bill was tabled
and read a first time. Your delegation nevertheless
decided to seek another interview with the Prime
Minister in the hope that further discussion of our
proposed amendments to the NPU Press Council
would satisfy those concerned about the efficacy of
the Council and persuade them that there was no
need to take the drastic step of introducing legislation.
In these further discussions we did indeed consider
the detail of the government’s proposed bill but only
in an effort to show that our own proposals dealt with
the matter satisfactorily. We reiterated most firmly our
opposition to legislation of any kind.
After three days of negotiations the government
agreed to withdraw the bill and we agreed to certain
amendments to the constitution, code and rules of
procedure of the NPU’s Press Council. But the Council
remained under our jurisdiction and we selected the
chairman and vice-chairman and the members of
the two panels which will guide the chairman of the
Council in reaching his decisions.
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In announcing the withdrawal of the bill the Prime
Minister said that the government had decided to give
the NPU one year to discipline itself effectively under
its own Press Council and code. At our suggestion
the government also decided to institute a Press
Secretariat in the Department of the Prime Minister
to act as a channel of communication between the
press and the Prime Minister. For our part we said
that we welcomed the government’s decision not to
proceed with the bill and to give us the opportunity to
demonstrate what our Press Council and code could
achieve through self-discipline.
I am aware that there were – and are – reservations
about the new Press Council among some of our
members and their editors. I am aware that there are
strong feelings that the year’s trial was obtained under
duress and that at the end of the year we may be
pressed to make further changes. I am aware, too,
that the number of complaints to the Press Council
during the first half of this year has been a burden
for editors. But I would counsel patience and ask
that judgement of the new Press Council should
not be made precipitately either by ourselves or by
the government. There are signs that the initial silly
season of complaints is over and that henceforward
the matters which are raised with the Council will be
matters of moment and significance.
I would suggest to you, too, that the fact that there
has been a large number of complaints means that the
image of the press is not all it should be in the public
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mind and that we must constantly be on our guard
against any deterioration in our standards of accuracy
and honesty.”
This was not an unsatisfactory result. We had not won the
battle of press freedom but we had survived another skirmish,
deflected another onslaught in the unending battle. Much had
occurred though before I could report this positive result.
Before we could make any announcement of the agreement
between the NPU executive and the government, it was my task
as president to convince editors throughout the country that the
solution was sensible and the NPU had not, in fact, collapsed
apologetically in the face of government bullying. If the editors
had united against us the whole edifice would have crumbled,
the government would have gone ahead with its press bill and I
would have lost a great deal of credibility in the industry, in the
company and with the government.
I had two days to get their agreement and Layton Slater, for
one, was concerned that the editors would not buy it. He was
irritated that I had put myself out on a limb.
So I flew around the country and addressed groups of editors at
each major centre. It was too much of a rush and my presentation
suffered as a result. It worked, though, and they finally agreed
unanimously at each meeting that the government had been
firmly fixed on a collision course and it had been necessary to
make alterations to the modus operandi of our own press council
to convey a sense of our urgency to the government and the
public without altering the spirit of the code or submitting to
government supervision in any way.
I was particularly nervous about the East London meeting
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because the audience would include Donald Woods, the stormy
petrel who was editing the Daily Despatch and would later earn
world renown in the Steve Biko affair. At the end of my presentation
I looked straight at Donald as I asked the meeting for their
endorsement of the NPU action and he responded immediately
saying, “I agree with you. It was a thoroughly awkward situation
and you took the only possible action. I support it.” And so did
all the others, of course. Layton Slater’s comment was simply a
relieved, “Well done, but you were bloody lucky, Miller.”
We had arranged with John Vorster that if a serious crisis arose
in future he would telephone the president of the NPU before
contemplating precipitate action against the press. And he did
telephone me a few weeks later saying, “Mr Miller, I am having
trouble with the Rand Daily Mail. If I give you details will you
please fix it for me?” Thank goodness I said, “This is a specific
problem with a single newspaper, Mr Prime Minister, and I do
not control the Rand Daily Mail. Please telephone their managing
director, Clive Kinsley.” We talked for a few moments and he
rang off. At that moment, Tertius Myburgh, editor of the Sunday
Times, walked into Kinsley’s office and told him exactly what
Vorster and I had said. Apparently, the Cape Town representative
of the Sunday Times phoned Myburgh at precisely the moment
Vorster phoned me – and the wires crossed.
It had to be the most unlikely coincidence although we were
certain that the government was tapping the telephone lines of all
newspaper companies and most senior editorial and management
executives at home. And perhaps their surveillance apparatus
lessened the odds against this particular crossed line.
I learned a vital lesson from the incident: before I spoke
confidentially on the telephone or in direct confidential discussion
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with anyone – or committed myself confidentially in writing – I
should assess carefully whether I could live with the information,
and my attitude, if it became public. If the answer was “no” I
should not say it or write it. It was as important of course that I
should never do anything or support anything if I could not live
with that action.
Not long after the NPU negotiation, I had another long
discussion with John Vorster, this time at his office in the Union
Buildings, about the attitude of the government to our black
newspaper, The World. I spoke for about an hour and a half. I had
decided to pull no punches not only about The World but about
the whole political scene in South Africa. I had not followed my
usual practice of careful preparation for the meeting, I had no
notes and kept no record afterwards.
I was talking not so much as a senior executive of the Argus
group as an ordinary South African who felt despondent about
the whole theory and practice of apartheid and the actions and
attitude of the government which viewed blacks as the enemy
and would in time force them to react militantly en masse. I recall
saying that the great majority of ordinary black people were
not communist revolutionaries but simply an oppressed nation,
or nations, seeking recognition and participation in a pattern
identical to that followed by Afrikaner nationalists struggling for
recognition in the years between 1902 and 1924.
Percy Qoboza (editor of The World), I said, was not a subversive
underground radical figure but a newspaperman speaking openly
and reasonably about the aspirations of his people.
John Vorster listened quietly and courteously but at the end
he stood up abruptly and said, “Nou ja, dis genoeg Mnr Miller.
Dankie dat jy gekom het.” I had finally touched him on the raw
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and I hoped that meant the meeting was worthwhile.
However, mere months after my meeting with Vorster, Steve
Biko died at the hands of the police in September 1977. Townships
were still seething from the brutal response to the uprising in
Soweto on June 16 the year before. The World was banned in
October 1977. Qoboza and his deputy, Aggrey Klaaste, and a
number of black journalists were detained without trial for six
months.
My dealings with Messrs Jimmy Kruger, the Minister of Justice,
and PW Botha, Minister of Defence, and later Prime Minister and
State President, were without exception unpleasant. They were
uncouth, belligerent and unintelligent; and Kruger did great harm
to South Africa with his callous response of “Dit laat my koud” (It
leaves me cold) to the news of Biko’s death.
On one occasion I led an NPU delegation to protest to Kruger
about some excessive militant action of the police. As we entered
his office in the Union Buildings, he stood up behind a very
large desk at the end of a long narrow carpet. “I am the Minister
of Justice and Police. I am answerable to the government and
the voters of South Africa, not to you. Now, what was it you
wanted to see me about?” Not a good start to a discussion with
representatives of all the large press groups in South Africa.
Sitting on one side of the desk looking straight ahead
rather than at him, I happened to glance down. Although he
sat aggressively, elbows planted firmly on his desktop and chin
thrust out, beneath the table his short little legs were dangling
helplessly in midair. A sense of the ridiculous saved me and I
overcame my anger and repugnance to face him calmly for the
rest of the meeting.
I never had close contact with PW Botha but one incident
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may illustrate the man and explain my dislike of him. The Argus
and The Star reported that PW had enjoyed a Defence Force
braaivleis, in South West Africa (Namibia), of a white-faced
impala – a rare, protected buck. Our papers even billed it in the
main circulation poster of the day. The trouble was that he not
only denied attending a braaivleis but being in South West Africa
on the day in question. He attacked our papers for besmirching
his name and that of the Defence Force; and sent a message
through the chairman of the NPU/SADF Liaison Committee that
The Star and The Argus would be expelled from the NPU/SADF
agreement.
That agreement was another source of ongoing tension
between the press and the government. The Defence Act itself was
a piece of extravagant legislation in terms of which publication of
information on defence matters was considerably circumscribed
but an agreement had been signed between the Defence Force and
the NPU some years earlier to facilitate publication of all relevant
news which could not be labelled a genuine security risk. Neither
the editors nor the NPU were happy with the arrangement but it
had worked on the whole in practice and we had persuaded the
top brass not to ban news instinctively. Indeed, some of them –
including, particularly, General Jack Dutton, Chief of Staff of the
Defence Force – actually sought reasons to publish rather than
not publish. So to be excluded from the agreement would have
been a considerable inconvenience.
The military representatives were clearly uncomfortable when
the announcement was made at the next meeting of the NPU/
SADF Liaison Committee and Harvey Tyson, editor of The Star,
who was one of the members, was delighted to find that his
colleagues in the Afrikaans press, most of whom were supporters
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of the government, were adamant that if The Star and The Argus
were forced out they would walk out. It was agreed that Jack
Dutton would convey to the Prime Minister the committee’s view
that the dispute over the white-faced impala was a matter between
him and the individual newspapers and should not involve the
committee.
He agreed to see us and so once more into the Union Buildings
we traipsed and this time I – flanked on the right by Tyson, and
on the left by John 0’Malley, editor of The Argus – faced PW
Botha, heavybrowed and unsmiling, with a phalanx of Defence
Force generals standing half at attention in a semicircle behind
him. They were embarrassed, those generals, as they needed to
be, for if ever a minor issue was blown up into a ridiculous crisis,
this was it.
PW Botha was in a bullying, hectoring mood but my
prevailing impression was of his childishness. To O’Malley he
said, “I know you and I knew your predecessor. You are not
fit to clean his boots”; and to Tyson, “I do not like you. And I
do not like your face. I want to warn you that I am going to
instruct the government’s legal advisers to watch your newspaper
very carefully. When you make a mistake – and you will –
we are going to get you.” Tyson replied, “Thank you for the
warning, Prime Minister.” Riled, PW suddenly said, “Julle mense
is onpatrioties” (You people are unpatriotic). Now it was my turn
to stand up: “Mr Botha, not even a Prime Minister is entitled
to say we are unpatriotic. We are as patriotic as you are.” No
apology from Botha but suddenly he calmed down and said,
“Well, what are we going to do about this?”
Tyson was not prepared to back down entirely but knew
he had no documentary proof and that all the top brass of the
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Defence Force would be massed against him to deny that such a
braaivleis ever took place, anywhere. So he said, “Prime Minister,
if you will publicly withdraw your statement that The Star lied,
we will publicly withdraw our accusation that you ate a whitefaced impala.” Tyson remembers that PW’s face went red. He
looked as if he might burst. He roared, “The cheek of it.” But
the tantrum did not last and may have been a dissimulation for
he finally said to all of us, “Well, work something out and let me
see it.”
I had been embarrassed some years earlier when the
government presented me with ‘The Star of Africa’ in recognition
of service in the interests of the greater South Africa. In this case
it was awarded for work done in establishing effective liaison
between the press and the Defence Force. My first reaction was
not to accept it. I believed it would label me as a fellowtraveller
of the Nationalists and that the industry, and particularly the
journalists, would view it with disfavour. But Layton Slater and
others whom I consulted felt it would be childish to refuse since
we had worked for better liaison with the Defence Force, and
greater freedom of information. For me to refuse would be to say
that we did not value the better contact which we had achieved.
So I duly attended the award ceremony at the Castle in Cape
Town with Rosemary and my mother and received the medal
from PW Botha.
I assumed that General Jack Dutton had motivated the award.
He and I headed the NPU/SAW committee at a crucial stage and
established a good working arrangement which left room for
much strong argument and also ensured sensible decisions and
more freedom of information than at first seemed possible.
To illustrate the fallacy of censorship in a citizen’s army
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made up of 18 to 20 year old conscripts on two years’ service
under a small cadre of skilled professional soldiers, we used
an incident where 110 members of a unit at Upington in the
Northern Province went AWOL one evening. We heard the news
very quickly because many of the men returned to their families
in Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban and they told us. But
the Defence Force denied that any soldiers were missing and
warned us against publishing information which would affect
the “security of the State”. So the rumours grew and considerably
exaggerated the number of men involved; and made a major
crisis of a relatively minor event.
At a critical presentation to the liaison committee we told
them how foolish it was to hide an event of this nature and I
think persuaded them that the correct action would have been
to announce, before the rumours started, that 110 men had gone
AWOL; that a careful investigation would be made to establish
the reasons and a full explanation published in due course; and
that in the meantime the soldiers should return to barracks before
their gesture became a serious military offence.
At that stage, we had what can only be described as reluctant
respect for senior officers in the army, navy and air force who
were competent professionals doing their disciplined best in
difficult circumstances. In those years the defence force reputation
was largely unsullied by subsequent covert operations inside and
outside South Africa’s borders.

The Unions
Another assignment outside the Argus group was that of
chairman of the National Industrial Council of Printing and
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Newspaper Industry (NIC) – a position which I held from 1975 to
1985 in succession to Layton Slater, who had also been chairman
for 10 years. The chairmanship of any industrial council is not
a sinecure. It demands a good deal of responsibility with very
little authority and in essence the incumbent is expected to be
an impartial referee with enough experience to know when to
praise and when to chide both sides of the council. In the printing
and newspaper industry he had always been a senior employee
who was acceptable alike to the union and the employers and
there had, in fact, been only four chairmen since the council was
formed.
I mentioned earlier that the Printing and Newspaper
Industry’s Industrial Council had been conceived by John
Martin and Alf Downes (general secretary of the South African
Typographical Union – SATU) during a train journey between
Durban and Johannesburg after a particularly difficult round of
wage negotiation. The pattern it set was later adopted by the
government and applied countrywide. In our case there were
only two parties to the council, the Master Printers (employers)
and SATU, throughout its existence and its failure to incorporate
new black unions as additional members of the council was to
lead to its demise in due course.
When I was appointed chairman there was a strong group
of Master Printers and a traditional tough trade union – led by
Lief van Tonder – in which the top Grade A artisans were almost
entirely white and the semi-skilled (Grade B) operators were
mostly coloured or Indian with a small number of blacks. The
unskilled workers (Grade C) were almost entirely blacks. It was a
“closed” shop since the employers were not permitted to engage
staff who were not members of the union. And it was, of course,
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also typical of the unhealthy South African political scene in
reserving the top jobs for whites. Apprenticeship was open only
to whites and there was no route open to the top for people of
any other colour. The B and C employees were accommodated
in separate works chapels in each establishment with separate
fathers and clerks of each chapel. (In Britain, Australia and
previously in South Africa, union branches associated with the
printers and journalists were known as chapels, led by a father of
the chapel rather than a shop steward, and a clerk.)
The Industrial Council agreement covered every aspect of
activity in printing and newspaper factories throughout South
Africa, recorded the minimum wages for each grade of labour
and detailed meticulously the conditions of employment, hours
of work and the work which each grade of labour was authorised
to do. Once promulgated in the Government Gazette these
conditions applied throughout the industry including firms which
had not joined the Federation of Master Printers.
In each negotiation the union fought for the highest wages
and the fewest working hours; sought to delay or discipline
to their advantage the use of modern automated and electronic
equipment which threatened established categories of skilled
labour; and did everything possible to prevent or delay entry of
blacks into the skilled ranks. In their turn, the employers fought
for restrained wages, free use of new, efficient equipment; and
pressed for black advancement although their priority was often
to fragment skilled jobs so that unskilled workers could each
handle part of the skilled trade at lower rates of pay.
The wage scales were always the minimum and each new
national agreement was followed by tough negotiations in
individual firms for premium wages for men of greater skill or
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longer service. The gap between the industry’s minimum wages
and the average premium was unduly high and the union fought
persistently for very large increases in minimum wages to bring
them closer to the “real” wages paid on the shop floor. One
reason was that union dues and pension fund contributions
were calculated on the minimum figures. Both the workers and
the employers contributed to the industry pension fund which
was administered by the trade union and most employers also
established their own inhouse pension fund to which both sides
contributed.
The agreement normally ran for two or three years and
negotiations to renew it began some months before its expiry
date. Then began a theatrical performance which varied little over
the years and always amused and entertained me. The day before
the formal council meeting the employers and union caucuses
met separately to hone their negotiating stances. There followed
a cocktail party hosted jointly by the local branches of the union
and employers in whichever city we were meeting. The chairman
was expected to make a speech both encouraging and humorous
and then the senior members of each side circulated all evening
– acting out how strongly they felt about particular issues, how
flexible they might be on others and how limited a mandate they
had received from their parent bodies. Often I could assess by
the end of the evening how difficult the negotiations would be
and what the final result would look like.
Next morning we would assemble in some large room with
the chairman and the secretary of the council at the head table
and with the opposing parties sitting at long tables facing each
other three or four metres apart. The general secretary of the
union would address us for an hour or more about the high cost
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of living, the minuscule wages paid by the employers and the
danger of revolt among his members if the employers did not
respond sympathetically and generously. The secretary of the
Master Printers would reply, at similar length, emphasising the
hesitant economy, the high costs of production and distribution
and the inability of the employers to think seriously about
any wage increase unless it was accompanied by considerably
increased productivity by union members.
After the tea break, the real haggling session commenced,
with four or five members a side. The negotiating teams returned
to full council only to announce the terms of the proposed new
agreement for final ratification. While the chairman was expected
to be scrupulously impartial, his job was to move proceedings
along and discipline the whole operation sensibly.
I hope I have said enough to show the inevitability of serious
disagreement and dispute about black advancement, rigid working
rules and the fragmentation of the trades. And yet we did make
progress in all these areas. We achieved open apprenticeship and
the progress of some blacks, coloureds and Indians to Grade A
status. Trades were fragmented to a degree; and in the final result
Master Printers were able to introduce modern electronic editing
and electronic production more flexibly than occurred in Britain,
for example.
The union came to accept the inevitability of change and
instead of fighting it concentrated on getting the best deal it
could for its members. It accepted black advancement and strove
mightily to keep blacks, coloureds and Indians as members of
the SATU rather than lose them to other unions including MWASA
(Media Workers’ Association of South Africa). What SATU did not
do, though, was to work for the admission of other unions to the
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National Industrial Council and so preserve a forum for negotiation
which had worked so well over many years. By default they
lost the closed shop, other black unions proliferated, employers
began to withdraw from the Masters Printers’ Federation – and,
therefore, from the Industrial Council. Finally it was decided to
disband the Council.
When I retired from the Council in 1985 to concentrate on
increasing responsibilities in the Argus company, I hoped my
successor, Michael Watermeyer, would be able to adapt the
Council and preserve it. But I under-estimated the force and pace
of change that he would face and over-estimated his ability to
handle it.
All in all it was an unusual role and a nice break from my
inclination to be too autocratic in my role at Argus. It was a relief
to step out of the executive ivory tower and become involved in
practical problems on the shop floor.
During my chairmanship of the council I worked very closely
with Lief van Tonder, SATU’s general secretary. He seemed a
man of quiet substance, high principle and unshakeable integrity.
I asked him why he had not sought serious promotion in the
industry at much higher remuneration than he could ever achieve
in the trade union movement. He said simply that he loved his
work and would not have changed it for any of the positions which
employers had offered him. He added, “Every morning I cannot
wait to get to my office and every Monday is an excitement.”
On many occasions, he revealed to me various deep-seated
problems facing the South African trade union movement in
general and SATU in particular. And in our unofficial private
luncheon meetings in Pretoria every six weeks I sometimes told
him bluntly that he needed to change his approach on particular
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issues in the interests of the industry as a whole. There were
moments of high tension between us but the rest of the industry
never knew it.
His predecessors as general secretaries of the union, notably
Alf Downes and Tommy Rutherford, were outstanding men in
their own right but the general opinion in the industry was that
Lief van Tonder had handled his more difficult period of office
with more vision and flexibility than they would have done.
And so it was a profound shock and disappointment to me
when – as happens with those who do selfless work for modest
remuneration – he succumbed to the temptation, perhaps felt
entitled, to take union funds for personal use. Challenged, he paid
back some of the money. But he never admitted his culpability.
He simply resigned and disappeared from the stage.
In the good years, though, we had a happy camaraderie. The
Industrial Council sent Van der Linde (from the Master Printers),
Van Tonder (from the union) and Crowther (secretary of the
Council) to Singapore and Tokyo to study modern printing
methods in newspapers and commercial printing. Rosemary
and I met them in Tokyo where I spent time studying the Asahi
Shimbum, the largest daily newspaper in Japan, which had made
an impressively successful conversion to electronic editing and
lithographic printing.
We worked hard by day but relaxed together in the evenings.
Crowther, the consummate gentleman, found it almost unbearable
that a beautiful young waitress knelt next to his chair to serve
him his drink. A topless dance show seriously disappointed Van
Tonder and Van der Linde because the dainty but flatchested girls
were indeed “topless”.
We visited one of Japan’s gambling centres – a dismal hall of
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pin-ball machines on a cold, linoleum floor. Rosemary played for
some minutes until suddenly she hit the jackpot and thousands
of small steel balls cascaded into a large wire basket. We thought
she had won a fortune but when the balls were funnelled through
an automatic counting machine she received only the equivalent
of R75 which had to be spent on small items in an adjoining shop
which belonged to the establishment. We divided the spoils.
I had other business to attend to in Tokyo and Rosemary
accompanied me to all meetings and social occasions. If our solely
male hosts were surprised by this, they nevertheless accepted
her with warmth and courtesy. In fact, she was invited to the
home of one of our hosts to meet his wife. Utterly ignorant of
Japanese custom, we assumed that this included me. When our
host arrived to collect Rosemary, and found me with her, to our
bewilderment he said nothing of the arrangement and took us to
a restaurant instead. Rosemary agonised about our unintended
insult to our host and his wife.

MWASA
One of the significant changes which ran like a thread
through my service with the Argus group was the development
of organised labour, the growth of black trade unions and their
increasing political influence.
It began, for me, in December 1950 when the black staff of
the Northern News in Ndola went on strike for higher wages on
the day I took over as manager. In that case, we produced the
next issue of the paper without any black staff and then, having
proved that they could not hold us to ransom, we negotiated a
small wage adjustment and also tidied up the working hours and
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other conditions of employment.
There followed negotiations, strikes and threats of strikes
involving white and black unions at each branch at which I served
in the Argus company – and with the Commercial and Allied
Workers Union (CAWSA) at Allied Publishing and CNA/Gallo.
SATU had been active in the industry for many years but black
trade union activity did not blossom until the government accepted
the bulk of the Wiehan Report which in effect acknowledged the
inevitability of trade unions among all races and recommended
that they be legalised and encouraged to the benefit of business
and labour alike.
At an early stage the black journalists established the Writers’
Association of South Africa (WASA) under the able leadership of
Zwelake Sisulu. They later changed the title to Media Workers
Association of South Africa (MWASA). Although it was not clear at
the time I have since come to believe that it was after consultation
with exiles outside South Africa that they decided to widen the
scope of the union to cover the whole communication industry
– involving the press, magazines, television and radio. From this
base they intended to establish an umbrella organisation to coordinate black trade union activity throughout South Africa. I
have no direct evidence to prove this assertion but the attitude
of MWASA over the years and my close contact with them in
negotiations left me with a clear impression that more was at
stake than their sortie against the Argus company or even the
campaign against the industry as a whole. If they had organised
the workers involved in the communication industry effectively,
they would have established a good platform from which to coordinate trade union influence in the pattern since established
by Cosatu (Congress of SA Trade Unions). Sisulu was just the
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man to head such an organisation and the Argus company was
a logical candidate for the first MWASA attack both because
Sisulu was himself based at our Johannesburg newspaper, Post
(the reincarnation of The World which had been banned in October
1977), and because we were at once the largest newspaper
company in the country and were a “liberal” employer viewing
staff sympathetically and paying them relatively well. It would
not have suited MWASA to attack the “hard” Afrikaans employers
at Perskor or Nasionale Pers. That could come later. MWASA went
on strike at Post early in 1980.
They picked their moment well. Wages and salaries were
not generous at Post which was losing money steadily. Percy
Qobozo, the editor, and his deputy, Aggrey Klaaste, made a
special appeal for significant increases for senior key personnel
in between normal salary increase dates. We agreed. MWASA
promptly called for a general increase in salaries and wages.
We refused – and MWASA went on strike.
Seven weeks later they were still on strike and the only
unresolved issue was their demand that MWASA members be
paid during the strike. Slater and I said we would resign before
we paid staff who were not working; and we made the obvious
point that in any industry the two vital principles were the unions’
right to strike and the employers’ right to withhold wages if
they did.
I looked directly at Sisulu and asked why he persisted in
fighting for the one thing he knew we would never concede.
He replied, “We are an oppressed majority in a racist state and
you owe us reparation for the injustice of the ages. That is why
you must pay us while we are on strike. We would not have
been on strike if you had treated us fairly.” Well, we did not
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pay them while they were on strike and after two months of
negotiating fury they agreed to go back to work. After they did,
we lent staff members money to fund vital domestic needs on
the understanding that they would repay it in agreed instalments.
They all did, with one exception, who disappeared without trace.
Ironically, the government banned Post immediately and we
learned later they had intended to do so two months earlier but
MWASA did the job for them.
At the time, we were producing a small free-sheet newspaper,
The Sowetan, and we promptly expanded this into a full daily
paper in the hope that the government would not ban it as well.
To our surprise, they did not. And The Sowetan became the
largest daily newspaper in South Africa and traded profitably.
In retrospect I believe the strike at Post was a watershed which
did something to limit MWASA’s significance in the trade union
movement and it certainly made us uncomfortably aware of the
new industrial environment in which, increasingly, employers
would face tough and often unreasonable demands in which
the underlying motivation was not necessarily the level of wages
or poor working conditions. There would usually be a strong
political element in the black union’s negotiating stance and
more than once in the years ahead they would demand improved
conditions because of “the depredation faced in the apartheid
years”.

Clive Kinsley
My first contact with Clive Kingsley was when I was manager
of the Northern News in Ndola and he was personal assistant to
Layton Slater, then general manager of the Rhodesian company
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in Salisbury. After six years of slogging work I was sent overseas
by Slater on long leave and he placed Kinsley in Ndola as
relief manager. Soon afterwards I was promoted to manager of
the Bulawayo branch. I learned many years later that Kinsley
protested vehemently, claiming that he should have been moved
to Bulawayo. And so the first seed was sown of his disaffection
with me.
In due time Kinsley was appointed as managing director –
and eventually chairman – in Rhodesia and I became manager
of The Star in Johannesburg between 1967 and 1975. In 1973
Kinsley moved to Cape Town as manager of the Cape Argus
and, although I never knew the background, I assumed that he
asked for a transfer because he assessed that he would stand a
better chance of promotion to the top job if he occupied a senior
position in the South African company and had some experience
of the South African group’s modus operandi.
Kinsley made the mistake of confronting the formidable Liff
Hewitt, then general manager of the group, and at one stage,
apparently, there was no contact between them in person or by
telephone or letter for nearly three months. I do not know what
caused the rift but it was not an edifying sight for the rest of
the company to see its general manager and the manager of the
second largest branch squabbling in semi-public view. However
it arose, it left Kinsley with diminished influence at court.
When Hewitt was appointed managing director in January
1976, I was made general manager and McLean, ostensibly junior
to Kinsley, moved to The Star. Clive Kinsley demanded to be
appointed general manager of the Cape Argus. He had to have
the same title as I did if he was to remain in the race. I learned
unofficially that an announcement had actually been prepared
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recording his appointment as general manager of the Western
Province operation. Before I could object the announcement was
cancelled and instead we learned of his appointment as general
manager of South African Associated Newspapers.
SAAN executives said in later years that Slater had offered
them Kinsley in the hope that he would lessen the competition
SAAN offered to Argus! The truth was that SAAN needed a trained
senior executive to take over in due course from Leycester Walton
and Slater believed that in Kinsley he had at the same time given
them a good man and avoided a looming problem in the head
office of the Argus company.
The sad story of Kinsley’s failure at SAAN needs careful
description. Certainly a contributing factor was his determination
to show Slater (who had not cleared his path in Argus), Hewitt
(who had made Cape Town less than enjoyable) and I (who was
in the way) that he was a better man than any. Over the next
seven years, this was to become an obsession directed against the
whole of the Argus company and all its minions. The vendetta
clouded his judgment and impaired his planning.
To add to his woes, Kinsley was not a good manager. His
commercial vision was not clear, he picked wrong options
in restructuring the SAAN hierarchy, selected inadequate
subordinates and did not delegate to them generously. His own
vacillation in making decisions was therefore aggravated by
his inability to seek adequate executive talent from inside and
outside SAAN. The situation was exacerbated by the presence of
Ian McPherson as chairman of SAAN and by the group’s chronic
inability to restrict editorial expenditure within reasonable limits.
In writing earlier about the Sunday Chronicle I described the
strong animosity between Argus and SAAN. In his determination
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to topple the Argus from its prime position, Kinsley fanned the
fire emphatically and was aided and abetted by Ian McPherson
who would himself have liked to surpass Slater in significance.
Kinsley faced an awkward problem with the Rand Daily Mail
which was losing money heavily. Its editorial policy would have
been well suited to the 1990s but it was way ahead of its time
in the late 1970s and early 1980s. It lost too many white readers
and too much advertising and at the end the haemorrhaging
loss swallowed even the steady profits of the Sunday Times so
that SAAN itself lost money seriously. The whole SAAN scene
needed clear thinking and decisive action and this Kinsley did
not provide.
The Argus company made the situation worse by changing
the Saturday Star to a morning paper. In terms of an agreement
among the members of the South African Press Association,
each daily paper had a franchise which fixed it as a morning or
evening paper. But by some quirk of administration or regulation,
weekend papers were granted a dual franchise which enabled
them to publish at any time on either Saturday or Sunday. So
there was nothing to stop us making the Saturday Star a morning
newspaper.
It was necessary to do so because the afternoon market on
Saturday had dwindled considerably. In the old days, the late
Saturday afternoon and evening editions of The Star, The Argus
and the Daily News were the most important of the week. They
carried all the sports results and full reports of important matches.
And those Saturday city late editions were read regularly and
thoroughly in the evening.
Then came television. Our circulations fell, advertising support
dwindled and the papers became smaller and smaller. We had
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to follow our readers and that meant the Saturday Star had to
appear in the morning where it was in direct competition with
the Saturday Mail.
Kinsley was infuriated but there was nothing he could do
to stop it. Instead he formally objected to distribution of the
Saturday Star by the joint publishing organisation, Allied
Publishing Company. To JCI, the silent corporate shareholders
in the background (which had large share-holdings in both
SAAN and Argus) he complained that in producing Saturday
Star on Saturday mornings and in using Allied to distribute it
Argus was acting against the unwritten understanding that
neither newspaper group would intrude in the other’s territory
in destructive competition. He accepted reluctantly that legally
Saturday Star was within its rights to publish on Saturday morning
but maintained that the written Allied agreement prevented that
organisation from distributing The Star as well as the Mail on
Saturday morning. We said that when the agreement was signed
there was no intention to publish in the morning. There was
no marketing imperative to do so. However, the need was now
manifestly there and we had to do something about it if the
paper was not to die. And there was nothing in the agreement to
prevent Allied from distributing the Saturday Star providing the
Saturday Mail distribution did not suffer as a result.
Kinsley took the matter to court. JCI remained silent. We won
the case. And it was the manner of winning that upset Clive
Kinsley. It happened that I was in the Kruger National Park.
Peter Reynolds, of Webber Wentzel attorneys, telephoned me to
discuss the case and asked me to come back to Johannesburg to
prepare and sign a personal affidavit. I flew from Skukuza and,
the discussion complete and the affidavit signed, I asked Peter
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whether my presence was necessary. After careful thought he
said no and I flew back to the Kruger Park the following day.
A few days later, in the Witwatersrand Supreme Court, the
SAAN side of the house was represented strongly by Clive
Kinsley, Nigel Twidale, SAAN’s national advertisement manager,
and a fair crowd of management and advertising representatives.
On our side we had Peter Reynolds and Fritz Bauer from head
office. When the verdict went against SAAN, Kinsley was livid
and stormed out of the building saying, “Miller didn’t even have
the courtesy to be in court. Now I’m going to go for them.” And
he promptly dropped the selling price of the Saturday Mail to
10 cents as a gauntlet flung down to challenge us. We left our
price alone.
A further incitement was just ahead. We needed more
advertising for the Saturday Star and Jolyon Nuttall, manager of
The Star, saw a very real marketing opportunity in the property
pages of SAAN’s Sunday Express. That paper had held a near
monopoly on weekend property advertising for many years and
had become complacent. Jolyon detected mounting dissatisfaction
in the market with the lack of service by the Express, the increasing
number of errors in the copy and the lateness of printing which
sometimes meant that the paper did not reach the streets until
midmorning on Sunday leaving little time for prospective buyers
to visit show houses.
He had a major card to play in offering two full days to buyers
and sellers in the market by printing the property advertising
early on Saturday morning. He offered a substantial discount in
exchange for a long commitment by agencies. The agents moved
en masse to the Saturday Star and before SAAN could devise
a counter offer, the change was a fait accompli. It was a body
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blow to SAAN in threatening the very existence of the Express
which was probably not profitable at that stage even including
the property advertising.
This time Kinsley enlisted the support of JCI. By now I was
chief executive and managing director and I faced Gordon
Waddell, chairman of JCI, in a bellicose telephone call after our
first property edition. The exchange went something like this: “Is
that Miller, the managing director?” he roared. “It is,” I replied.
“Well, what the hell do you think you are doing? Who gave you
authority to go for the Sunday Express property advertising?”
“No-one,” I replied. “This was an executive line decision based
on sensible market analysis and as such was fully within my
authority.” “Well, we’ll see about that,” he said abruptly. “What is
your chairman’s telephone number?”
At a meeting at his home Layton Slater supported me strongly.
We said the Express had left itself open to attack through its own
inefficiency. They countered by saying that even if there was
merit in the marketing argument, there was no need for us to
discount the advertisement rate as heavily as we had done. There
lay the only weakness in our case. The Star could have closed the
deal at a lesser discount and we had therefore overplayed our
hand unnecessarily.
McPherson and Kinsley went public in press announcements
accusing us of heavy discounts amounting to millions of rands
over five years but they spoiled their case by exaggeration. In
fact, the rates went up in due time and the Saturday Star served
the property business well and profitably over the years.
This was the only occasion on which I faced any awkwardness
with Gordon Waddell and I came to like and admire him. He had
been an executive director of the Anglo American Corporation
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and married Sir Harry Oppenheimer’s daughter, Mary. But when
he moved to JCI as chairman and chief executive he seemed
an unusually interesting and exciting entrepreneur rather outside
the Anglo mould. Certainly JCI took on a new lease of life under
his direction.
I tried hard to bridge the gap in personal contacts with men like
Paulson and Leicester Walton but from the earliest days of Sunday
Chronicle I found myself part of a conflict between Argus and
SAAN which seemed almost inevitable. When I succeeded Layton
Slater as chairman I received a personal letter of congratulation
from Gavin Relly, chairman of Anglo American, in which he
asked me to make every effort to heal the breach between the
two groups. I tried but never succeeded while SAAN operated
under Kinsley’s control or later under Stephen Mulholland.
So serious did SAAN’s financial position become and so
clearly were Clive Kinsley and Ian McPherson a large part of
the problem, that I finally took my courage in my hands and
recommended to JCI that they should both be removed as a first
step in restructuring SAAN. In Kinsley’s place I recommended
the appointment of John Featherstone as managing director.
JCI did nudge Kinsley into retirement but they kept McPherson
as chairman and he rallied the SAAN editors in rejecting the
Featherstone move as “the unwarranted intrusion of another
Argus man”. Instead the SAAN board appointed John King, their
production manager, as top man. He simply did not have the
knowledge or the personality and in turn I recommended that he
should be replaced by Stephen Mulholland, editor of the Financial
Mail. There was no one else available at SAAN and I told JCI that
I had no doubt he would be efficient and determined but that he
would prove to be a stormy petrel.
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Gordon Waddell agreed with my suggestion and said he
would appoint Mulholland if the two of us could reach a sensible
understanding in direct discussion. I was not quite sure what
that caveat meant but we did meet and I gave Mulholland typed
suggestions for the objective he should set himself and the modus
operandi he should follow to achieve it. He told me that he had
said to Gordon Waddell that he would accept the job only if he
could have John Featherstone as his deputy, at least for a period
– and if he could rely on advice, as well, from Terry Moolman.
That was arranged although Featherstone said he would stay
for only six months. His letter of appointment from Mulholland
quoted my suggestions verbatim.
Stephen Mulholland acted decisively and even ruthlessly and
he rescued SAAN effectively and quickly. But he was difficult
and provocative in the ensuing years and helped to muddy the
water when the time came for me to retire. I will write again
about his role when I describe my somewhat unhappy departure
from Argus.
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A

lthough I joined head office as general manager
in January 1976, it was not until I was appointed
managing director and chief executive in August
1979 that I could make an impression on the trading
performance of the Argus group.
From then until Layton Slater’s death on December 15,
1984, I worked closely with him and he supported me strongly,
despite misgivings, through a period of considerable expansion
and diversification. When I succeeded him as chairman we
implemented the last stage of the plan with the establishment
of Argus Holdings. Slater never really saw the Argus group as
anything more than a newspaper company with certain peripheral
investments and he was not entirely comfortable about making
the newspaper operation only one division in a diversified group.
Over the years I had realised that the Argus group was not
in the newspaper business but in the much wider information
industry of taking information from where it arose to where it
was needed. That certainly included our readers and the sale of
information in newspapers, books, magazines, records and video
and compact discs through the Central News Agency (CNA).
But it could also include the broadcasting of news by radio and
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television, the printing and publishing of books and magazines,
the recording and dissemination of electronic information and
so on. I believed our mission should be to inform people in the
widest possible sense, across every segment of the community,
through every possible channel of communication. In doing so,
it too would ensure a more secure and lucrative future for every
member of the Argus family.
Always in the back of my mind was the example of the
American railroads which thought they were in the railway
business and should have realised they were in transportation –
the business of carrying people and goods where they needed to
go by the most appropriate route. As a result, the railroads all but
succumbed to competition from road and air travel and freight.
The task was to serve the best interests of the staff, the
shareholders, the pensioners and the community. “Shareholders”,
incidentally, included not only the majority shareholders, the
corporate holdings, but also the multitude of small shareholders –
the ordinary men and women who depended on our share price
to increase their capital and our dividends to provide their bread.
In August 1979 the Argus group consisted of Argus Newspapers
and the CNA. Newspapers contributed 85% of net income and
the CNA 15%. Turnover amounted to R147 470 000, the net profit
was R6 658 000 and the earnings per share 471 cents.
When I retired on March 31, 1990, the turnover for the year
which ended on that date was R1 582 131 000; the net income
R56 548 000; and the earnings per share 2 769 cents. Metropolitan
newspapers and journals contributed 52.36% of the net income;
country newspapers, magazines and commercial printing 15.68%;
and entertainment, retail and other activities 31.96%.
Put that way it sounds as if I waved a magic wand and Argus
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sprouted like a rich beanstalk. Nothing could be further from
the truth. There was a cyclical improvement as South Africa’s
economy grew and the whole of the newspaper and magazine
industry benefited. In the case of Argus, I was essentially a catalyst
between a burgeoning opportunity and an infrastructure in Argus
newspapers and the CNA which was poised for expansion and
with competent people who were ready and eager to grow. My
direct contribution lay in achieving a measure of appropriate
diversification with the help of a small but effective head
office staff at Argus and the support of the Argus Board. John
Roothman played a major role as secretary of the company and
general manager corporate finance and, on the board, Layton
Slater, Bomber Wells and Liff Hewitt were particularly supportive
and helpful.

Caxton
One of the most significant developments in the newspaper
field in Britain and America in the 1960s and 1970s was the
growth of small weekly suburban and country newspapers
which complemented the large daily national and metropolitan
newspapers and competed against them for national, retail
and classified advertising. It is a successful example of niche
marketing which in the magazine field produced publications
aimed at specific segments of the market and in newspapers
achieved saturation coverage of demographic segments of the
market.
Most of the new breed of local papers are “free” sheets
which are delivered without charge to each household. They
depend entirely on advertising for their revenue and most of
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them achieve a lucrative return while providing surprisingly good
editorial content about every aspect of local activity. They reach
every home on every block; and serve a multitude of small local
advertisers in addition to the chain stores and some national
clients.
Typically, the “free” sheet proprietor serves the same market as
the local shopping centre or hypermarket – as he/she does in the
eastern suburbs of Johannesburg. The Eastgate shopping centre
has a hinterland of some 55 000 homes and the Eastern Gazette is
delivered free to every one of those homes. In a sense, Eastgate
becomes a village, in which customers can buy everything they
need, find their entertainment in cinemas in the complex, eat in
Eastgate’s cafes and restaurants and attend fashion shows and
the like organised by the Eastgate management. And the local
paper reports it all in much greater detail than the Johannesburg
metropolitan newspaper, The Star, can possibly do. The Star
meets a different market need, as a paid newspaper, in providing
the overall market with daily local, regional, national and
international news. But its sale in the Eastgate area is certainly
less than 10 000 copies a day and at that level it cannot claim
support from every small retail advertiser although it still needs
a significant level of local advertising and must fight for as much
as it can get in every local segment of its overall circulation area.
It was clear that the Argus group should be involved in this
fast-developing market and that the sensible thing to do was to
join Messrs Terry Moolman and Noel Coburn who were already
active in free sheets through Caxton newspapers. For some years
they had acted with considerable success as the marketing arm of
Perskor. Working on a low commission percentage they earned
so much money that Marius Jooste, chairman of Perskor, tried
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to diminish the percentage when the time came to renew their
contract. They were not prepared to accept the reduction and
instead decided to enter the publishing field themselves through
free newspapers.
We assessed them to be tough, independent, ambitious and
resistant to authority of any kind. But they were also highly
intelligent, innovative entrepreneurs who were strong on
marketing and bursting with initiative. Rather than fight them
in the local weekly newspaper field we thought we should join
them and in time achieve a full partnership. We expected a rough
ride because the two business cultures were so different but were
certain it would be well worth Argus making an investment in their
skill and enthusiasm. We hoped, too, that by osmosis everyone in
Argus who had anything to do with them would be jolted out of
the conventional, staid Aunty Argus marketing pattern.
The Argus board agreed in principle but Moolman and Coburn
were wary and we were not the only suitors. In fact, they talked
first to SAAN who underestimated the Moolman/Coburn potential
and appear to have treated them cavalierly.
Ours was a long courtship and we learned quickly that Terry
Moolman was the dominant partner and he conducted most of
his business in interminable telephone calls. The break came one
Sunday early in 1980 when I was skinny-dipping in our pool at
home at noon. Rosemary called me to the phone to speak to an
impatient Terry Moolman. A towel about my waist, I took the
call. Three hours later we were still talking; but he had agreed in
principle to Argus obtaining a 30% interest in Caxton.
John Roothman and I had gone into the Caxton negotiation
very cautiously because this was our first major diversification and
we were anxious to get it right and present a carefully reasoned
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case to the Argus board. So we dug deeply into things like net
asset values, market prospects and the like. While we worked
away zealously, Billy Hills of Amalgamated Press acted much
more quickly on the advice of Hill Samuel, the merchant bankers,
who had no doubt of the entrepreneurial talent in the Moolman/
Coburn partnership and recommended strong investment in their
potential. I think Amalgamated purchased a 20% in Caxton for as
little as R800 000.
Billy Hills now held the cards and it took us some time
to persuade him to sell. He finally agreed early in 1982 and
we purchased Amalgamated Press from him for R3 500 000.
Amalgamated Press produced local newspapers in Benoni,
Brakpan, Springs and Vereeniging and did a fair amount of
commercial printing but to us the real value lay in the 20%
holding in Caxton.
Inexperience and excessive caution meant that this further
20% of Caxton cost us R2 700 000 more than it might have done.
But it was well worth it to obtain near parity with Moolman and
Coburn in Caxton; and Roothman and I moved a little further
along their financial learning curve.
In 1980 we had also purchased a 25% interest in Hortors,
a large commercial printing company. We increased this to
49.3% in 1981 and then merged Hortors with another printing
company, Trio Rand, in June of that year. Hortors held 51% of
the merged operation. After a series of mergers in the ensuing
years the Caxton team finally took full control of Hortors/Trio
Rand and their subsidiaries in 1988 so that all Argus’ commercial
printing interests were assembled in the Moolman stable which
by then traded as CTP Holdings Limited and included commercial
printing, community newspapers, packaging and printing ink
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manufacture. In the year which ended on March 31, 1992, the
ordinary shareholder’s attributable income in that company
reached R36 860 000. Our shareholding was 47.5%.

Info
As early as 1982 the Argus board agreed to buy a 50% interest
in Info Afrom. Its founder, Mel Cunningham, was well ahead of
his time in planning a sophisticated computerised information
service. He believed that personal desktop computers would
soon flood the market in every business of note and many
private homes and he conceived a system, which he named
Infomax, in which computers would be a veritable vade mecum
carrying all the information currently held in the Yellow Pages
of the telephone directories and would make it possible to book
airline tickets, cinema and theatre tickets, facilitate household
shopping and expedite contact with the banks. He was a superb
computer conceptualiser and planner, a fair programmer and a
good salesman. I had long believed that computers would play a
vital role in the information industry and I did not hesitate to take
the Argus company into Cunningham’s exciting and imaginative
environment.
The trouble was that the market was not ready for the
sophisticated Cunningham concept. There were not enough
personal computers in use in business or among ordinary people
in the world outside. He was indeed ahead of his time and
he was also stronger in imaginative planning than in effective
implementation.
However, when he realised that personal computers were not
yet in wide enough general use he quickly conceived an interim
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system, Info, which would use mainline computers to assemble
and analyse information and make it available to the public
through ordinary telephones. Anyone who rented a telephone or
had access to one had only to telephone the Info number where
a carefully trained staff used a battery of computer terminals to
access the information and convey it verbally.
If you needed a plumber in an emergency, for example, Info
would give you the telephone number and address of the nearest
plumber to your residence; or would tell a prospective traveller
from Johannesburg which Italian restaurants were available
in Sea Point; or which property agencies had homes for sale
in Plettenberg Bay. Info’s revenue came from advertisers who
appeared in the information bank and all the public had to pay
was the nominal telephone charge. It was a simple and effective
system but it depended for its success on a fully comprehensive
information bank and sufficient regular public use to justify
advertisers paying for their entries on a permanent basis. Any
new product on the market takes time to prove itself and Info was
no exception but Cunningham was too impatient to let market
forces play their normal role.
So, before we were involved at all, he had pirated information
from several sources including Unisa, the Yellow Pages, Braby’s
and the like to give Info a head start of information which had been
assembled by other organisations and businesses at considerable
effort and cost. He also failed to talk to the Post Office which could
have been an ally but became an enemy because it was itself
planning a system of computerised countrywide communication
under the name Beltel and considered it had prior right to the
concept.
Soon after the Argus group became involved, I found myself
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fending off a series of legal actions against Info and quickly realised
that, although we had tried to assess Cunningham’s concept
very carefully indeed, we had failed to check thoroughly into
Cunningham the man. He proved to be wayward and unreliable.
We bought him out and then sat with the whole opportunity and
problem of Info on our shoulders.
To run the operation for Argus we persuaded Paul Inman
to return to South Africa from Britain. He had been deputy
head of the group marketing department at head office under
Don Perman as group marketing manager. They had dealt us
something of a body blow some years earlier by both resigning
to operate a pub in Britain but the two families found it difficult
to work together in the very demanding small hotel business. We
knew Paul had broken away to join a large marketing operation
based in London.
Without Paul Inman we could never have succeeded in the
computerised information environment. With him, we ultimately
succeeded with Info – albeit it in a somewhat different guise. He
proved endlessly determined and patient and much of the credit
for our eventual success in re-launching Info profitably through
Maister Directories must be attributed to him.

Maisters Directories
Some years earlier the Maister family had obtained the contract
to sell special entries in the main Post Office telephone directories
and in the accompanying Yellow Pages directories. In a sort of
inclusive telephone directory “club”, Maisters, the Post Office and
the printers of the directories, Nasionale Pers and Perskor, cooperated to their mutual benefit in a marketing enterprise which
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produced valuable revenue for the Post Office and significant
profits for Maister Directories (Pty) Ltd.
It seemed only logical that Argus should join the club to
share the profits and in time to tender for some at least of the
directories through its printing arm, Caxton. The shareholders in
Maisters were the Maister family (which also held a rich contract
to manage the business on behalf of the company), ITT (the
overseas telephone and telegraph group), Nasionale Pers and
Perskor. Their initial investment was very small but the value of
the company had increased considerably over the years and it
was clear that our admission fee would be high.
Denis Maister was wary of Argus and it took months to
persuade him and his other directors to let us buy our way in
by paying R18 307 000 to obtain 20% of the shares. This gave
the other shareholders a munificent return on their original
investment but it was still worthwhile for Argus, particularly
when we sold Info to Maisters.
This was a natural development because Maisters had the
highly skilled selling staff which Info needed and the addition of
the electronic Yellow Pages to the Maister menu was very much
in step with modern technological developments.
Soon afterwards ITT withdrew from the business – because
of political pressure overseas – and Argus’ share of Maisters
increased to 25%. Cunningham was indeed ahead of his time but
his concept was valid and it flowered in Maisters.

MNet
In 1986 the government agreed to grant a broadcast channel to
MNet, a consortium of four national “daily” newspaper groups, to
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operate a subscription television service throughout South Africa.
In this instance the initiative came from Nasionale Pers which
ensnared a young Harvard graduate, Koos Bekker, who had
written his thesis for his honours degree on cable television. In
the final result, Argus, Times Media Ltd (formerly SAAN) and
Perskor each obtained 23% of the shareholding. The Witness in
Pietermaritzburg and the Despatch in East London each had 2.5%
and Nasionale Pers held 26% – and the management contract.
Initially Perskor and TML doubted MNet’s future but Argus
led the way, strongly supporting Nasionale Pers throughout
because the concept was manifestly right and timeous and
because Nasionale Pers consistently met its budgets for capital
expenditure, turnover and the diminishing loss.
MNet has been an outstanding success, achieving a satisfactory
750,000 subscribers in South Africa within five years; increasing
sales elsewhere in Africa; launching itself successfully on the Stock
Exchange; and expanding successfully overseas in partnership
with other television subscription services. In fact this was one of
Argus’ most lucrative investments and was very much part of the
information industry in the new electronic mode. MNet achieved
a turnover of R728 688 000 in 1993 and the profit attributable to
shareholders in that year was R47 148 000.

* * *
This has been a very cursory look at Argus’ growth and
diversification between 1976 and 1990 and I fear that in aiming
for brevity I have excluded much interesting detail in the various
subsidiaries and associated companies. I hope enough has
been said, though, to show the Argus group grew sensibly and
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logically without straying too far from its declared interest in
the information industry. Certainly, the spread of its investments
helped it to trade reasonably well even in the recession of the
early 1990s and it was well placed to blossom when South Africa’s
economic graph turned up again.
Sheer size in assets, turnover and profit were never the only
objective and we considered quality and relevance of investments
as well as quantities and volumes.
Having said that, though, it must be admitted that we
succumbed to the traditional pattern in mostly measuring success
by how much and how rapidly the business had grown, how
much profit it made in comparison with previous years and how
much it was budgeted to make in ensuing years. That approach
is certainly justified in seeking turnover growth in excess of
inflation and a measure of real growth in profit and asset value
but I think we too readily maximised profit beyond that limit at
the expense of other values.
It seems to me that business should seek other measures of
success as well as profit and size; that beyond a certain profit
level we should pay more attention to better and more sensitive
use of natural resources, greater involvement in the community,
higher allocations to staff welfare in pensions and medical aid,
and so on.
There is an ugly side to capitalism in its greed, and its
exploitation of human and natural resources. To address those
weaknesses would bring a balance at once more helpful to
society as a whole and more profitable to business.
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under an

T

ANC G o v e r n m e n t

he Argus group faced another special problem as we
moved through the last decade of the century into the
new South Africa in the 21st century. It was that, as the
largest and most profitable newspaper group in South
Africa, we were potentially as vulnerable here as the Rhodesian
Printing and Publishing Company had been in Zimbabwe when
a new, democratic government took over in 1980.
That same year one of the first acts of that government was to ask
the Argus company to relinquish its 40% holding in the Rhodesian
Printing and Publishing Company which produced all the main
daily and Sunday newspapers in the country. Negotiations were
conducted in a cordial and business-like manner, we obtained a
satisfactory price for our investment and we were able to make
appropriate arrangements to secure the pension interests of
the existing staff. But the loss of our Rhodesian/Zimbabwean
interests was nevertheless a bitter blow even though we knew it
was inevitable. The Zimbabwean government could not permit a
South African company to produce all Zimbabwe’s newspapers
and indeed wished to control as much of the media as it could –
including television and newspapers.
This experience was very much in our minds as we planned
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the future of the Argus company in South Africa and it was
crucial to our decision to restructure the Argus group. Sound
economic reasons justified our diversification into the rest of the
information industry outside newspapers but so did the political
climate. We needed to plan for the retention of our newspapers
under whatever new political dispensation operated in South
Africa but we also needed to ensure that all our eggs were not
in one basket.
The solution we envisaged was to enlarge and diversify
the group under the overall umbrella of Argus Holdings and
to create an entirely separate newspaper company within the
group with its own share-holding on the stock exchange and
its own specially qualified board of directors. We intended to
fight to hold our interest in newspapers but in the worst possible
scenario – if the newspapers were nationalised – we would still
secure the interests of shareholders, staff and pensioners through
the rest of the group which would not be an obvious target.
I had summarised the rationale for restructuring as follows in
discussions with the board:
1

2

3

To establish the newspaper company as a separate entity
and measure its performance against the assets allocated
to it;
To establish in the newspaper company professional
“newspaper” competence not only in the executive team
but also in the board – to the extent that the board would
in time consist largely, although never entirely, of
newspaper and marketing people;
Consciously to separate our outside interests from the
newspaper company and place them under the Argus
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4
5

6
7

8
9

Holdings Board which will in time contain a preponderance
of directors well versed in business and finance;
To concentrate future development and diversification in
the holding company;
By separating our outside interests from the newspaper
company, evade the attention of the government if it
decided to take punitive action against our newspapers
either now or in post apartheid South Africa;
To gain a valuable tax advantage by writing off the value
of the newspaper titles over 15 years;
To list the newspaper company on the Stock Exchange
at an appropriate time, through a rights issue, and thus
obtain significant funds for the holding company to apply
in judicious diversification;
In achieving that listing to fix the value of the shares low
enough to encourage staff participation at all levels;
To escape the one-on-one promotion pattern which has
always existed in the Argus where executives follow each
other up the ladder of seniority and instead seek the future
Argus Holdings’ chief executive from anywhere in the
group.

But we could not announce this strategy publically and my
chairman’s annual report in 1988 made no reference to it:
“It is fitting that we achieved a record turnover and
record profits in the year which ended on March 31,
1988 as it is proposed to change the structure of the
group from the beginning of the new financial year.
Members’ approval will be sought at the forthcoming
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annual general meeting for the newspaper division to
trade separately from April 1, 1988 as a subsidiary to
be named The Argus Printing and Publishing Company
Limited. The company will simultaneously change its
name to Argus Holdings Limited. Thus will begin a
new era in the history of the company.”

The Future of Newspapers
In the last years of my service with the Argus Company I
became increasingly concerned about the future of newspapers
and commissioned research into our future role in a market which
would require new technological solutions in the burgeoning
electronic age beyond the year 2000.
In a report to the board in July 1989 1 said:
I indicated some time ago that we intended to probe
the future of newspapers in the year 2000 and beyond
in the belief that new market needs will demand new
technological solutions in the burgeoning electronic age.
In fact, the methods we use to produce and distribute
newspapers restrict our ability to meet the market’s
present needs let alone the more sophisticated needs
which lie ahead.
Although our newspapers are trading well enough
at the moment, daily newspapers, particularly, are a
mature product and will slowly diminish in profit and in
influence if we do not give them a hupstoot at the peak
of the Bell curve.
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Our major raw material, newsprint, is expensive to
produce and transport to our warehouses and machine
rooms and is used wastefully with fairly heavy spoils on
the presses and useless unsold copies on the streets and
in the cafes. The product is discarded the same day on
which it is read and it cannot then easily be recycled into
newsprint although it can form the base of wrapping
paper and board and can be used as packing material.
The whole system is ecologically and economically
wasteful and we should be planning to use newsprint
more efficiently with minimal waste in the years ahead.
Our presses are exorbitantly expensive (approximately
R50million to replace one of the five Star Goss Metros)
and costly to operate. And our delivery system to selling
points and homes is expensive, inefficient and slow.
In the final result, we compromise every day between
producing good products late or bad products timeously.
We are not meeting our readers’ needs by providing
information, views and reviews in the form they want at
a time and in a place which suits them.
No wonder the circulations of daily newspapers in
many parts of the world are either diminishing in their
penetration of increasing populations or are actually
dropping in real terms.
We believe a great deal can be done to rejuvenate
newspapers in the short term to better meet the needs
of the market and achieve improved penetration and
higher trading profits. Imaginative content and zealous
marketing can keep papers viable well into the 1990s.
But we believe, too, that the inherent limitations in the
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present system will in time cripple the daily newspaper
business whatever we do with content and marketing
and however much we work to improve deadlines. It
will need a quantum leap – a major new direction – if we
are to maintain the viability of newspapers in anything
like their present form after the turn of the century.
The question is, of course, what the market really
will want in the future. In what form will people wish
to receive their information in an environment in which
computers play an increasing role and information will
be available at the push of a button; an environment in
which children are introduced to computers almost as
soon as they can read and write and only the elderly
will not have made the transition to the electronic age?
For years people have been saying that the need for
books, magazines and newspapers will steadily diminish
as people are able to obtain all they need timeously and
effectively on a television screen or through a personal
computer.
There will certainly be a demand for quick information
on that electronic basis but we hope that there will still
be a need of written information which can be absorbed
at leisure; browsed through; and chuckled over. We
hope that our survey of the future will show that new
generations will indeed need instant information but that
they will prefer it in written form rather than strained
through an electronic screen.
If this hypothesis is correct our problem is simply to
provide timeous information in an easily assimilated and
relatively permanent form.
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To assist us in making this survey we and Nasionale
Pers have jointly commissioned the Butler Cox
Foundation (of London). The first stage of the survey
will cost £30 000 and we and Nasionale Pers will share
that total. If we decide to go ahead to produce a full
analysis the cost will be a further £45 000.
The Financial Times suggested in a paper in the late
1960s that:
“The distinction between press and television would
disappear and every home would possess, besides a video
to tape television programmes, printout machinery to
deliver newspapers by the same means in something like
the traditional form. However, this ultimate solution to
the distribution problems of the newspaper industry is
still some way off.”
One technological solution could be the installation
of a small printing machine, in the lounge of every home
and railway station or airport and in the foyer of large
offices.
It could be a separate fixture on the wall or be attached
to a television set and activated by an MNet decoder. Its
product would be a small newspaper (perhaps the size
of the Spectator) printed in full colour on fairly good
quality paper in very much the conventional newspaper
format with display advertisements and classifieds.
The machine could be manufactured in bulk by
Altron or some other company and rented to subscribers
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who would use credit cards to order whatever section
they required or whatever paper they selected. It
could quickly produce a paper which earlier had been
prepared in a separate newspaper office and assembled
in a centralised computer. Each day’s paper would be
upgraded throughout the 24 hours so that at the moment
of presentation its factual information would be more
current than the last television or radio news bulletin
and its basic features and background information
would have been amended as necessary in the light of
major news changes.
There would be no need for major capital expenditure
on printing presses, no works staff, no transport or
delivery problems, no waste of paper. And the reader
could call for his paper at any time of the day or night
and browse through it as he drank his last evening
brandy or ate his first breakfast egg.
The initial stage of the report from Butler Cox was not very
helpful and did not justify additional expenditure. There may
never be a printing machine in the home, but there will need
to be some imaginative innovative solution if newspapers in
their present written form are to survive in the new information
industry.
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Anticlimax

F

or 44 years I had a close, productive partnership with
the Argus group. I worked hard with her and for her
and she treated me well in the challenges she gave me
and the rewards she let me earn. Between us I think we
did a good job for the staff, the shareholders, the pensioners and
the community. Flaws there were in plenty and many mistakes
and some failures to set against a generally successful interlude
in the group’s history. I enjoyed my work and achieved some
fulfilment in it.
Then the atmosphere soured and the last months were a
great anticlimax. Some background is necessary to understand
the change.
Layton Slater died early in December 1984 and I was appointed
immediately to succeed him as executive chairman. There was
much to be done and I looked forward to the years ahead with
keen anticipation.
But I had no close confidant with whom I could work
in tandem. Peter McLean had been appointed head of the
newspaper division of the group but, as mentioned earlier, he
had always had his own agenda, and I simply did not feel able to
let down my defences with him in frank discussion as the head
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of an organisation ought to be able to do with his most senior
executives.
In addition, the composition of the board had changed. Layton
Slater and I had always worked in close contact with Bomber
Wells who had been the main JCI representative on the Argus
board for many years. When he left JCI, increasingly the JCI view
was expressed through Vaughn Bray who did not have the grasp
of current events, or the vision, which had made Bomber Wells
such a valuable link with the major shareholder.
By 1986 I was beginning to plan a new executive hierarchy in
Argus and I discussed the matter at length with JCI where Murray
Hofmeyr had succeeded Gordon Waddell as chairman, Pat Retief
was managing director and Vaughn Bray the link man. I hardly
knew Murray Hofmeyr but had tried to establish some contact
with Pat Retief.
I never did so and my impression is that he found me
wanting in some way. Perhaps he was influenced by Moolman
and Coburn who I suspect were by now selling themselves as a
possible team to lead Argus Newspapers into a very competitive
future. Perhaps, too, as chairman of Times Media Limited (the
new name of SAAN), he was influenced by Stephen Mulholland,
managing director of TML, who was proving a proper maverick.
Mulholland had recreated a militant attitude at TML towards the
Argus group and might well have suggested that if there was
still tension between the two groups the fault lay with me. I had
been the messenger who had recommended the departure of
Messrs McPherson, Kinsley and King and perhaps the solution
lay in disposing of me, who was the sole surviving link with the
warlike past. Or perhaps Mulholland simply had ambitions to be
chairman of Argus.
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Whatever the reasons, the link with JCI was not as comfortable
as it had been and there was need to clear the air about succession.
Pat Retief had told me that he did not believe in letters and
memos and much preferred verbal discussion. So I approached
them verbally but left the following notes as a reminder of our
discussion on August 5, 1986 about the future of the Argus
company:
1

2

3

4
5

It is not ideal that one man should hold the position of
chief executive and chairman although this may sometimes
be necessary for a limited period;
Peter McLean has acquitted himself well thus far as
managing director of the newspaper division of the
group;
He is, however, not yet ready, in my opinion, to be
appointed chief executive of the group. He is a little
conceited and a bit of a bully; and there is an absence
as yet of the leavening dose of humility which I believe top
executives must have. He does not yet have the full
confidence of Messrs Moolman and Coburn;
However, he is 54 years of age and his next promotion
must not be too long delayed if he is to remain motivated;
I have no wish to extend my services as chief executive of
the group but I believe that I need to continue until we are
quite certain that Peter McLean is ready for senior
promotion and until I have helped to implement certain
essential developments in our associate and subsidiary
companies at Caxton/Hortors, CNA/Gallo, Info, Maisters
and M-Net;
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6

We must not delay movement at the top too long if
we are to avoid demotivating and frustrating the next level
of management (Messrs Featherstone, Nuttall and Collings.)

Solution
1 We should inform Peter McLean, from the beginning of
the next financial year on April 1, 1987, he will be
appointed chief executive of the newspaper division.
2 At the same time advise him that I will remain executive
chairman of the group, after I turn 62 on February 27,
1987, until, probably, the annual general meeting of the
company in September 1989. I would thus retain executive
authority for two-and-a-half years after the normal
retirement date. It could be an earlier date but we need
not say so now;
3 I would thereafter remain as chairman of the group, if
the board wishes me to do so, as long as my health and
other responsibilities make this possible;
4 I should tell Peter McLean that it would be my intention
in about a year’s time to appoint John Featherstone as
deputy managing director responsible for our increasingly
diversified outside activities and I would suggest the
appointment at the same time of Jolyon Nuttall as deputy
managing director of the newspaper division. I would
explain that the Featherstone appointment is an expression
of our need to broaden our financial base to provide
sustenance and a strong cash flow for the newspaper
division as the mainspring of our activity. At this stage, the
“Featherstone” slot in the attached organisational chart is
filled by me. I see clearly the need to cosset our newspaper
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division in the years ahead in the face of increasing political
and economic pressure. And we need a man in
charge capable of achieving maximum results from
effective diversification. I think that John Featherstone is
that man.
On this basis, my role increasingly would become
less executive and more co-ordinating until I became
a non-executive chairman; Peter McLean’s role would
continue as managing director of the newspaper
division (and its chief executive) until he earned
promotion to the top job; Jolyon Nuttall would be an
effective deputy managing director in the newspaper
division and we might well leave him in charge of
the Transvaal while giving him the higher title; John
Featherstone would plan ahead, with me, outside
the newspaper division. I take into account that we
must have a hands-on involvement in CNA/Gallo,
Hortors/Caxton, M-Net, Maisters, Info, et al, so that
we make an ongoing positive contribution to results
and development.
They agreed and McLean was so informed but I became
increasingly unhappy about him and hesitated about the
promotion of Featherstone and Nuttall which presupposed
McLean’s selection for the top job. By now I had become aware
of Douglas Band’s ability as chief executive of CNA/Gallo and
he had begun to look a serious candidate for Mr Argus in the
challenging years ahead.
Then McLean brought matters to a head in a letter to me on
March 24, 1988 – no more than 18 months after he had been
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appointed to head the newspaper division. He questioned the
decision to split the group into Argus Holdings and Argus P&P
(the newspaper division) and complained that as a result he was
less informed than he used to be about the other side of the
business, had not been asked to be one of the signatories on
the Argus Holdings interim report and felt, generally, that he had
been side-lined. He said that if he was a candidate to succeed the
executive chairman of Argus Holdings, a closer involvement with
that company would clearly be an advantage. He added that he
was concerned about the lack of movement of the top hierarchy
of Argus and the effect this would have on branch managers and
other executives throughout the company.
In essence he was saying that the solution lay in my moving
away, McLean taking over and then the usual round of musical
chairs among the remaining senior Argus executives. He wished
to return to the old Argus pattern and saw no merit at all in the
restructuring of the group. As always, he was looking at matters
from his own point of view and he did not take into account
the full rationale for the reorganisation which I have described
above.
More than once in the preceding decade he had shown lack
of vision and resistance to change. He was one of those who was
firmly opposed to the vital conversion of Argus’ production to
offset litho; he saw no merit in the merger of CNA and Gallo and
questioned the advisability of our being involved in that consumer
area at all; he did not like our involvement in CTP/Caxton (but
later became a shareholder); he questioned our investment in
Maisters; he was never fully supportive of our involvement in
Leadership magazine (a glossy prestigious publication, founded in
1883 and edited by Hugh Murray, carrying stylish articles for and
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about leaders in influential spheres), and I believe his inability
to harness Murray’s real talent effectively led to the failure of that
partnership; and so on.
He lacked consistency in his opinions of people and current
problems and opportunities and tended to agree with the last
opinion expressed by some other senior executive, colleague
or acquaintance. I am sure that he was fully aware of all the
crosscurrents arising from and between Moolman, Coburn,
Mulholland, Retief et al. Indeed, he was part of the debate and
judged this the right moment to make a sortie against me. He
may even have discussed the matter unofficially with Bray and/or
Retief and been encouraged by them to write the letter to bring
the whole issue to the surface.
Looking back, I think that JCI were not happy with our modus
operandi in Argus newspapers in which Slater and I had made
a cardinal principle of the real independence of editors. I have
no doubt that Moolman and Mulholland believed then, and now,
that the freedom should be circumscribed and made subject to
the realities of the commercial world; that the American system
of control, in which the publisher is in effect both editor-in-chief
and chief executive, is more realistic and effective than Argus’
“clumsy” system of dual responsibility of editor and manager on
each newspaper subject to the ultimate authority of the chairman
and the board of directors. I think they had convinced JCI and
Anglo. I did not agree and the major shareholders knew it. They
were also annoyed because our line of executive succession was
still not clear and I seemed to be vacillating and without any
cohesive plan.
In reality, I was so anxious to give McLean every possible
opportunity to prove himself that I had delayed too long in
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bringing matters to a head. I was nerving myself to break with
strong Argus tradition and practice by recommending Douglas
Band as my successor instead of following the normal hierarchical
route. Now McLean had done it for me. Many years earlier he
and John Marquard had used me to try to get rid of Slater; now
he was determined to undermine my position.
I asked for a meeting with the JCI board members Pat Retief,
Murray Hofmeyr and Vaughn Bray to discuss the matter. I said
that I was not at all certain that McLean was the right man for
the job. He had been given the opportunity to prove himself as
the head of the newspaper division but in my judgment he had
not done so and the disabilities which I had identified earlier still
remained. I then said:
Against this background, I need you to tell
me whether you agree that despite my age there
is still a job for me to do as executive chairman of
Argus Holdings. If you do not agree, I am happy to
go immediately but if you do agree then I suggest we
should say to McLean:
a) the board wishes Miller to remain as executive
		
chairman for a period of, probably two years;
b) the future executive head of Argus Holdings
		
could come from any one of its divisions;
c) he would certainly be one of those considered
		
in due course but his present task is to drive the
		
newspaper company – to show what he can
		
do there.
They did not seem surprised by McLean’s letter and indeed had
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a prepared response. Murray Hofmeyr said almost immediately
that they did not think I should stay on as chief executive beyond
March 31, 1990. 1 asked whether they would then wish me to
stay on as non-executive chairman until the normal retirement
age of 70 for board members. He said “no” and offered to tell
the rest of the board of their decision. I said I would prefer to do
that myself.
I was deeply disappointed and frankly bewildered to be
jettisoned so abruptly by JCI, the main shareholder. Liff Hewitt
said the decision was unacceptable and he would fight it. Bomber
Wells said he simply did not understand the decision and would
challenge it. However, I did not wish to stay on under such
soured circumstances.
The only important issue remaining was that of my successor,
and I was now determined to secure the future of Argus by
achieving the appointment of Douglas Band as chief executive
of Argus Holdings and chairman of the newspaper company
despite strong lobbying from senior members of SAAN, Caxton
and Argus for the position.
In a meeting soon afterwards with the same trio I said:
“With regard to Argus Holdings, the position, quite
simply, is that the best candidate for chief executive
is Doug Band. He has a fertile, imaginative but
disciplined financial mind; is very good in dealing
with staff at all levels and in motivating them; and is a
first-class professional manager.
His record as chief executive of CNA/Gallo speaks
for itself and he had wide experience before that. He
has a well-developed sense of community obligation;
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is committed to South Africa; has a balanced, liberal
political point of view based on a sense of history
and the inevitability of change; is driven by the
need for personal growth and increased income but
is also much challenged by business problems and
opportunities and is hard-headed and relentless in
driving for corporate growth and profit.
Peter McLean is simply not in the same league
in financial acumen and experience or in motivating
people although he gets on well with people generally,
inside and outside the office, in a social sense. McLean
is a competent professional manager with a real
ability to control costs but is not as effective as Band
in marketing imaginatively to raise profit by increasing
revenue.”
Eventually JCI agreed to my recommendation and Murray
Hofmeyr then discussed with me the non-executive chairmanship
of Argus Holdings. On balance, he said, it seemed appropriate
for him to be appointed chairman, with Douglas Band as
chief executive of the holding company and chairman of
the newspaper company. I agreed. It did seem a little ironic,
though, that they would then be replacing 65-year-old me
(who was entitled to remain as chairman till the age of 70) – an
experienced newspaperman with a successful commercial record
in the information industry – with Hofmeyr who was only a little
younger and had no experience at all in newspapers or the rest
of the industry.
McLean asked JCI whether he could be appointed chairman
of the newspaper company. They refused. I could understand
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his anger and frustration which he vented by not organising,
or participating in, any of the farewell functions preceding my
departure.
The branch functions were successful and heart-warming and
so was the farewell at the Rand Club which was organised by
Doug Band and Bomber Wells.
As I left, my ego was assuaged a little by being given the
Protea Award by the Society of Marketers to add to my selection
by the Sunday Times as one of its five Businessmen of the Year
for 1988.

Aftermath
Since my retirement there have been many changes. Douglas
Band engineered the sale of the Argus Newspaper Division to
Tony O’Reilly of Independent Newspapers in Ireland. They
published in South Africa under the “Independent” banner. No
doubt the ANC was determined the Argus “octopus” would not
prevail in South Africa as part of the Anglo American group; and
presumably Anglo decided to avoid public conflict with the ANC
by withdrawing quickly from Argus Newspapers. I imagine that
at short notice, Doug Band could find no suitable South African
entity to take over and he finally selected the Irish group as
the best of the outside alternatives. He knew Tony O’Reilly had
personal contact with President Nelson Mandela.
I might have tried to fight Anglo American a little longer
because of my strong Argus bonds. And perhaps I would have
incited editors to help in a fight against a foreign press invasion,
government pressure or whatever. In the end, though, I too
would probably have succumbed. At the time I thought Tony
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O’Reilly the best of the overseas possibilities but I cannot speak
enthusiastically today about the newspapers in content or style or
the morale of many of the staff I left behind me. I am glad I did
not have to make the decision and glad that I am not responsible
for the result.
There is a lesson somewhere in all this. Perhaps it is simply
that nothing is permanent - particularly in the business world.
Companies will come and will as surely go. What matters is how
they served the community while they were there. And I think
Argus served bravely in her time.
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Chapter 14

B e yo n d M y B r i e f
The man who is willing to do something will find the means.
The man who is unwilling to do something will find the
excuses.
		
Anon

Education

I

have mentioned my conviction that a newspaper’s primary
task is to provide, as accurately and objectively as human
frailty permits, all the information readers need to make
sensible personal and public decisions.
But all this presupposes that the readers are literate and
capable of absorbing information and using it to make logical,
mature decisions about their lives and the sort of government
they favour. That cannot be said about all South African readers
and certainly not about the multitude of potential readers who
will vote in the new South Africa but are at this stage ill-educated
or not educated at all.
That makes education one of the most important – if not the
most important – issue of the day and it exercised my mind greatly
while in the Argus company and as greatly in retirement. The
Argus company helped in many ways. The Star was particularly
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active, under Jolyon Nuttall’s persuasion, in collecting finance
for the building of schools in the townships through the TEACH
(Teach Each African Child) campaign. Donations came from
corporations, companies, individuals and even in small amounts of
Rl or less from black children. Incidentally, none of these schools
were damaged in the violence which destroyed much municipal
and state property, including schools, in the townships. The Star
helped, too, through “Star Schools” in which a gifted teacher,
William Smith, held special courses to guide students through the
matriculation examinations or prepare them for university. He
also taught through television to a much larger audience.
I took another special multiracial educational initiative which
had great possibilities but never came to fruition. Of course we
needed more and better education for all South Africans; but I
believed there might be merit in arranging for outstanding students
of all races to study together in their formative years – not in the
pattern of English private schools which had begun to accept
some black, Indian and coloured students – but in a broader
pattern in which we set out to find exceptional pupils in every
racial segment and accommodate them in an elite multiracial
school near an established major South African university.
I thought first of Wits but eventually settled on the Rand
Afrikaans University in Johannesburg and, without any authority
from the Argus company, went to discuss the idea with RAU’s vice
chancellor, Gerrit Vi1joen (who included in his academic arsenal
a first-class honours in classics from King’s College, Cambridge),
and his deputy, Pieter de Lange, early in 1977. I was aware of the
probable backlash in raising such a proposal with the head of
an Afrikaans university who was also head of the Broederbond.
To my surprise I was given a very cordial and sympathetic
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hearing to the extent that within a year the broad picture was
clear in our minds and we were beginning to discuss some of the
detail. We intended that the school would cater for pupils in the
four years leading to the joint matriculation examination. They
would be accommodated initially in several old houses owned
by RAU on the north side of Empire Road opposite the university.
They would study separately from the university and would be
independent of it, with their own principal and board of directors,
but would be given assistance from RAU’s educational faculty,
would have access to the university library and use of the playing
fields at agreed times.
The board of RAU approved the project in broad principal,
subject to detailed planning, and we began to talk about a
possible headmaster and board members.
I recall saying to Gerrit Vi1joen at an early stage, “You know,
this is all Walter Mitty stuff. On the face of it, it is ridiculous that
at this stage of South Africa’s history and politics, the head of the
Rand Afrikaans University (and head of the Broederbond) and the
managing director of the Argus company should be discussing a
multiracial elite school near your campus. Do you really accept
the multiracial concept?” He replied, “Certainly I do. RAU was
one of the first universities to accept people of colour, and we
have them here now, but we have not talked much about it. We
have just done it. And let me remind you that Paul Kruger sent
the sons of the chiefs to the best white schools in Pretoria and,
man, what I could do with a precedent like that!”
By now, I had put Layton Slater in the picture, though not
yet the rest of the Argus board. Despite his instinctive dislike of
“bloody Dutchmen”, he agreed I should continue probing the
idea in finite detail. Looking back, I think we were very near a
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real success – an innovation which could have made a difference
in South Africa’s slow progress to democracy.
We hoped to include, say, a rich white Jew from Houghton;
a barefoot Afrikaner from Heidelberg and a barefoot youngster
from Soweto; an Indian from Curry’s Fountain; and perhaps an
upmarket coloured student from Woodstock. The rich children
would pay heavily for the privilege of attending the school; the
poor would be well subsidised by bursaries. One day, perhaps,
the president or prime minister might be an ex-pupil of one hue
and his deputy an ex-female student in a different shade. It was
an idea for which the time seemed to have come.
So near were we. And yet so far. For when Gerrit Vi1joen
floated the idea to the educational authorities in Pretoria they said,
“with regret”, that they could not support the principle of elitism
in education and therefore did not view the idea favourably.
Unfortunately they held considerable negative power. The state
subsidised universities heavily and on matters of broad policy in
education they therefore exercised considerable influence. RAU
could not afford to jeopardise its subsidies and it had to withdraw
from the project.
Gerrit Vi1joen and I knew that “elitism” was an excuse to
damn our proposal. He felt it was too good, too valid, to lose
and asked me to take the concept to Professor WL Mouton,
rector of the University of the Free State from 1976 to 1988, or
to Stellenbosch. To my abiding regret I did nothing more about
it. I was given senior promotion in the Argus company and the
greater responsibilities at that higher level needed all my attention
and determination.
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The Broederbond
After meeting Gerrit Viljoen and Pieter de Lange, the
Broederbond ceased to be quite the ogre to me that it was to
most of the English liberal establishment.
I understood that the rationale behind the original formation
of the Broederbond was to help by every means possible the
downtrodden Afrikaner volk after the Boer War and during
subsequent travail in the early decades of the 20th century.
However logical, even admirable in concept, its subsequent
development included all the evils of a conservative secret
society in which everything was justified if it met the needs of the
volk at the expense of the English conquerors and all the other
inhabitants of South Africa.
Until, that is, the 1980s and the advent of Gerrit Vi1joen and
Pieter de Lange. I was never privy to their thinking and planning
but, in watching their reaction to the events of the day and
analysing their actions, I came to conclusion that they realised the
inevitability of major change in South Africa long before President
FW de Klerk made his momentous move at the beginning of
1990, when he unbanned the liberation movements and freed
many political prisoners including, of course, Nelson Mandela.
I believe that as assiduously as the Broederbond had acted
in its own self-interest to further the exclusive benefit of the
Afrikaner, so now the Broederbond used its strength, its network,
its influence to prepare the volk for major change. The new
approach did not come in their case, any more than in De Klerk’s
case, from a sudden surge of morality and humanity. It came
from the sober realisation that apartheid could not work; that it
promised nothing in the long run but scorched earth, violence
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and economic collapse
The RAU investigation into an elite school showed Gerrit
Vi1joen and Pieter de Lange to be flexible in discussion, imaginative
in vision and civilised in attitude. And Pieter de Lange showed
this, too, in the report of the De Lange Commission on Education.
His conclusions and recommendations were a long way short of
the ideal but they broke much new ground in recommending a
single department of education, for example, and suggesting that
school premises, halls and sporting facilities be shared across the
colour line.
After he became head of the Broederbond, I organised a visit
to Jock-of-the-Bushveld Camp in the Kruger National Park for a
group which included Christine and Pieter de Lange, Gillian and
Eugene van As (of Sappi), Lorna and Ton Vosloo (of Nasionale
Pers), Jean and Jolyon Nuttall (he was manager of The Star),
Rosemary and me, and Rosemary’s mother, Muriel van Niekerk.
I hoped to get to know Pieter a little better but I also wanted
to expose Jolyon to the sort of Afrikaners with whom he would
have to deal in the future. He seemed to view Afrikaners
generally with suspicion and distrust, and the Broederbond with
abhorrence. There were other reasons for the trip, of course,
including reciprocal entertainment of our largest newsprint
supplier (Sappi) and a wish to establish close contact with
the new head of Nasionale Pers with whom I needed a good
working arrangement in the industry generally and, in time, in
joint enterprises such as MNet and Maisters.
There was much discussion and some good views of animals
and birds. One of the highlights for me was a letter from Jolyon
afterwards saying how much he and Jean had enjoyed themselves,
adding,”It was a slightly daring experiment but it worked for us!”
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The person to make the strongest impression with everyone
was Rosemary’s mother, Muriel van Niekerk, and for years
afterwards the Vosloos, Van As’s and De Langes asked after her.
I suppose I cheated a little in including her in the party but
in practice she actually helped to oil the wheels of debate and
discussion. She was a very English lady who married an Afrikaner
magistrate and this gave her a bridge of understanding between
the two white tribes of South Africa.

Anton Rupert
In earlier years, I dreamed of going into politics, first in
Rhodesia and then in South Africa where I taught myself Afrikaans
in preparation. However, by the time I moved to Johannesburg as
manager of The Star, I was constrained by personal responsibilities.
Realising that I would never achieve major change in my own
right, I decided to work through other people who had real clout.
An example was the approach I made to Anton Rupert in
1972. I said that I detected no appreciation of the urgency of the
problem, of the inevitability of serious revolt, in the Nationalist
government. And yet it was this government which must solve
the problem. There was no hope of the Progressive Party gaining
power in the foreseeable future. And there was no hope for
South Africa in the ineptitude of the United Party which had lost
all credibility in trying to be all things to all people.
As a start, the black, Indian and coloured populations should
be permitted to own property and I hoped that Rupert might
be able to persuade the government to adapt their policy in the
townships. It took me six months to get an interview with him
but he did agree eventually to see me at 9.30am one day at the
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Carlton Hotel in Johannesburg. We were still talking three hours
later and he invited me to lunch, promised to do what he could
… said that leasehold might have to come before freehold tenure
and invited me to visit him in Stellenbosch.
In the new freedom of wide-ranging discussion and
innovation in 1992, much of what I proposed was patronising
and paternalistic, but the atmosphere was very different in 1972.
It was then very much a matter of assessing what might be done
in the immediate future despite the rigid conservatism of the
Nationalist government.
I picked Anton Rupert, ahead of other leading South Africans
outside the government, because I felt attuned to his thinking
as I heard it in speeches and read it in his articles and essays. I
liked the initiative he had taken in sending teams of volunteer
doctors into Lesotho to treat serious illness without charge – and
I subscribed to his view that to improve the welfare and health
of people in adjoining territories and our townships would help
us to sleep more securely. And I liked his policy of sharing on
a 50/50 basis with the local inhabitants in his enterprises in the
outside world.
At the time I did not know that he had tried, but failed, to
establish an investment with the coloured community many years
earlier on a 50/50 basis. I gather that Dr HF Verwoerd, then prime
minister and widely known as the architect of apartheid, sent for
him and asked whether this meant that coloured directors would
be senior to white employees and coloureds would be giving
orders to whites. When told they would, he said that if Rupert
went ahead he would break him. Rupert did not go ahead and
I assess now that he decided not to fight that particular battle
because he knew he would lose it. He chose instead to work
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within the Nationalist pattern while developing Rembrandt and
using his influence and wealth in other projects until the political
climate changed.
Years later, when blacks were given the right to 99 year
leaseholds in certain circumstances, Rupert told me at some
function, “You see, Mr Miller, I did do something.” Perhaps it was
ungracious of me to be sceptical.

Piet Koornhof
In June 1981, driven by the seriously deteriorating situation
in South Africa, I decided, once again in my personal capacity,
to approach the government. I chose Dr Piet Koornhof who was
by now minister of cooperation and development. Although he
came across as lightweight, his utterances suggested he was open
to persuasion. I met him confidentially in a private home in the
northern suburbs of Johannesburg. I spoke from careful notes
about the imperative for fundamental change. I had no feedback
and deduced that, as with Rupert, I had overestimated his clout.
We still had ahead of us a sickening decade of escalating violence
under the obdurate and increasingly irrational leadership of PW
Botha until in 1989 FW de Klerk took over the helm with rare
courage and prescience.

Odyssey
For the first 10 years of our marriage, Rosemary did secretarial
work to supplement our income. After three miscarriages which
took her into her early 40s, she accepted that motherhood was
not to be and sought fulfilment elsewhere.
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In 1984, Rose de la Hunt, the new editor and owner of
the metaphysical magazine Odyssey (“An adventure in more
conscious living”), invited Rosemary to become the Johannesburg
correspondent. Rose and Rosemary had been at school together
and, when Rosemary was organising secretary in charge of the
daily running of the fledgling Lifeline in Cape Town in the late
1960s, Rose was a counsellor and a valued mentor to her. An
aspirant writer, Rosemary was given the opportunity to interview
people and write on subjects of ardent interest to her. This was
a labour of love in every sense of the word and was not only a
steep spiritual learning curve for her but brought her into touch
with exceptional souls, perhaps the highest of all being the Dalai
Lama.
Today self-help books top the best-seller lists and spiritual
teachings outside the Christian fold are widely explored but when
I accompanied Rosemary on her first assignment, to interview a
grand old Tai Chi master from the East, neither of us had even
heard of Tai Chi Chuan. By the time Rose retired and sold
Odyssey, Rosemary was ready to move on and joined me in my
post retirement interests.
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s I look back now in the year 2000, after 10 fulfilling
and happy years of retirement, I am greatly relieved
that I left the company when I did; glad that I did
not accept their offer to be a member of the board;
and glad that I am not now associated with the rump of our
original newspaper company. I have imperishable memories of
many people whom I worked with, played with, and sometimes
fought with. I’m glad I left with those memories intact.
Accompanied by Rosemary, work took me overseas each
year to Britain and Europe or America but after my retirement
we travelled the world. Sailing through the Arabian Gulf on a
German tall ship, we were the only English-speaking passengers.
Few of the other passengers were fluent in English but they made
us welcome and those at our table were enjoyable company.
However, I was left with a mind full of obvious questions like
“Was it only the people directly involved who knew about the
Holocaust? Or was it more generally known?”
This leads inevitably to thoughts about South Africa’s murky
past at John Vorster Square and Vlakplaas and the part each of
us played in a shameful period of our history. For me, three
questions need answering. Did I make a serious contribution to
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change in the apartheid years? Was I aware of Vlakplaas and if not
why not? What am I doing now to help the fledgling democracy?
It is easy to say that from 1973 to 1990 we voted for the
Progressive /Democratic Party through their representative, Helen
Suzman, who lived just down the road and held the Houghton
seat uncontested. Well, I did peg away behind the scenes in
seeking action from those who had more influence than I did –
with little evidence of success. I helped develop and sustain the
largest newspaper organisation in the country. I fought in the
Newspaper Press Union and outside it to maintain the essence
of press freedom. I supported our editors in court and in jail in
their fight against the apartheid regime. It irked me very much
that I helped the editors to fight but could not express my own
outrage. On the other hand I supplied everything they needed to
produce their newspapers – from typewriters and computers to
printing machines and skilled staff. But the question remains: did
I do everything I could?
As to Vlakplaas, to the best of my knowledge and belief, none
of our editors, and none of our papers knew about it. I certainly
did not. Many of us suspected the government of dirty work
behind the scenes. But nothing as clinically obscene as Vlakplaas
and other places of like evil intent. But then, did Helen Suzman
know? Did Judge Richard Goldstone, who visited and vetted
every prison in the Transvaal (Gauteng) over the apartheid years?
I’m sure not, and if they did not know how could we? What
concerns me is how easily it was hidden and how thoroughly.
It is absolutely vital that we guard our hard-won freedom well
and let nothing besmirch the character and honesty of our new
democracy
The third question remains. What am I, what are we doing
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now in the new South Africa to help make it work to the benefit of
every member of the rainbow community? I am envious of young
people who have such a wonderful, challenging opportunity
ahead of them. But my age group cannot pack its tents and steal
silently away. We, too, are needed in a supporting role. There is
enough work for everyone or, rather, there is an opportunity for
all of us to help.
Against this background, Rosemary and I have concentrated
most of our efforts on education in one form or another.

Gaia Educational Trust
On my retirement we created our own small Gaia Educational
Trust in which Rosemary and I invested R525 000.
The aim is to concentrate on students interested in the
environment and conservation – but it is proving a little difficult
to find young men and women who are attuned to that field of
service. Once the Trust was established we were compelled by
the conditions of the trust deed to use at least 75% of our income
each year if we wished to evade tax. So general education is the
main item on the agenda for the time being although we intend
to hold firmly in the medium and long term to Gaia’s charter
which Rosemary composed:
Gaia is the mythological name for “Mother Earth”,
a wise, nurturing, evolving being who is in imminent
danger of being destroyed. Of all the living organisms on
our planet, we humans alone are like a cancer: pillaging,
polluting, over-populating; killing the very body on which
our physical existence depends.
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While the Gaia Educational Trust recognises that
education is of paramount importance in South Africa
today, education per se is not the panacea of all the
Earth’s problems. Brilliant brains produced nuclear
bombs. And too many clever people put personal power
and profit above all else. In our ignorance, we have used
in two brief centuries what has taken millions of years to
come into being.
But there is an awakening awareness that all creation
has a wondrous symbiotic inter-connectedness and that
man can no longer exploit the Earth’s limited resources
with impunity. It is this new consciousness which the
Gaia Educational Trust wishes to encourage.
The Trust will seek to promote an holistic approach
to education which will include ecological and
environmental awareness, individual responsibility,
ethics, and a sense of social concern and service; and
which will foster the understanding that the healing of
our country and our environment goes hand-in-hand
with the healing of our relationships.
The Gaia Educational Trust will therefore give
preference to impoverished and disadvantaged students
in need of bursaries which fall within holistic parameters.

* * *
In January 2006 the Gaia Educational Trust was terminated,
just four months before Hal Miller’s death. The final minutes read:
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Since its inception in 1991, and the awarding of its
first bursaries early in 1992, the Gaia Trust has doubled
its original capital of R500 000 which now stands at
R1 077 617. It has benefited 52 students doing courses of
a year or longer, and 200 or more through short courses
at WWF Southern African Wildlife College, Educo Africa
and the Outward Bound Trust of South Africa.
Through trial and error and sobering experience, the
trustees found that it was simply not possible to attract a
sufficient number of “impoverished and disadvantaged”
students passionate about the environment or with a
sense of service to meet our quota.
In time we identified people and organisations who
would do pre-selection for us which meant our funds
were more accurately targeted and efficiently utilised.
Our principal beneficiaries are now The WWF Southern
African Wildlife College (now Southern African Wildlife
College), Educo Africa and Motheong Independent
Primary School.
We have been well satisfied with the awarding of our
bursaries by the above organisations, and the rewarding
response from their students. However, the Gaia Trust
itself is now a middleman passing our funds each year
to others to distribute and they in turn prepare a full
report on how the money was spent. Surely it would be
more economical, physically and financially, for them to
have direct access to the funds or bursaries?
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.Independent Development Trust
In 1990 the IDT was given R2 billion by De Klerk’s Nationalist
government, without any political strings at all, to spend on
improving the quality of life of the mass of underprivileged and
deprived people in South Africa. Judge Jan Steyn was engaged
to run it and he approached me for assistance which I chose to
do on a flexible voluntary basis. Education was one of the areas
in which it was most active and my task was to investigate cries
for help – to build small schools, to subsidise careers guidance
centres, to support literacy classes and the like. I can perhaps
best describe the work by quoting a brief report I was asked to
write:
They didn’t even look up as we walked into
the classroom. Twenty-five men and women, aged
between 21 and 50, sat in minuscule chairs at low
tables at 7.30pm in one of the classrooms at a
primary school in a Pretoria suburb. These are Jenny
Neser’s Project Literacy classes which we visited.
They are held at high schools and primary schools
which readily make their facilities available for these
evening classes.
The students include domestic workers, gardeners,
office cleaners and industrial workers. By July 1993
their number had risen to 1 000 each evening in
Pretoria alone – with many more in Johannesburg and
other centres in the Transvaal.
In Manganeng Village near Jane Furse in the
Northern Transvaal (Northern Province), the
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Ipopeng Study Project gave further evidence of this
determination to learn. It was described to us by
three young members of the Ipopeng management
committee: the project co-ordinator, Abram Seloga,
the chairperson, Hill Nkadimeng, and a member of the
executive committee, Tito Nkadimeng. Abram passed
matric two years ago, Hill last year and Tito four
years ago. If ever there was a grassroots community
initiative this is it. The estimated population of the
village and its immediate surroundings is 4 000 and
there are two primary schools and one high school.
All are short of teachers, equipment, stationery and
books.
The Ipopeng Study Project depended on help
from the community in encouraging 300 or so high
school pupils to undertake additional guided study
in the evenings and at weekends. Local teachers
assisted without pay, local churches provided the
premises and ex-matric students helped where they
could. Pupils were asked to pay a signing up fee of
R2 which reduced to Rl each if the students organised
themselves into groups of five which was considered
the ideal size for this special guided study using books
from a correspondence college in Johannesburg. Small
amounts were contributed by local businessmen from
time to time. There was only one fulltime employee,
Abram Seloga, who did not receive a regular salary
but did receive living costs from the project.
The IDT agreed in principle to grant R25 000 to
Ipopeng to cover the costs of new books and as a
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contribution to running costs between July 1993 and
December 1994.
The IDT has made many other major contributions
in the education field towards the building of new
schools, the development of career guidance centres,
the provision of supplementary matric tuition and
teacher training at Promat and other initiatives.
In all of this, as in the two examples I have quoted
here, the single most impressive and hopeful fact
is the determination of men and women of all ages
to learn, to understand, to qualify. Would that more
money was available to match that determination.
The IDT work led to my involvement in specific schools such
as Khanyisa, a private multiracial school in Giyani, capital of the
old Gazankulu homeland, where I was a member of the school
board; and the revival of Tiger Kloof, a school of great character
near Vryburg.

Tiger Kloof
For a number of years I served as a member of the finance
committee of the Tiger Kloof Education Institution on the
outskirts of Vryburg while Rosemary was a board member. She
wrote the following historical note about the Tigers for one of
their brochures in January 1996:
Ten kilometres outside Vryburg, on the road and
railway line from Cape Town to the North, the London
Missionary society bought land in 1904 for a boarding
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school.
WC Willoughby, the first principal, began with his
faith in God, a borrowed wagon, a bell tent and the
bare veld. The railway trucks carrying the building
material, machinery and general equipment had to be
unloaded by hand.
Within weeks he and his small staff had indentured
18 local apprentices and thus began the construction
of Tiger Kloof, a school which in time was to boast
fine buildings of stone and a reputation which was
proud and enduring.
When AJ Haile succeeded Willoughby in 1914,
Tiger Kloof was well established and there were
boarders from the Northern Cape, Botswana and far
beyond. The departments multiplied until there were
nine schools within the one institution: a high school,
a training school and a practising school for teachers;
a Bible school to train ministers and evangelists; and
industrial schools for domestic science, building,
woodwork, leather work and tailoring. Students not
only built the school, hostels, staff houses and church
but fitted out and furnished them, sewed the uniforms,
grew the vegetables and cooked the meals.
In 1945 Aubrey Lewis took over a multi-faceted
school of academic excellence which was to produce
a number of the past and present community leaders
in Southern Africa.
When the Bantu Education Act was passed in 1955
to limit and control black education, the independent
mission schools were the first to be eliminated and the
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London Missionary Society was forced to withdraw
from its administration of Tiger Kloof. For the students
who gathered in the church for the farewell service
it was an occasion of bewilderment, impotent anger,
piercing sadness and inestimable loss. Evil appeared
to have triumphed over good.
The school continued as a government institution
until 1963 when it was closed as its location was
contrary to the Group Areas Act. Many of the houses
were razed and a tender was called for the demolition
of all the buildings including the church. This was
fortunately not executed and the property was given
to Deo Gloria, a youth movement within the Dutch
Reformed Church. In 1988 Tiger Kloof was declared
a national monument and Deo Gloria, unable to
maintain the deteriorating buildings, sold it to a local
farmer.
In 1991, reunions of Old Tigers brought back life,
hope and dreams to Tiger Kloof as many pledged
their whole-hearted support to the re-opening of
their old school. The United Congregational Church
of Southern Africa and the Church of the Province
of Southern Africa were united in their backing of
this venture.
Rosemary and I drove to Vryburg to meet David Matthews,
retired headmaster of the prestigious Botswana school, Maru-aPula, whose initiative, vision and passion would drive this project.
It was a blindingly hot day and the remains of the abandoned
school buildings, desolate and desecrated, sprawled before us
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as we waded knee-deep in blackjacks. We looked and listened
as David brought to life his dream of restoring the buildings and
resurrecting the school and its many disciplines. We were not
only convinced, we were inspired. Over the past years we have
watched this indeed come to pass.

* * *
In 2021 Rosemary added the following paragraph:
Tiger Kloof now offers schooling from Grade
R through to matric, accommodated in restored
buildings. The school sits on 1200 hectares of scenic
land which supports a herd of the local Nguni cattle,
chickens and a vegetable farm which contribute to
the kitchen. More than that, the farm and the estate
are used to provide an educational experience for
the learners and to create an appreciation of their
environment. The children of Huhudi township are
day scholars and there are outreach programmes to
the local communities. Bursaries are available and
boarding facilities accommodate children from all over
Southern Africa. Tiger Kloof is a member of Round
Square and has an international exchange of learners.

Outward Bound
From 1994 to 2000 I was chairman of the Outward Bound
Trust of South Africa in tandem with John D’Almeida, a tough
and seasoned instructor from New Zealand who was appointed
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executive director.
Outward Bound was the brainchild of Laurence Holt of the
Blue Funnel Line and Kurt Hahn, the headmaster of Gordonstoun
School in Scotland where the Duke of Edinburgh and Prince
Charles were both pupils. It was originally designed to help
young men about to start their careers in the British Merchant
Navy at the height of World War II.
The Duke of Edinburgh has been patron of Outward Bound
since 1953 and in the introduction to a recent book Outward
Bound – Inward Odyssey about the organisation he said:
“It all began in a small way at Aberdovey in North
Wales in 1941. The idea has now spread through
18 counties in five continents and is still growing.
From the beginning Outward Bound was intended to
develop self-confidence and self-awareness through
self-discovery. This is the “Inward-Odyssey” in the
title of the book; it is what Carl Jung described as
Individuation. Every individual needs the inner
capacity to cope with the vicissitudes of life. It is the
philosophy of Outward Bound that it is never too
early or too late for anyone to begin the journey of
self-discovery.”
The history of Outward Bound in South Africa began in 1959
when a local committee applied to the United Kingdom Outward
Bound Trust for permission to start a school in South Africa.
Permission was granted but the apartheid government insisted
that the organisation be limited to whites only. The UK Trust
withdrew its permission and the local committee instead founded
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Veld and Vlei for whites only. It operated on similar lines to
Outward Bound and did much to reconcile English and Afrikaans
South Africans at a time when the white community was deeply
divided on both language and political lines. It also purchased
the magnificent Willow Point site on Swartvlei near Sedgefield
which is still used as Outward Bound’s main centre. In June 1991
a temporary charter was granted to the Outward Bound trust of
South Africa. It absorbed Veld and Vlei in 1993 and received its
full permanent charter in 1994.
There is a habit – almost a culture – of crime in South Africa
which is fuelled by hundreds of thousands of young people,
aged between 15 and 30, who were marginalised, deprived,
ill-used and under-used in the days of apartheid South Africa.
Too many of them are unemployed and most of them are totally
unqualified. They have no skill of hand or mind and look to
crime for sustenance and violence for entertainment. They want
everything for nothing, without effort, now.
The government and individual South Africans spend much
time discussing how we can help them. But it would be more
fruitful to think positively about how they can be encouraged to
help themselves.
Education is a vital element in the development of the rainbow
nation but even more urgent is the need to provide a crash
course in personal development for the deprived young people
who missed out in the past and now find themselves left behind
in frustration and bitterness. We know these young people well
because we have taken many of them on Outward Bound courses
from townships, informal settlements, urban streets and rural
hovels. After the 21-day courses, a large majority of participants
(often as many 95%) change in attitude and character, fit better
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in the community, work with the community police in helping
to reduce crime in their immediate environment and encourage
others to attend Outward Bound courses. We are working with
RAU and with UCT in trying to place participants in some form
of employment or encourage them to go back to school. We pick
some among them as future Instructors in Outward Bound itself.
The potential is immense but we begin each year with an
empty begging bowl. Despite the extraordinarily generous
support of Charles Stetson and his organisation, The United States
Fund for Leadership Training in SA, I spend a great deal of time
seeking funds for Outward Bound, and in so doing break every
day a resolution I made in 1990 never to become a fund-raiser
for charity!
Like thousands of other non-governmental organisations, we
found the fund-raising cake to have diminished in size in the
new South Africa. Some sections of government exacerbated the
position by not paying out all the money available to them in
budgets designed to uplift the poorer sections of the community.
And the national government has not yet decided how to allocate
the millions of rands which have accumulated from the National
Lottery for “good causes”.
In 2000 I retired as chairman of Outward Bound South Africa
at 75 years of age but remained on the board as an honorary
trustee. I quote from my final report:
This is my final year as your chairman and I would
like to thank you for nearly seven years of excitement
and fulfilment as a member of the Outward Bound
team. I came into it late in life and perhaps it kept
me younger than I would otherwise have been.
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Certainly, I have greatly enjoyed it as I have watched
it, and worked in it, in good times and difficult times
over the years. My respect for its modus operandi is
unlimited and my admiration of its central philosophy
is emphatic.
Outward Bound now has an experienced,
knowledgeable, skilled core of permanent management
and operational staff. Led positively by Jon D’Almeida
as executive director, they have proved themselves in
every challenge they have faced. I pay tribute to them
all for a job well done. I extend deep appreciation,
too, to the corporations, the organisations and the
individuals who have donated generously to Outward
Bound over the years. It is no exaggeration to say that
they have helped to keep us afloat.
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Our Famalies

The Millers

W

hen I left Agnes in 1971, Iain was 22, Bruce 21
and Stella 14. Iain was working but living at
home, Bruce was at Natal University and Stella
was still at school. The hurt to Agnes and the
children was inestimable and there was no way to ameliorate it
other than to return to Agnes. And this I could not do. Falling in
love after so many stagnant years restored my purpose in life.
Although I did not achieve all I dreamed of, what changed me
profoundly was love. I have come to believe that to love and be
loved is the greatest accomplishment of all.
In time Agnes met a compatible partner and when Iain moved
to Port Elizabeth she sold the family home and she and Ken
followed. As did Stella. Out of loyalty to their mother, Bruce
and Stella had little contact with me and I had none with Iain
for many years. I was permitted no participation in their lives,
other than financial, and their missteps and achievements filtered
through from other sources.
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Iain
It was 20 years before I connected with Iain. I knew that my
departure was a shock to him because he had no warning of it;
that he could not forgive me for hurting his mother; and that he
was deeply offended by my lack of morality and family loyalty.
I could do nothing but leave the door open and hope he would
one day walk through it.
He qualified at the University of Cape Town as a Bachelor of
Business Science and later became a chartered accountant and
a tax consultant. He joined a well-known firm of accountants in
Port Elizabeth (now Gqeberha) as a partner.
In the years before we reconnected, Iain married and had
three children, Ross, Kirsty and Lisa. In those years he smoked
and drank heavily but a serious health scare prompted him to
give up both, no easy feat.
In 1988, two decades after I left home, and encouraged by the
contact I now had with Stella, I telephoned Iain. He reluctantly
agreed to see me and I flew to Port Elizabeth. In due time, I met
his wife Gill and my three grandchildren. The family flew up to
Johannesburg for a weekend in which Rosemary established a
warm relationship with Iain, Gill and the children.
For all his success in accounting and business practice, Iain
had never enjoyed the daily grind. And so at the age of 48 he
withdrew from his partnership and followed a dream, in which we
invested, growing roses in an Israeli greenhouse on the outskirts
of Port Elizabeth. Although he produced roses of beauty and
durability, his anxious disposition was not suited to the vagaries
of farming and after several years he bought a PostNet franchise
in Port Elizabeth which he built into a successful venture.
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Bruce
Bruce walked a more difficult path. I am not proud to say
that I was too stern a father to him. He obtained a BA degree
at the University of Cape Town and then enrolled for a BA LLB
at Natal University. Alas, as the “Rag Dad” he spent too much
time training successive teams of drum majorettes for the annual
parades and failed to get his law degree.
Bruce could sell the proverbial ice-chest to an Eskimo and
became a highly effective time-share salesman. He lived beyond
his means and began to drink heavily. His brief marriage ended in
divorce and his debts mounted. On several occasions his mother
sponsored treatment in rehabilitation clinics but he returned
immediately to drink. Finally he booked himself into the alcohol,
drug and rehabilitation centre at Noupoort. Four months of stern
discipline and a religious conversion induced him to give up
drink.
Bruce moved to Knysna where Stella and her husband, Richard,
helped him establish a small painting and decorating business.
He earned a reputation for excellent work done by a small team
of painters. But once again he over-extended himself. Rosemary
and I guaranteed a heavy overdraft, hoping to keep him selfemployed. However, as the underlying cause of his addiction had
not been diagnosed or treated, he became addicted to sleeping
pills.
At this point I stepped in and booked him into the Lamprecht
Clinic in George where, under the skilful and compassionate
treatment of a psychiatrist, he was weaned off the sleeping pills
and put onto bipolar medication. Once stabilised, he moved into
rented accommodation but remained under psychiatric care.
(After Bruce lost in his parents, Hal in 2006 and Agnes in 2010,
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he began drinking again. He died in 2013 from stomach cancer.)

Stella
Stella has a different story to tell. She insisted on seeing
me after I left home and for some months I fetched her from
the Parktown Convent and we had lunch together until, out of
pressure from and loyalty to the family, she said she could no
longer see me. Stella and I had a deep connection and perhaps
I was wrong not to insist on seeing her. At the time I believed it
would create a rift between her and a family now strongly united
against me.
She qualified in fine art at the Michaelis School at the University
of Cape Town; and has proved adept at designing and decorating
in a variety of disciplines.
In her early 20s, and no longer living at home, Stella made
contact with me and I had the immense pleasure of getting to
know this attractive, vivacious young adult with a strong sense
of independence and determination to mould her own future.
Rosemary and I included her in a Kruger National Park trip to
break the ice and at the end of the holiday she put her arm around
Rosemary’s shoulders and said, “How’s my wicked stepmother?”
She married an attorney/property developer, Richard Sohn,
and they have two sons, Jamie and Mitchell.

The Van Niekerks
Periwinkle
Earlier I mentioned Rosemary’s mother, Muriel van Niekerk,
who made a lasting impression among the guests we invited on
two occasions to weekend business safaris.
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I nicknamed her Periwinkle, the colour of her eyes, from the
day Rosemary took me home to meet her in the flat they shared in
Claremont, Cape Town. I took to her immediately but the feeling
was not mutual. A dedicated Christian of high principle and a
devoted mother, she was deeply distressed that her daughter was
in the thrall of a married man whom she saw as an adulterous
city slicker.
In time she accepted that I was serious in my intentions and
entirely committed to Rosemary; and I came to love and respect
her deeply.

Jac and Jenny and sister Jen
Jac, six years older than Rosemary, too had to be convinced
that my intentions towards his little sister were honourable. But
we grew to respect and enjoy one another. Rosemary and I spent
almost every Christmas with Jac and his wife, Jenny, on their farm,
Kiewietsvlei, on Wilderness Heights near George. Their children,
Richard, David and Debbie, became our surrogate children.
In time Periwinkle and Rosemary’s widowed sister, Jennifer
(Jen), moved into a cottage on the farm, completing the
Kiewietsvlei clan.
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Chapter 17

P o e t ry P h i l o s o p h y

and

M e ta p h y s i c s

R

eading has been an immensely important part of
my life, both for relaxation and enrichment. Poetry,
historical biographies and the clear economical prose
of Will and Ariel Durant in the 11-volume Philosophical
History of Civilisation – which I purchased over several years
and have read again and again – have given me a deep sense
of fulfilment. I cannot write to these high standards but I can
recognise those who do and with glee I collect samples which
sparkle like gems in my mind. The following are examples:
William Blake’s:
A robin redbreast in a cage, puts all heaven in a rage!
Shakespeare’s:
We few, we happy few, we band of brothers ...
And gentlemen in England now-abed
Shall think themselves accurs’d they were not here!
Churchill’s;
Never in the field of human conflict was so much owed by so
many to so few...
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Pope touched on what I am trying to say when he said,
“What oft was thought but ne’er so well expressed ....” Rupert
Brooke in his early poem, The Great Lover, captured in succinct
phrases and lilting words exactly what I had often thought:
These I have loved:
...the strong crust of friendly bread; and many-tasting food;
Rainbows; and the blue bitter smoke of wood;
And radiant raindrops couching in cool flowers;
And flowers themselves, that sway through sunny hours,
Dreaming of moths that drink them under the moon;
Then, the cool kindliness of sheets, that soon
Smooth away trouble; and the rough male kiss
Of blankets; grainy wood; ...
In lighter vein, I have delighted in unusual, expressive
collective nouns. Professor Guerino Bozzoli, then vice-chancellor
of Wits University, introduced a speech with a description of a
group of heads of universities as “a lack of principles”.
I like: A mass of clerics
A list of sailors
A cascade of urologists
A bum of beggars
A slew of dragons
And, for RAF Wing Commanders, a flush of WCs.
I have failed to find a collective noun to describe editors. At
my farewell, Harvey Tyson, editor of The Star, said he knew Hal
Miller was looking for a denigrating collective noun to describe a
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group of editors. He couldn’t help, he added, and he refused to
try. But he thought an appropriate collective noun for a group of
chairmen could be “a stool of chairmen”.

Behind My Cupboard Door
Perhaps one can get some measure of an executive from
the office he occupies. Not for me modern glass and tubular
furniture. Rather an old wooden desk in a room of light colours,
with good paintings on the wall. Over years at various branches,
I appreciated having a haven in which to relax, to think quietly,
to recover from some bruising encounter or savour some success.
It was only possible for me to keep a balanced perspective
between minor and major issues, the narrow business view and
the wider philosophical picture, by getting out of the building
altogether or by shutting the office door for a moment and
opening my mind to a wider world.
So sometimes I would leave the building and go walkabout
in the central business district of Bulawayo, Cape Town or
Johannesburg. That always cleared some of the cobwebs; and so
did the wealth of material which I accumulated over the years
and pinned on the inside of the cupboard door in my office as a
sort of directory of aphorisms.
Some of them are so well known that they need no repetition
here, like Kipling’s If, but many others deserve a mention. Among
them is the inscription on the memorial to John D Rockefeller,
founder of New York’s Rockefeller Centre, which seems to me to
reflect the sort of pragmatic wisdom which the Americans applied
in establishing their constitution – a nice balance between reason
and faith and with very strong emphasis on the rights of the
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individual rather than the demands of the State:
I BELIEVE ...
That every right implies a responsibility; every opportunity, an
obligation; every possession, a duty.
That the law was made for man and not man for the law; that
government is the servant of the people and not their
master.
In the dignity of labour, whether with head or hand; that
the world owes no man a living but that it owes every
man an opportunity to make a living.
That thrift is essential to well-ordered living and that
economy is a prime requisite of sound financial
structure, whether in government, business or personal
affairs.
That truth and justice are fundamental to an enduring social
order.
That love is the greatest thing in the world; that it alone can
overcome hate; that right can and will triumph over
might.
Thales, a Grecian sage, born as early as 640 BC, said:
What is very difficult? To know thyself.
What is very easy? To give advice.
What is God? That which has neither beginning nor end.
How might men live most virtuously and justly? If we never do
ourselves what we blame in others.
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Other favourites:
That government is best that governs the least because its
people discipline themselves. – Thomas Jefferson
To possess ability, and yet ask of those who do not;
To know much and yet enquire of those who know little;
To possess, and yet appear not to possess;
To be full and yet appear empty. – Confucius
Extracts from Meditations – Marcus Aurelius:
If thou wouldst know contentment, let thou deeds
be few’, said the sage. Better still, limit them strictly to
such as are essential, and to such as in a social being
reason demands, and as it demands. This brings the
contentment that comes of doing a few things and doing
them well. Most of what we say and do is not necessary,
and its omission would save both time and trouble. At
every step, therefore, a man should ask himself: ‘Is this
one of the things that is superfluous?’ Moreover, not
idle actions only but even idle impressions ought to be
suppressed; for then unnecessary action will not ensue.

New Physics and Metaphysics
Metaphysics is that part of philosophy which
deals with the nature and structure of reality. It asks
such questions as ‘are the objects we perceive real or
imaginary? Does the external world exist apart from
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our consciousness of it? Is reality ultimately reducible
to a single underlying substance? If so, is it essentially
spiritual or material? Is the universe intelligible and
orderly or incomprehensible and chaotic?’ – Robert
Persig
For me, history was never a matter of detail, of dates and
hierarchies, wars and disaster. Rather has it been a search into the
major waves of historical change, the way mankind has grown,
the relationship between “man” and nature and “man” and God.
And so I have read avidly and happily through old and new
philosophies, conventional and unorthodox religious teachings,
Darwinian and Newtonian conventional science and exponents
of the New Physics such as Fritjof Capra, Ilya Prigogine, Gary
Zukav, Robert Persig and even Stephen Hawking, although I
cannot claim to have grasped fully the content of his Brief History
of Time.
It intrigues me that the more the deterministic and reductionist
scientists sought the basic building blocks of the universe, the
less substantial our material world seemed to be and the more
the base seemed simply to consist of waves of light and bursting,
thrusting energy.
I have long believed that the pure, liquid notes of a Beethoven
symphony and the resonant harmony of a Welsh choir are as “real
and permanent” as any material object in the study in which I am
writing; and that anything ever said by Abraham Lincoln, Thomas
Jefferson or Martin Luther King is imprinted imperishably on the
sands of time or stored in Teilhard de Chardin’s noosphere.
So it does not seem at all illogical to me that our hard
material reality may be a myth of our imagination; that the
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world, the universe, is actually a “brightness” of light waves to
which humanity has given form because, at our present stage of
development, we need some hard reality to hang on to; that each
of us “sees” that reality in a different form in which my shapes
and colours are different from yours.
It may well be that Time is one of the realities we have
invented and that in fact past, present and future are all wrapped
up in the immediate now of each of us. If that is so, Blake got it
right when he wrote:
To see a world in a grain of sand,
And a heaven in a wild flower,
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand,
And eternity in an hour.’
And a hologram would then be an acceptable model of the
universe in which each facet of the hologram, each piece, itself
depicts the whole; indeed contains the whole. It is then a small
step to accept that all of everything is contained within each of
us – including time and space – and all the rest is imagination.
On the other hand, it could be that the universe has been
created for us – has evolved through time from the Creator’s first
deft brush strokes – to be a stage on which, like Shakespearian
actors, we make our entrances and exits and perhaps our brief
roles are repeated more than once in several reincarnated
characters.
I do not think that anyone is yet near the real answer to the
why and wherefore of life but as I seek to know, to understand,
the quest holds no terrors for me. The world around us, whether
real or partly the creation of our imagination, is so logical and
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often so subtly beautiful that there is clearly a purpose in it
beyond expediency.
Darwin’s theory of evolution simply cannot explain through
“random choice, and the survival of the fittest”, the brilliant colours
of a crested barbet as it alights on our birdbath or the song of
Keat’s nightingale. For myself, I have no doubt that beyond the
footlights there is a benign Creator in our theatre of light and I
would get closer to that reality.
In the meantime, the search is in itself a fulfilment and an
enjoyment and I understand Gandhi’s dictum that the journey
is even more important than the destination. I say, blithely, that
all of everything is contained within each of us, and that should
mean that God himself is within me. There I stumble. I know that
my soul is a gift from God and I have it in custody for Him. But
the me I know is not yet in step with God; has not yet cleaned
house for Him. That is my journey and it has nothing to do with
time or space or distance.
I am one of a great multitude seeking the reason, the answer,
the final Truth. And if we visualise that multitude – of priests,
philosophers, scientists, agnostics, Christians, Muslims, Buddhists,
Taoists, Confucians and as many ordinary men and women as
exist today – clustered along the circumference of a wheel, it is
a fact that the closer they get to their answer, down one or other
spoke of the wheel, the closer they get to each other.
I like to think that there develops apace more acceptance of
logic among our priests, more faith and the acceptance of myth
among scientists; and less dependence on pure reason among
philosophers.
I feel ever more strongly, too, that most of the difficulties
and confrontations we face are man-made or woman-made and
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can by them be unmade. Indeed, God is likely to leave it to us
to do that – albeit with a helpful nudge here and there – just as
parents cannot prevent their children from making their own
mistakes on their own learning paths; and senior executives need
to accept that their subordinates will learn quite as much from
their mistakes as from their successes or their formal training.
In Wordsworth’s words (from Intimations of Immortality from
Recollections of Early Childhood):
… Whither is fled the visionary gleam?
Where is it now, the glory and the dream?
Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting:
The Soul that rises with us, our life’s Star,
Hath had elsewhere its setting,
And cometh from afar;
Not in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness,
But trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God, who is our Home:
Heaven lies about us in our infancy!
Shades of the prison-house begin to close
Upon the growing Boy,
But he beholds the light, and whence it flows,
He sees it in his joy;
The Youth, who daily farther from the east
Must travel, still is Nature’s priest, and by the vision splendid
Is on his way attended;
At length the Man perceives it die away
And fade into the light of common day ...
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• Hal and Rosemary moved to Cape Town in January 2004. Hal
died of post-operative pneumonia in May 2006. He was 81
years of age.
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AFTERWORD
By Jonathan Hobday

The message that landed on my desk in the editorial
department’s second floor of The Star building one day towards
the end of 1985 – typed on the distinctive, plush Head Office
note-paper – was curt and direct: “Please see Mr Miller in his
office on the 6th Floor at 10.30 tomorrow morning.”
It was unusual for us denizens of editorial to be summoned
to the stratospheric heights of Head Office. But I had already
guessed what it was about. I was then editor of the year-old
Sunday Star and deeply immersed in the development of an
exciting new product in the Argus stable.
Those were heady times in Johannesburg’s newspaper world
– working with some of the country’s outstanding journalists:
Dave Hazelhurst was my deputy and in charge of production;
the maverick reporter Kitt Katzin was doing investigations; Adie
Frederick was sports editor; Les Aupiais (later of Carte Blanche
fame) was magazine editor; and John Spira was business editor…
and so on.
(In the media maelstrom of that early-80s time, Hazelhurst and
Katzin had been salvaged from the debris of the Sunday Express’s
collapse, along with the cartoon strip Hagar the Horrible. Rand
Daily Mail editor Rex Gibson had been brought to The Star as
deputy editor by The Star’s editor-in-chief and pal Harvey Tyson,
to replace the retiring John Pitts. Gibson’s experience and sage
counsel were a major bonus for the fledging Sunday Star).
It was at this inconvenient moment in my career that Tyson,
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my boss, had called me to his office and offered me “promotion”
to the job of deputy editor of the Daily News in Durban under
editor Michael Green. Pretty swiftly, I had declined – not wanting
to be “rusticated” to the coastal outpost.
So I had an inkling of the reason for Miller’s invitation – and I
was not wrong. Miller was an imposing man – of military bearing,
Hollywood good looks, sartorial elegance and direct gaze. And he
was a determined man who exuded the confidence of someone
who had an important agenda to pursue.
In a nutshell, he told me: “There are major developments
about to take place in Natal and it is vital that someone with your
experience and capabilities is put in place to assist the process. It
will be an exciting and productive challenge.”
Miller was a persuasive and resolute character, not the sort
of person who easily took no for an answer. I agreed to accept.
Miller was right in his promise – the five years I spent in
Durban (1986-91) as deputy editor of the Daily News, later
succeeding veteran Ian Wyllie as editor of the Sunday Tribune –
were stimulating and innovative.
The developments were in keeping with the manifold initiatives
that had been launched since Miller had become chairman of the
Argus Group in 1979.
While Miller was an Argus man to the core (thought by some
to be conservative and unenterprising), he was also unusual in
being a creative, visionary and dynamic leader.
In Durban during the five last years of the 80s, we achieved
the complete rationalisation of newspaper operations under the
aegis of an umbrella company, Natal Newspapers, moving into
a purpose-built building and incorporating the ailing morning
paper, the Natal Mercury, into the stable, saving that important
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title from almost certain closure.
It is, in my view, no idle belief to say that part of Miller’s
newspapering legacy was the survival of the Natal Mercury,
which exists to this day.
Which raises a pertinent question: if Miller’s vision and energy
and strategy saved a rival coastal newspaper in the latter half of
the 80s, could he not have rescued the Rand Daily Mail, which
played a unique political role, in the first part of the decade?
There are two primary reasons for this tragic failure, which are
clear from Miller’s memoirs and also from my own experience of
those turbulent times.
When I joined The Star in the course of 1979 (as Miller was
beginning his Argus magistracy), I quickly became involved in
The Star’s editorial executive committee discussions about a
proposed “Joint Operating Agreement (JOA)” between the Argus
Group and the rival morning group, South African Associated
Newspapers.
By that stage the discussions were fairly advanced, having
even reached a decision on a proposed site at the Edgardale
Industrial Estate for a joint printing works. Among editorial
executives at The Star, any misgivings about collaborating with
the old morning group “enemy” were far outweighed by the
obvious imperative for finding a way to ensure long-term survival
of newspaper titles by harnessing synergies.
I have no doubt that the successful introduction of the JOA
at that time would have saved the Rand Daily Mail and greatly
benefited all the English-language newspaper titles on the
Highveld.
So why did it fail? Miller’s memoirs provide the answers, which
are essentially two-fold.
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First was the bitter personal rivalry that had developed over
several years between Miller and his counterpart at SAAN, Clive
Kinsley.
Kinsley had apparently been incensed when Miller was given
the job of manager of the Bulawayo Chronicle in 1958, and his
disappointment was intensified in succeeding years as Miller
was preferred over Kinsley by Argus supremo Layton Slater as
manager of The Star and then as succeeding chairman of the
Argus Group. Kinsley left the Argus Group in high dudgeon,
bearing a deep personal animus against Miller.
The second factor, in my view, was the unabashed arrogance
of the editorial executives of the morning group newspapers,
who heaped contempt on the Argus newspapers and believed
fervently (and at the time misguidedly) that time and circumstance
was ultimately on the side of morning publications.
I well recall a lunch given in the early 80s for editors of the
English-language newspapers by that famous bon vivant and
founder of the PR giant Group Editors, Aubrey Sussens, in his
Sandton office.
The galaxy of attendees included Allister Sparks of the Rand
Daily Mail, Ken Owen of the Sunday Times and Rex Gibson of
the Sunday Express. Editors from The Star stable included Harvey
Tyson, Wilf Nussey, James Clarke and myself.
Star editors were somewhat embarrassed at the occasion
– because The Star had just announced a round of voluntary
retrenchments.
Our morning newspaper colleagues pounced on the news and
spent much of the lunch insisting vehemently that this was a sign
of the beginning of the end for the evening/daily publications.
It is ironic that, six months later, The Star was to announce
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record profits in its annual report – while the RDM continued its
slow death spiral.
Thus, as Miller intimates in his recollections, Kinsley’s personal
animus and an editorial herd arrogance scuppered any hope of a
workable and equitable deal for cost-saving rationalisations via a
joint operating agreement.
If the Miller years were marked by a failure to find a way to
save the Rand Daily Mail – and it was a profound failure – he
can hardly be blamed for it. Certainly, at The Star, there was
no resistance. And there was already close co-operation on the
distribution front through Allied Publishing.
But the seeds of Miller’s later ousting from leadership of the
Argus Group may well have been planted at that fraught time.
And there were other factors that may have caused insidious
corporate undercurrents, a slow burn that culminated in the
palace revolution in 1990.
Once in control as chairman, Miller proved single-minded and
courageous in many ways.
He was not afraid to compete vigorously in the marketplace
and to try new ideas – as evident from his promotion of The Star’s
ground-breaking Tonight magazine, the vigorous sorties into the
Saturday property market by switching to morning publication;
and his launch of the Sunday Star.
Miller was an innovator in newspaper development – but
his horizon was not limited to print. He pursued a concerted
programme of diversification into the wider media industry that
was visionary and risky – even if it meant doing business with
such rivals as Terry Moolman and Noel Coburn of Caxton or Ton
Vosloo and others of Nasionale Pers.
Yet Miller remained a quintessential Argus man, sticking
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bravely and consistently to the Argus tradition of honouring the
independence of its editors, a modus operandi ridiculed by many
self-serving media cognoscenti (in my experience over 20 years
in working in various editor’s chairs, the practice worked rather
well).
Miller’s strong underlying political aspirations, which he had
begun nurturing even in his days as manager of the Bulawayo
Chronicle (1958-63) and which matured as he advanced up the
Argus ladder, may also have caused ripples of concern among
the corporate fence-sitters of the apartheid years.
Certainly, Miller’s commitment to and vigorous struggle for
press freedom during his time as chairman of the Newspaper
Press Union was a political highlight – and his seminal role in
getting John Vorster’s odious Press Bill side-lined is another of his
lasting legacies. But jealousies may have been ignited.
The underlying causes that may have contributed to the
“conspiracy” to oust him in the murky boardroom shenanigans in
the early 1990s are not clear. The goings-on remained somewhat
opaque even to Miller himself who says he was “bewildered” by
it all – understandably.
Perhaps, like Caesar, he underestimated, or was unaware of,
enemies in the camp and did not to do enough to protect his
back. Or perhaps he was not assiduous enough in cultivating
defensive alliances by massaging important egos and dispensing
some pertinent payola.
Flattery and brown-nosing were certainly not part of Miller’s
style – his record of hard work and success, as he saw it, should
have been enough to secure his worth and sustain his reputation.
He seems to have been something of a loner. Instead, he was
stabbed in the back by the corporate conspirators of JCI, Anglo’s
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holding company, as well as some of his own colleagues.
And, when cornered, Hal Miller decided to cut his losses
and quit completely – a tragic mistake and quite unnecessary,
in my view. It was a decision that was to have far-reaching and
deleterious consequences for the Argus group and for South
African journalism.
I think Miller should have stayed in the Argus frame and fought
– however reduced his power and influence. How different things
might have been.
Instead, Miller took what seems to me some perverted pleasure
in hand-picking a non-Argus and non-newspaper businessmen
to succeed him: Doug Band had made a reputation in running
CNA/Gallo and probably had some good friends in JCI.
Band turned out to be something of a Trojan Horse and, when
JCI/Anglo-American wanted out of newspapers (for justifiable
political and economic reasons), he was quick to surrender the
rich Argus galleon to a bunch of Irish pirates in the form of
Irishman Tony O’Reilly and Independent Newspapers.
The pretext for this extraordinary act of betrayal was some
hogwash about fears of nationalisation by the incoming ANC
government and the silly canard that O’Reilly had some sort of
special relationship with Nelson Mandela.
So Band and Co gave away the family silver (for a measly
R125million) – and The Argus Group became Independent but
was no longer independent. What if Miller had still been in control
– or even a member of the board in a non-executive capacity?
In his memoir, Miller is somewhat charitable to Band and those
complicit in the abject abandonment of the Argus Group. He
comments, not very convincingly, that it was the best alternative
in critical times and that, had he been in charge, he probably
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would have “succumbed” to the deal.
In that judgment, I beg to differ heartily. Much more interesting
and true to his character – and to his deep Argus bonds – is the
line in which he says: “Perhaps I would have incited editors to
help in a fight against a foreign press invasion.” Indeed, indeed.
Had Hal Miller still been in firm control of the Argus group,
he would never had rolled over for O’Reilly and his mercenary
invaders. It simply wasn’t in his Argus DNA. Even if he had been
on the sidelines in a lesser role in the Argus hierarchy, I believe
Miller would have risen up against the callous, clandestine and
unpatriotic disposal of the Argus Group.
In my view, Miller would have sought more appropriate and
homegrown ways to save the Argus treasure for South Africa, for
the sake of its citizens and for the sake of South African press
freedom.
I like to think that he may have lent his considerable weight
to a staff/management buy-out. A belated initiative had been
launched to this effect but it had never gained any traction and
was never supported vigorously enough by Argus editors (me
included).
What the proposal needed was a heavyweight champion
– and Miller could well have filled that “Citizen Kane” role of
white knight and given leadership and credibility to the buy-out
initiative.
Money was not the issue. There was plenty of it – Sanlam
money, Old Mutual money, Rupert money and all manner of
investment sources, which would have jumped at the bargain
offer, a giveaway selling price of R125 million in 1994.
Ownership by the staff, by citizens of the country, would have
been more than adequate protection against predatory actions by
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any government. International sanction would also have been a
constant bulwark.
Such an outcome would have secured the Argus group intact,
to be an important role-payer in the dawn of democracy, in
the New South Africa, by continuing to provide objective and
professional reportage in the best Argus traditions. As it is, the
Irish pirates spent a decade plundering the Argus galleon of its
riches and then sold the remaining hulk to the African National
Congress, netting an eye-watering R2billion from the pension
funds of unwitting civil servants. The new “owner” – poseur
Dr Iqbal Survé – knew nothing of newspapering or press freedom
and the decline in standards in the press group in the past few
years has been calamitous.
Miller would have been appalled.  
This is a State Capture story that still remains to unfold.
And so – what of Hal Miller? Instead of retreating to a life
of doing good works in his final years, what if he had decided
to hang in there, fighting for the integrity of his beloved Argus
Group – and maybe, just maybe – pulling off another successful
rescue act?
If he had managed somehow to extricate the Argus Group
from the clutches of the alien invaders and shepherd it safely
into the hands of trustees representing staff and citizens, he
would have been able to retire at 70 in 1995, as he had once
proposed, secure in the knowledge that his beloved Argus Group
still belonged to all the people of South Africa and remained the
many-eyed guardian (for that is what Argus means) watching
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over the interests of the country.
And perhaps the trustees would have rewarded him in the last
few years of his career by fulfilling another of his lifelong dreams
– to be the editor of a newspaper. He would have relished a spell
as emeritus editor of the Cape Argus – and I think he would have
made a good editor, perhaps even a great one.
• Jonathan Hobday served as a journalist in The Argus company
for 30 years (1967-97) as assistant editor at the Pretoria News,
assistant editor at The Star, editor of the Saturday Star, editor of
the Sunday Star, deputy editor of the Durban Daily News, editor
of the Sunday Tribune, deputy editor of the Cape Argus and
editor of the Weekend Argus (Saturday and Sunday editions).
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